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Preface

Image Information needs are growing proportionally to the exponential production of digital
image data in virtually all technical and scientific domains. This is particularly true in the field
of Earth Observation (EO). Despite the loss of the ENVISAT satellite in April 2012 when it
had reached twice its original five-year mission, the number of recently launched satellites or
scheduled for launch in the coming years will guarantee a sustained delivery of data and images.
These satellites produce terabytes of image data on a daily basis with an increasing range of
spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions.

The image data acquired by the passive as well as active sensors embarked on EO satellites,
whether operated by governmental or commercial entities, are contributing to major appli-
cations related to the monitoring of the dynamics of our planet from local to global scales.
They are supported by large national or even transnational programmes and initiatives such
as the European Space Agency (ESA) EO programme or the joint ESA-European Commission
Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES) initiative that aims at providing es-
sential information in three Earth-system domains (atmosphere, marine, and land) and three
cross-cutting domains (emergency management, security, and climate change).

Yet, effective methodologies and efficient algorithms to mine this huge amount of satellite
image data for retrieving relevant information still need to be further developed. Indeed, the
visual interpretation by expert photo-interpreters or semi-automatic analysis on the case of
well-defined tasks and under controlled conditions are often too complex or require too strict
boundary conditions to be applied systematically to even a small fraction of the archived data.
In addition, it is expected that a large portion of the information contained in these data still
needs to be discovered . This calls for the development of novel information mining techniques.
Because the problem of information mining from huge data collections is also encountered in
other fields, synergies with multimedia (text, audio, and video streams), medicine, astronomy,
etc. are expected. In fact, we believe that the integration of non-image data relevant to the
geolocation of the processed image data will play an increasing role in the development of
enhanced image information mining techniques in the future.

Other issues that will require attention is the access to the data and corresponding com-
puting power necessary for the timely production of the required information in the respective
application domains. This is especially true in crisis situations. Furthermore, as large initiatives
and communities like those related to climate change and geohazards are proceeding with their
work, the need to innovate the approach to scientific research for processing and mining huge
amounts of EO data is emerging. In this context, image information mining is expected to
achieve unprecedented results thanks to the exploitation of multi-modal time series combined
with the possibility to run leading edge algorithms in near real time and close to the data
reception point.

The Image Information Mining 2012 conference is the eighth in the series jointly organised
by ESA and EUSC, and by JRC since 2009. It has been hosted for the first time by the Ger-
man Aerospace Centre (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen site (Germany), 24th–26th October 2012. This
year’s conference focuses on automation in support of applications and services for knowledge
discovery from EO data, for which Image Information Mining plays a key role. Image Informa-
tion Mining proves most successful when cross-cued from other disciplines. For this reason, the
conference topics are broadened towards more generic Information Mining thanks to a series
of keynote lectures in related fields. The conference proceedings include all contributions that
have been accepted for oral and poster presentations.

A total of 27 papers with co-authors affiliations originating from 18 different countries were
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submitted for presentation at the conference. Following the peer-review process by members
of the conference programme committee, 18 papers were selected for oral and 7 for poster
presentations. The conference proceedings include all contributions that have been accepted for
oral and poster presentations. Contributions corresponding to oral presentations are organised
according to the following topics, with one conference session devoted to each topic:

1. Theory and methods I: Dissimilarity Measures and Change Detection;

2. Theory and methods II: Image Representations and Descriptors;

3. Theory and methods III: Radar Image Processing;

4. Innovation I: Software and Systems;

5. Innovation II: Web Technologies and Data Access;

6. Use Cases and Applications.

Together with the poster contributions, they provide a snapshot of the current applied and
theoretical developments related to image information mining from EO data. Further to the
oral and poster presentations included in these proceedings, the sessions above were enriched
by the following respective keynote lectures:

1. Data Mining in Astrophysics
by Josef Stöckl (University of Innsbruck, Austria);

2. Detection of Compound Structures in Very High Spatial Resolution
by Selim Aksoy (Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey);

3. East Japan Great Earthquake and Tsunami: Detection of Hazards by Polarimetric SAR
by Motoyuki Sato (Tohoku University, Japan);

4. Establishing a Challenge Evaluation Program for the IIM Community
by Giovanni Marchisio (DigitalGlobe, Longmont, CO, USA);

5. Visual Analytics
by Daniel Keim (University Konstanz, Germany);

6. Human-Machine Communication
by Gerhard Rigoll (Technical University München, Germany).

Furthermore, the following talks from space agencies were given in an initial opening session:

• IIM Activities at ESA: Status and Perspectives
by Pier Giorgio Marchetti (ESA);

• Presentation of CNES activities
by Alain Giros (CNES);

• Image Information Mining for EO Payload Ground Segments
by Mihai Datcu (DLR);

• Data Mining in Germany
by Gottfried Schwarz (DLR).
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A series of life demonstrations was also presented during the poster session. Finally, the morning
of the third and last conference day was devoted to a series of 4 inspiring tutorials:

• Challenges in the Analysis of Multi-Temporal Remote Sensing Images
by Lorenzo Bruzzone (University of Trento, Italy);

• Image Information Mining for the Global Human Settlement Layer Generation
by Martino Pesaresi (Joint Research Centre, European Commission, Italy);

• Particularities of Earth Observation Data Mining
by Mihai Datcu (DLR, Germany);

• Towards the Compression Based Fully Autonomous Self-Organising Recogniser: Prelimi-
nary Implementation of PRDC-CSOR
by Toshinori Watanabe (University of Tokyo, Japan).

Additional conference materials such as electronic version of the slides presented at the
conference, including those regarding keynote lectures and tutorials, will be added on the con-
ference website upon availability, please check http://rssportal.esa.int/tiki-index.php?

page=ESA-EUSC-JRC-2012 for updates.
We thank all contributors to ESA-EUSC-JRC 2012 Image Information Mining conference

as well as the numerous participants (about 90 coming from more than 20 different countries).
Together, they have ensured the success of the 8th edition of the conference. Finally, we
acknowledge the support of the Enlargement & Integration Action of the JRC for enabling the
participation of a number of experts from the related countries.

The Editors of the IIM 2012 conference proceedings
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RELEVANCE FEEDBACK BY DISSIMILARITY SPACES FOR HYPERSPECTRAL CBIR

Miguel A. Veganzones, Mihai Datcu and Manuel Graña

Grupo de Inteligencia Computacional, Universidad del País Vasco (UPV/EHU), San Sebastián, Spain
German Aerospace Center - DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

ABSTRACT

We propose a novel relevance feedback (RF) methodology
specifically suited for hyperspectral Content-Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) systems. We pursued to expand previ-
ous research in hyperspectral CBIR systems defined over
dissimilarity functions. These dissimilarity functions were
based either on spectral and spatial features extracted by
spectral unmixing techniques or on dictionaries extracted by
dictionary-based compressors. The spectral-spatial and the
dictionary feature space as well as the dissimilarity functions
built upon them were not suitable for direct application in
common machine learning techniques. We propose the use
of dissimilarity spaces instead of feature spaces to solve this
problem. We validated the proposed RF for hyperspectral
CBIR systems over a real dataset with very promising results.

Index Terms— Hyperspectral imaging, CBIR systems,
dissimilarity spaces, relevance feedback.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest in hyperspectral remote sensing [1]
will yield to an exponential growth in hyperspectral data ac-
quisition in a short time. Most spatial agencies have sched-
uled the launch of hyperspectral sensors on satellite payloads
such as in EnMAP [2] or PRISMA [3] missions. That will
involve the storage of a huge quantity of hyperspectral data.
The problem of searching through these huge databases using
CBIR techniques has not been properly addressed for the case
of hyperspectral images until recently. Recent works on hy-
perspectral CBIR systems [4, 5] make use of spectral and/or
spatial dissimilarity functions between hyperspectral images.
The spectral and/or spatial features are extracted by means
of endmember induction and unmixing algorithms [6]. In [7]
authors define dissimilarity functions built upon Kolmogorov
complexity [8] and its approximation by compression and dic-
tionary distances [9, 10]. Dictionary distances operate over
dictionaries extracted from the hyperspectral images by loss-
less dictionary-based compressors such as the LZW compres-
sion algorithm. Given a signal x, a dictionary-based compres-
sion algorithm looks for patterns in the input sequence from
signal x. These patterns, called words, are subsequences of
the incoming sequence. The compression algorithm result is

a set of unique words called dictionary. The dictionary ex-
tracted from a signal x is hereafter denoted as D (x), with
D (λ) = ∅ only if λ is the empty signal. We have found two
dictionary distance functions on the literature, the Normal-
ized Dictionary Distance (NDD) [11] and the Fast Dictionary
Distance (FDD) [12]:

NDD (x, y) =
D (x ∪ y)−min {D (x) , D (y)}

max {D (x) , D (y)} , (1)

FDD (x, y) =
D (x)−D (x ∩ y)

D (x)
, (2)

where D (x ∪ y) and D (x ∩ y) respectively denote the union
and intersection of the dictionaries extracted from signals x
and y. NDD and FDD are both normalized admissible dis-
tances satisfying the metric inequalities. Thus, they result in
a non-negative number in the interval [0, 1], being zero when
the compared files are equal and increasing up to one as the
files are more dissimilar.

However, dictionaries and spectral-spatial features cannot
be directly represented as points in a feature space. Thus,
they do not fit easily with common feature-based machine
learning techniques. It is possible to treat dissimilarity func-
tions as kernels in order to use them in kernel-based algo-
rithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM). However,
these dissimilarity functions do not comply often with valid
kernel conditions [13]. Authors in [14] propose the definition
of dissimilarity spaces as an alternative to feature spaces. In
dissimilarity spaces some data instances are used as reference
points, named prototypes. These prototypes define a dissim-
ilarity space wherein each dimension coordinates represent
the dissimilarity to a prototype. This way a data point is rep-
resented in the dissimilarity space by their dissimilarity to the
prototypes. The dissimilarity space can be used as a feature
space so all the available potential of machine learning tech-
niques can be used. In this paper we propose the use of dis-
similarity spaces to define a relevance feedback methodology
for hyperspectral CBIR making use of the already available
dissimilarity functions.

The paper is divided as follows. In section 2 we introduce
the proposed RF by dissimilarity spaces approach. In section
3 we define the experimental methodology and in section 4
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we comment on the results. Finally, we contribute with some
conclusions in section 5.

2. RELEVANCE FEEDBACK BY DISSIMILARITY
SPACES

We propose the use of dissimilarity spaces for retrieval feed-
back in hyperspectral CBIR systems. Figure 1 shows a dia-
gram of the proposed approach. The system has two parts.
Firs, the zero-query is performed, that is, an initial ranking
obtained directly from the dissimilarity function. Second, a
relevance feedback process is defined.

2.1. Zero query

First, a query, Ql (Hα), is defined following the query-by-
image approach. Hα denotes the image selected as the query
and l ∈ Z+, named the scope of the query, denotes the num-
ber of images that should be retrieved by the system. Ev-
ery image Hβ in the dataset is compared to the query im-
age by some dissimilarity function, s (Hα, Hβ). The dis-
similarities to the query image are represented as a vector
sα = [sα,1, . . . , sα,N ], where N is the number of images in
the dataset and sα,β is the dissimilarity between the query
image Hα and the dataset image Hβ , with β = 1, . . . , N .
Then, we sort the components of sα in increasing order, and
the resulting shuffled image indexes constitute the zero rank-
ing Ω0

α = [ωq ∈ {1, . . . , N}], q = 1, . . . , N , so that sα,ωq ≤
sα,ωq+1

. The first l images of the zero ranking are retrieved
for user’s evaluation. These images form the set of proto-
types, P = {Hωi}p=li=1, with which the relevance feedback
process starts.

2.2. Relevance feedback

We propose a relevance feedback process by using a dissimi-
larity space defined by the dissimilarity to each of the proto-
types in the prototypes set, P = {Hi}pi=1. Each prototype is
used as a reference point to which the rest of images would be
compared. Thus, the dissimilarity to a prototype image repre-
sents a dimension in the dissimilarity space of the prototypes,
denoted as P . We propose to use this dissimilarity space of
the prototypes, P , to perform relevance feedback. In order
to do that, we first train a two-class classifier using the set of
prototypes and second, we obtain a new ranking by the clas-
sification of the database images. Then, the first l images of
the new ranking are returned to the user for evaluation. The
evaluated images are included in the prototypes set and a new
iteration of the relevance feedback process starts.

2.2.1. Training phase

Let P = {Hi}pi=1 be the set of prototypes where each pro-
totype image Hi has been labeled as belonging to the query

Fig. 1. CBIR system diagram with the proposed relevance
feedback by dissimilarity spaces approach.

class, C+, also named the positive class, or to its complement,
the negative class, C−. Then, the system calculates the proto-
type dissimilarity matrix, SP = {si,j}, i, j = 1, . . . , p, where
si,j denotes the dissimilarity between prototype images Hi

and Hj . The columns of Sp (or the rows as Sp is symmet-
ric) are the geometrical coordinates of the prototypes in P ,
and would be used as feature vectors to train the two-class
classifier.

2.2.2. Testing phase

For each image Hβ in the dataset we calculate the dissimi-
larity vector sβ = [sβ,i]

p
i=1, where sβ,i denotes the dissim-

ilarity between dataset image Hβ and prototype image Hi.
The dissimilarity vector, sβ , geometrically represents a point
in the dissimilarity space P and would be used as the input
to the trained classifier. The classifier will return a probabil-
ity of the image Hβ belonging to the query class, pβ (C+) =
1 − pβ (C−). The probabilities obtained by the classifier are
then represented as a vector pα = [p1, . . . , pN ], where N is
the number of images in the dataset and pβ is a simplified no-
tation for pβ (C+), with β = 1, . . . , N . We sort in increasing
order the components of pα, and the resulting shuffled im-
age indexes constitute the ranking Ωtα =

[
ωtq ∈ {1, . . . , N}

]
,

q = 1, . . . , N , so that pωtq ≤ pωtq+1
. The superscript t in Ωtα

denotes the iteration in turn on the relevance feedback pro-
cess, being t a positive integer, t > 0. The first l images
in Ωtα are incorporated to the prototypes set if they were not
already present, and a new iteration begins. The relevance
feedback process ends when the user is satisfied, a maximum
number of iterations, tmax, is achieved, or no new images are
being incorporated to the prototypes set.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. Examples of the five categories patches: (a) Forests,
(b) Fields, (c) Urban Areas, (d) Mixed, (e) Others.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

3.1. Dataset

The hyperspectral HyMAP data was made available from
HyVista Corp. and German Aerospace Center’s (DLR) op-
tical Airborne Remote Sensing and Calibration Facility ser-
vice1. The scene corresponds to a flight line over the facilities
of the DLR center in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany) and its sur-
roundings, mostly fields, forests and small towns. The data
cube has 2878 lines, 512 samples and 125 spectral bands.
We have removed non-informative bands due to atmospheric
absorption and 113 spectral bands remained.

We cut the scene in patches of 64×64 pixels size for a total
of 360 patches forming the hyperspectral database used in the
experiments. We grouped the patches by visual inspection in
five rough categories. The three main categories are ’Forests’,
’Fields’ and ’Urban Areas’, representing patches that mostly
belong to one of this categories. A ’Mixed’ category was de-
fined for those patches that presented more than one of the
three main categories, being not any of them dominant. Fi-
nally, we defined a fifth category, ’Others’, for those patches
that didn’t represent any of the above or that were not easily
categorized by visual inspection. The number of patches per
category are: (1) Forests: 39, (2) Fields: 160, (3) Urban Ar-
eas: 24, (4) Mixed: 102, and (5) Others: 35. Figure 2 shows
examples of the five categories patches.

We run five retrieval experiments over the HyMAP dataset
using a k-NN classifier with k = {1, 3, 5, 10, 20}. The Nor-
malized Dictionary Distance (NDD) was used to compare the
hyperspectral images and a scope, l = 20, was selected. Each
of the 360 patches was a-priori labeled as belonging to one
of the five categories defined above, so user’s evaluation was
not required and the experiment was fully automatized. The
maximum number of iterations was set to tmax = 10.

The Normalized Rank [15] was used to summarize the
system performance into an scalar value. The normalized
rank for a given image query, denoted as Rank (Hα), is de-
fined as:

Rank (Hα) =
1

NNα

(
Nα∑

i=1

Ωiα −
Nα (Nα − 1)

2

)
, (3)

where N is the number of images in the dataset, Nα is the
number of relevant images for the query Hα, and Ωiα is the

1http://www.OpAiRS.aero

rank at which the i-th image is retrieved. This measure is
0 for perfect performance, and approaches 1 as performance
worsens, being 0.5 equivalent to a random retrieval. We cal-
culated the Rank (Hα) for each of the images in the dataset
and then we calculated the overall normalized rank (ONR)
and the average normalized rank (ANR):

ONR =
1

N

N∑

α=1

Rank (Hα) (4)

ANR =

C∑

c=1

N∑

α=1

I(Hα, c)Rank (Hα) (5)

where C is the number of categories, C = 5 in our exper-
iments, and I (Hα, c) is an indicator function that returns 1
if the image Hα belongs to the class c and 0 otherwise. The
ONR is the averaged normalized rank over all the dataset, and
the ANR is the class-averaged normalized rank.

4. RESULTS

Figure 3 and 4 respectively show the overall normalized (4)
and the average normalized (5) results for the proposed rele-
vance feedback by dissimilarity spaces using different k-NN
classifiers. As it can be seen there is a continuous overall
and average improvement along the iterations. Black flat line
in both figures denote the ONR and ANR values calculated
for the response given by the system to the Zero-query using
NDD dissimilarity only. For all cases the relevance feedback
response improves the Zero-query response after iterations 2-
3.

Fig. 3. Overage normalized rank results.

The better result is achieved by the 3-NN classifier, so we
show class-specific results in figure 5 for it. All the classes im-
prove their performance by the proposed relevance feedback
method. The Forest and Fields categories reach ANR val-
ues close to 0.05 whilst Urban Areas category approximates
a perfect retrieval. The more complicated ’Mixed’ and ’Oth-
ers’ categories yields ANR values above 0.15 still improving
around 0.2 points in the relevance feedback process. Table
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Fig. 4. Average normalized rank results.

Class-specific ANR

Zero-Query RF (t = 1) RF (t = 3) RF (t = 5) RF (t = 10)

Forests 0.061 0.212 0.094 0.073 0.050

Fields 0.164 0.174 0.066 0.055 0.040

Urban Areas 0.008 0.108 0.004 0.001 0.002

Mixed 0.250 0.313 0.201 0.184 0.164

Others 0.210 0.400 0.209 0.167 0.140

Table 1. Comparison of class-specific ANR values between
the Zero-query NDD response and relevance feedback (RF)
response at different iterations (t).

1 compares class-specific ANR values for the Zero-query re-
spect to the relevance feedback at different iteration steps us-
ing the 3-NN classifier. We can see that relevance feedback
improves class-specific ANR values for all classes, most of
them at early iterations.

Fig. 5. Per-class average normalized rank results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a relevance feedback method for hyper-
spectral CBIR systems using dissimilarity spaces. Define a
relevance feedback process for hyperspectral CBIR systems
is not easy as most of the available hyperspectral CBIR sys-
tems rely on dissimilarity functions that do not fulfill condi-
tions to be used in common machine learning techniques. The

proposed approach expands the available dissimilarity-based
hyperspectral CBIR systems on the literature in a simple way
by defining a new space, the dissimilarity space, as opposed to
the usual feature space. The proposed approach achieved very
good results in the preliminary experiments presented in this
paper. Further work will focus on increment the experimental
evidence trying different dissimilarity functions and the use
of active learning strategies to select the best prototypes.
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ABSTRACT

Compression is of main interests for information mining com-
munities as compression schema are able to capture numeri-
cal object properties, and the Compression Distance was de-
veloped to compare objects while exploiting their intrinsic
properties. A Compression Distance for Bayesian Parametric
Models is presented in this paper by exploiting the Minimum
Description Length criterion. The Compression Distance is
then extended to become invariant to transforms which act on
object properties. Finally, an illustrative case with Gaussian
variables is given.

Index Terms— Compression, Normalized Compression
Distance, Bayesian model, transform invariance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Compression raised interests in information mining commu-
nities [1] in the past few years, as decreasing the representa-
tion length of a numerical object exploits the object properties
or characteristics. Data compression based image pattern rep-
resentation was used for the first time in [2] for the classifica-
tion of satellite images, and it served as a source of inspiration
for later studies dealing with compression based information
extraction from satellite patches [3, 4] or satellite image time
series [5, 6].

These studies leaded naturally to the use of the Infor-
mation Distance and its normalized version [7] which was
developed within the Kolmogorov complexity theory. This
distance measures the minimal quantity of information, mea-
sured as coding length, to transform a numerical object into
another. As the definition of the Information Distance re-
lies on the availability of the non computable Kolmogorov
complexity (minimal coding length) of any object, the Infor-
mation Distance is generally approximated by the Compres-
sion Distance where the complexities are approximated by
the coding lengths obtained by actual compressors. The well
known Lempel-Ziv compressor [8] is often selected, and was

∗Lionel Gueguen (lgueguen@digitalglobe.com) has been with Digital-
Globe Inc., 1601 Dry Creek Drive, Longmont, CO 80501, USA, since Sept.
2012.

used to model image information content in [2, 9] by trans-
forming an image into a string.

The data mining techniques making use of the Compres-
sion Distance are generally opposed to feature based informa-
tion mining, in the sense that no feature extraction is required
prior to the comparison of the objects. Nevertheless, this point
of view is arguable [10] since the Compression Distance re-
lies on the compression technique which captures some prop-
erties of any object. For example, the underlying property
which is captured by the Lempel-Ziv compression scheme is
the repetition of substrings. While this scheme gives an op-
timal compact representation of many strings, the repetition
property is irrelevant for analyzing series of independent re-
alizations which are best compressed by a Huffman compres-
sion scheme [11]. Therefore, the Compression Distance is
dependent on the used compressor and the properties that it
captures. While the Compression Distance is dependent on
the used compressor, the metric has still the advantage of al-
lowing the comparison of objects which are best described
by different compressors, thus properties. This observation is
considered in what follows.

In this paper, we present the Compression Distance ap-
plied to Bayesian parametric models. These models have
been extensively used in literature and in particular for mod-
elling image texture through Gibbs Markov Random Field
[12, 13]. The model parameters generally represent proper-
ties or features of an object, and the probability values are
linked to the minimal coding length which is required to re-
cover the object knowing its properties. Given a set of candi-
date Bayesian parametric models and an object, the Minimum
Description Length (MDL) criterion was proven to be optimal
for selecting the model which captures best the object prop-
erties [14]. The MDL approximates the coding length of any
object, allowing the computation of a Compression Distance
between two instances which uses the properties of one ob-
ject to represent another one. Additionally, we discuss the
possibility for defining transform invariant Compression Dis-
tance, as some object properties may be irrelevant for specific
applications.
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2. PROPOSED COMPRESSION DISTANCE

2.1. Minimum Description Length

Models are used in information processing in order to capture
the properties of interest of a signal. In most cases, models
provide a two part representation of an object, where one part
embeds the signal properties and the other encodes the re-
maining uncertainty about the object while knowing its prop-
erties.

Studies tackled the problem of finding universal coding
schema for approximating the Kolmogorov complexity. In
this pool of studies, the Minimum Description Length [14]
has been developed for Bayesian parametric models, where
any universal coding scheme was proven to be a two part
representation. The Minimum Description Length criterion
privileges the shortest description of an object. Given a set of
parametric models {M1, . . .Mm}with their associated multi-
dimensional parameter vectors {θ1, . . . θm}, the optimal cou-
ple of properties and model (θ̂x,Mx) which minimizes the
representation length of a signal xn = [x1, . . . xn] is given
by:

(θ̂x,Mx) = arg min
θi,Mi

− log(pMi
(xn | θi)) +

dim(θi)

2
log(n),

(1)
where dim(θi) is the parameter vector dimension and pMi

(xn |
θi) is the conditional probability of the signal. The second
term of the minimization accounts for the coding length nec-
essary to represent the model parameters, while the first part
represents the uncertainty that remains while knowing the
signal properties. This minimization enables to select the
model which embeds the properties fitting the best a given
signal. In the following, the couple (θ̂x,Mx) represents the
object compression based properties and the coding length of
xn is expressed by:

l(xn) = − log(pMx(xn | θx)) +
dim(θx)

2
log(n). (2)

As a remark, the parameter vectors of two distinct signals are
not guaranteed to exist in the same space, which makes the
definition of a similarity between them difficult.

2.2. Normalized Compression Distance

The Normalized Information Distance was first introduced in
[7], which reports that:

Every admissible distance expressing simi-
larity according to some feature,..., is minorized
by the Normalized Information Distance. Note
that every feature of the data gives rise to a
similarity, and, conversely, every similarity can
be thought of as expressing some feature. We
stress once more that different pairs of objects

may have different dominating features. Yet ev-
ery such dominant similarity is detected by the
Normalized Information Distance.

The Normalized Information Distance is approximated by the
Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) and it is expressed
between two objects by:

e(x, y) =
max {l(x | y), l(y | x)}

max {l(x), l(y)} , (3)

where l(x) and l(x | y) are the minimal code lengths nec-
essary to represent x and x knowing y. The NCD has been
approximated in various ways depending on the considered
compression scheme [1, 15, 16].

A straightforward approximation [15] for Bayesian para-
metric models can be expressed as follows. When describ-
ing one object xn knowing the two-part representation of an-
other object ym, only the properties are of interest since the
uncertainty part ym | θy does not help in representing xn.
Therefore, the conditional coding length l(xn | ym) is up-
per bounded by − log(pMy (xn | θy)), and the Normalized
Compression Distance can be approximated by in a Bayesian
framework:

d̄(xn, ym) =

max {− log(pMy
(xn | θy)),− log(pMx

(ym | θx))}
max {l(xn), l(ym)} , (4)

where l(xn) and l(ym) are the coding lengths expressed in
(2). While the objects may have incomparable parameter vec-
tors, the NCD still allows a meaningful comparison of ob-
jects considering their intrinsic properties. In this approxima-
tion, all the properties of one object are enforced in the other,
which is sub-optimal.

2.3. Conditional Coding Length Approximation

As noted before, when representing an object xn from the
knowledge of ym, only its properties (θy,My) should be ex-
ploited. Additionally, the most suited properties of ym for
representing xn should be identified. Adopting this point of
view ensures that both instances are compared by the proper-
ties they share, and this idea was successfully implemented in
[16] as an intersection of coding dictionaries. In a Bayesian
framework, such an idea can be implemented as follows.

Let k = dim(θy) be the dimension of the parameter vector
of the modelMy , and r is a subset of the index set {1, . . . , k}.
We denote by θry the parameter values whose index are in the
subset r and θr̄y the remaining values, where r̄ = {1, . . . , k}−
r. The union of θry and θr̄y gives the full parameter vector θy .
When representing an object xn from the knowledge of the
properties (θy,My), one should identify the properties (the
set of index) which fit best the other signal. Thus, the minimal
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representation length of xn knowing the parameters of yn is
expressed by the following optimization:

l(xn | θy,My) =

min
r⊆{1,...,k},θr

− log(pMy
(xn | θr, θr̄y)) +

dim(θr)

2
log(n),

(5)

where one subpart of the parameter vector is used directly
and the remaining part is inferred from the signal itself.
Then, the minimal conditional coding length is l(xn | ym) =
min{l(xn | θy,My), l(xn)}, where the parameter of ym may
not help in representing xn. The Normalized Compression
Distance derived according to this approximation and (3) is
denoted by d(xn, ym).

As a remark, the optimization given in (5) has a complex-
ity proportional to number of possibilities to select a subset
from the set {1, . . . , k}, which is given by the sum of bino-
mial coefficients

∑k
j=0

(
k
j

)
= (1 + 1)k = 2k.

3. TRANSFORM INVARIANCE

3.1. Transform Invariance Definition

A feature function f which extracts the properties of an ob-
ject x as a multidimensional vector is said to be invariant to a
transform T , if ∀x, f(x) = f(T (x)). In most cases, a given
transform T acts solely on a subset t ⊆ {1, . . . , k} of the k
parameter values of a given model M . Thus, if an object x is
characterized by (θx,Mx) and a transform T acts on the fea-
tures θtx, the remaining features θt̄x, t̄ = {1, . . . , k}−t contain
the parameter values which are invariant under the transform
T . In the following, we denote by t̄TM the set of parameter
indices, such that the corresponding parameter values are in-
variant to the transform T .

3.2. Toward An Invariant Compression Distance

By exploiting the previous definition, we define a conditional
coding length which limits the impact of a given transform T .
The transform invariance is embedded in a subset t̄TMy

of the
parameter values θy . Also, when representing a new object
xn from the knowledge of the properties (θy,My), only the
invariant parameter values should be considered as helping
in reducing the coding length of xn. Since, the remaining
parameter values vary with the transform T , they should be
inferred from the object xn. The transform aware conditional
coding length is given by:

lT (xn | θy,My) =

min
tTMy
⊆r,θr

− log(pMy
(xn | θr, θr̄y)) +

dim(θr)

2
log(n). (6)

This criterion is similar to (5), except that the index set r
must contain the impacted parameter indices tTMy

. Then, the

shortest conditional coding length is given by lT (xn | yn) =
min{lT (xn | θy,My), l(xn)}. The NCD derived from this
approximation is denoted by dT (xn, ym), and reduces the im-
pact of T . By construction, we have l(xn | ym) ≤ lT (xn |
ym), such that d(xn, ym) ≤ dT (xn, ym) which underlines
the universality of the Normalized Compression Distance.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE CASE

4.1. Realizations of Gaussian Random Variables

Given a signal xn which represents n i.i.d. realizations of a
Gaussian random variable N (µx, σx), its minimal represen-
tation length is given by:

lG(xn) = n(
1

2
+ log(

√
2πσx)) + log(n), (7)

where the optimal model is a Gaussian distribution with
the parameter vector θx = {µx, σx}. The left term 1

2 +

log(
√

2πσx) represents the average coding length of each
element of xn, while log(n) is the coding length necessary
to represent {µx, σx} given n samples. Given two realization
vectors xn and ym of two Gaussian models N (µx, σx) and
N (µy, σy), the conditional coding length lG(xn | ym) is
analytically formulated by:

lG(xn | ym) = min{
n

2
(1 + log(2πσ2

x)) + log(n),

n

2
(
σ2
x

σ2
y

+ log(2πσ2
y)) +

1

2
log(n),

n

2
(1 + log(2π(σ2

x + (µx − µy)2)) +
1

2
log(n),

n

2
(
σ2
x

σ2
y

+
(µx − µy)2

σ2
y

+ log(2πσ2
y)) }

(8)

The NCD derived from this approximation is denoted by
dG(xn, ym). It is worth to note that the last term of the previ-
ous minimization can be expressed from the Kullback-Leibler
divergence:

σ2
x

σ2
y

+
(µx − µy)2

σ2
y

+ log(2πσ2
y) =

(1 + log(2πσ2
x)) + 2dKL(Nx‖Ny). (9)

Thus, the NCD is upper bounded by construction by:

dG(xn, ym) ≤ 1− log(n)− ndKL(Nx‖Ny)

(1 + log(2πσ2
x)) + log(n)

. (10)

As the numbers of observations n,m >> 1 increase, al-
most all couples xn and ym are maximally dissimilar such
that dG(xn, ym) = 1, because the code length l(xn) is
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smaller almost everywhere than the conditional coding length
l(xn | θy,My). This assertion is supported by the equation
(10), which proves ∃n sufficiently big such that log(n) ≤
ndKL(Nx‖Ny). In order to limit this shortcoming, the un-
bounded normalized compression dissimilarity is defined by:

d̂(xn, ym) =
max {l(xn | θy,My), l(ym | θx,Mx))}

max {l(xn), l(yn)} .

(11)
This dissimilarity can be greater than 1, but it avoids that
almost all realizations xn and ym are equally distant as the
number of realizations increase.

Furthermore, we denote by dµ(xn, ym) and dσ(xn, ym)
the compression distances which are built (6) to reduce the
impact of transforms acting on the signal average and vari-
ance, respectively.

4.2. Compression Distance Visualization

Let xn be a realization vector of Nx = N (0, 1) with
n = 50 realizations. We are interested in representing the
dG(xn, ym) for various realizations ym of Gaussian models
Nx = N (µy, σy). The distances dG(xn, ym), d̂G(xn, ym),
dµ(xn, ym) and dσ(xn, ym) are displayed in the parameter
space in Fig.1 and compared to the well known Kulbback-
Leibler divergences dKL(Nx‖Ny), dKL(Ny‖Nx). The min-
imum of dG is reached for realizations of the same Gaussian
distribution Nx. Then, the distance identifies that Gaussian
distributions sharing either the same average of the same
variance are the closest which gives the cross shape. The
distances dµ and dσ are almost invariant to their respective
transforms and are upper bounds of dG. As the σy increases,
the distance dσ is not localized with respect to µy since the
average estimate variance is proportional to σy . Finally, dG
captures the sub-similarities which are lost by the Kullback-
Leibler divergences.

5. CONCLUSION

The Normalized Compression Distance was expressed in the
context of Bayesian parametric models. Thanks, to the Min-
imum Description Length principle, coding lengths are ap-
proximated allowing the computation of the NCD. A new
approach for exploiting cross properties of numerical objects
was proposed leading to better coding length estimates. Ex-
tending this approach, a framework for making the result-
ing distance invariant to known transform was proposed. Fi-
nally, some illustrations of the proposed NCD were given
with Gaussian random variables.
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(a) dG(x
n, ym) (b) d̂G(x

n, ym)

(c) dµ(xn, ym) (d) dσ(xn, ym)

(e) dKL(Nx‖Ny) (f) dKL(Ny‖Nx)

Fig. 1. The central square represents the distributionN (0, 1) of xn in the (µy, σy) space. The similarities are given for a signal
ym, where m = n and Ny = N (µy, σy).
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ABSTRACT

Satellite image time series (SITS) can be described in an

unsupervised way by means of spatio-temporal localization

maps. These maps are extracted using data mining tech-

niques that spatially and temporally locate pixel evolutions

affecting a minimum number of pixels with sufficiently high

connectivity. Depending on the parameter settings and on

the original data, large numbers of maps may be produced.

In order to focus on the most interesting ones, we propose

a method to rank them by computing the normalized mutual

information between the spatio-temporal localization maps

extracted from the SITS and the ones extracted from the same

but randomized SITS. The latter is obtained using a swap-

randomization technique. Experimental results on a Landsat

7 SITS covering New Caledonia are presented.

Index Terms— Satellite image time series, data min-

ing, spatio-temporal patterns, mutual information, swap-

randomization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite Image Time Series (SITS) raise new data analysis

challenges since large data volumes must be handled together

This work was supported by the French Research Agency (ANR)

through the FOSTER project (ANR-2010-COSI-012-04, http://foster.univ-

nc.nc). We thank the Yaté rural district for making the Qehnelo environmen-

tal intelligence platform available.

L. Gueguen (lgueguen@digitalglobe.com ) has been with DigitalGlobe

Inc., 1601 Dry Creek Drive, Longmont, CO 80501, USA, since September

2012.

with spatial and temporal dimensions. In meeting this re-

quirement, various techniques have been designed. Either

they search for image/object/region evolutions (e.g., [1, 2]) or

they directly extract pixel-based spatio-temporal objects that

are defined with respect to the temporal dimension (e.g., [3,

4]) and the spatial one (e.g., [5, 6]).

Amid the latter kind of technique, we proposed in [6] to

extract pixel evolutions/sub-evolutions such that the pixels af-

fected by a pixel evolution cover a minimum surface and are

sufficiently connected to each other. Each one of these pixel

evolutions, namely the Grouped Frequent Sequential patterns

(GFS-patterns), can be located on a Spatio-Temporal Local-

ization map (STL-map). The spatial information is given by

pixel positions, while the temporal information is displayed

using color palettes. STL-maps were first introduced in [7].

Even though the spatial and the connectivity constraints allow

the selection of relevant pixel evolutions, the GFS-patterns

and their STL-maps can be numerous for some datasets. In

this paper, we propose a method to help the user focus on the

most promising patterns, by ranking them using a measure of

normalized mutual information. We propose such a measure

based on the comparison of the STL-maps extracted from the

original SITS and the STL-maps extracted from a randomized

version of the same SITS. The swap-randomization approach

of [8] for Boolean matrices is adapted to generate the random-

ized SITS.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an

overview of GFS-patterns and STL-maps, while Section 3

details STL-map ranking. Section 4 presents encouraging re-

sults obtained for a Landsat 7 SITS covering a part of New

Caledonia and Section 5 concludes this paper by drawing per-
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spectives.

2. GFS-PATTERNS AND STL-MAPS

As proposed in [6], relevant pixel evolutions/sub-evolutions

can be extracted from SITS using grouped frequent sequential

patterns. SITS are first transformed into a set of pixel evolu-

tions: for each pixel, its pixel state evolution B1, B2, . . . , BN

is built. Pixel states can be supplied by end-users or ob-

tained by equal interval bucketing, equal frequency buck-

eting (e.g., percentiles) or clustering techniques. They are

defined for each one of the N acquisitions of the consid-

ered SITS. A GFS-pattern is a sequential pattern denoted

A1, A2, . . . , An. It represents a pixel evolution/sub-evolution,

i.e. discrete pixel states at n different increasing dates, but

that are not necessarily consecutive. This pattern occurs

in a pixel evolution B1, B2, . . . BN if there exist integers

1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < in ≤ N such that A1 = Bi1 , A2 = Bi2 ,

. . ., An = Bin . In order to select relevant sequential patterns,

they are required to be frequent, i.e. they must affect at least

σ pixels (i.e. a minimum surface). In addition, affected pixels

must be grouped: their average connectivity measure must

exceed a minimum connectivity threshold κ. The average

connectivity measure is defined to give, for the pixels sharing

a frequent sequential pattern α, the average number of neigh-

boring pixels also sharing α. The 8 nearest neighbors (8-NN)

are taken into consideration. For more formal definitions, the

reader is referred to [6]. The surface and connectivity con-

straints can be actively pushed into the data mining algorithm

to prune the search space and to make extractions tractable.

These operative aspects are detailed in [9] and [10]. Our pro-

totype, based on the PrefixGrowth [11] algorithm, has been

written in C using our own data structures.

Once a GFS-pattern α has been extracted, a convenient

way to assess it is to build an image where all pixels are set

to black except those that are covered by α. This localization

gives the spatial information at a glance, while the tempo-

ral evolution is given by the color of the pattern. The color

of a non-black pixel is set using a color-scale related to the

ending date of the occurrence of α for this pixel, denoting in

this way the temporal localization of the pattern. As reported

in [7], this brings very readable and useful spatio-temporal

information. Such a spatio-temporal localization is termed a

Spatio-Temporal Localization map or STL-map.

3. NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION-BASED

RANKING OF STL-MAPS

Let α be a GFS-pattern extracted from a SITS S. In order

to evaluate whether α is significant (i.e., it is not likely to be

extracted from a random dataset, even from a random dataset

with the same pixel state frequencies) we propose compar-

ing the STL-map of α on S to its STL-map on a random

SITS S∗. This dataset S∗ is generated from S by swap-

ping pixel states randomly as follows. Let B1, B2, . . . , BN

and B′
1, B

′
2, . . . , B

′
N be two pixel evolutions in S. Indices i

and j are candidates for a swap if Bi = B′
j and Bj = B′

i.

If this swap is randomly selected then Bi and Bj are ex-

changed and B′
i and B′

j are exchanged. All pixels have the

same probability of being chosen, and can be chosen more

than once. Swaps are not final and can be undone by other

swaps. In such a randomized dataset, both the surface and the

average connectivity measures of the GFS-patterns extracted

from the original SITS are expected to be lower since pixel

evolutions were modified by successive swaps. This random-

ization guaranties two properties: (1) within a pixel evolution

the frequency of each state is preserved and (2) within an im-

age the frequency of each state is also preserved. This swap-

randomization is adapted from the technique proposed in [8]

to randomize Boolean matrices.

Let us consider each ending date x of the STL-map of α
as the realization of a random variable X whose sample space

Ω contains all acquisition dates. This can be compared to a

random variable Y whose realizations are the non-black pix-

els of the STL-map of α extracted from S∗. The Normalized

Mutual Information (NMI) is then given by [12]:

NMI(X; Y ) =

∑
x,y∈Ω2 P (x, y) log P (x,y)

P (x)P (y)

min(H(X), H(Y ))
, (1)

H(X) = −
∑

x∈Ω

P (x) log P (x), (2)

where P (x, y) represents the probability of co-occurrence of

the two dates x and y in the same positions. This metric

measures the dependence between the two variables. Nor-

malization is achieved by dividing by the minimum entropy

(see Equation 2).

The NMI is calculated for each pattern and the patterns

are then ranked using these NMI values (that range by defini-

tion between 0 and 1). The most promising patterns are the

ones having a low NMI, because the lower the NMI value,

the less X predicts the variable Y . In other words, a GFS-

pattern with a low NMI value corresponds to a STL-map on

the non-randomized SITS that is not likely to be obtained on

the randomized one.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Normalized mutual information-based ranking of STL-maps

has been performed on a Landsat 7 SITS ( c©USGS 1999 -

2010, LDPAAC distribution) to validate the approach. This

513x513 SITS covers the South-East coast of New Caledo-

nia in the area of Yaté where there is a large nickel mine.

The SITS contains 16 multi-spectral images acquired between

2000 and 2011, at a spatial resolution of 30 m, and with sig-

nificant cloud presence on 13 of the images. The RGB com-

positions of two images are given in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).
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The ground truth was provided by Bluecham SAS through

Qehnelo, its environmental intelligence platform1. For these

experiments, we used a synthetic band giving the Normal-

ized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [13]. It is computed

using the Red (R) and the Near Infra-Red (NIR) bands as fol-

lows: NDV I = (NIR − R)/(NIR + R). All NDVI values

were quantized into 3 levels using the 33rd and the 66th per-

centiles. Low values were denoted by symbol ’1’, medium

ones by symbol ’2’, and high ones by symbol ’3’. A GFS-

pattern extraction was run by setting the minimum surface σ
to 6000 and the minimum average connectivity κ to 5. In or-

der to select the most specific patterns, only the maximal ones

were retained, where these maximal patterns are the patterns

such that there is no other extracted pattern containing them.

This results in a total of 295 patterns

To ensure that the SITS was sufficiently randomized, we

performed different randomizations for 3 levels of swap steps:

4 million, 40 million and 80 million. We computed the STL-

maps of each of the 295 patterns on the randomized datasets

and computed the NMI measures (the reference STL-map

is the one obtained for the pattern on the non-randomized

dataset). Then, for each randomized dataset we ranked the

patterns according to the NMI (the best patterns are the ones

having the lowest NMI). According to our experiments, 29 of

the 30 best ranked patterns were the same for 40 millions and

80 millions of swap steps. The 30 best ranked patterns for

4 million steps were strongly different from these 29. This

indicated that, for this dataset, at 40 millions of swap steps

we reach a level of randomization sufficient to ensure a stable

ranking. The results presented hereafter have therefore been

computed with a randomization of 40 million swap steps.

Here we present the 4 best ranked patterns remain-

ing. These patterns are 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3 (NMI=0.037953),

2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2 (NMI=0.039520), 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2 (NMI=

0.041644) and 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2 (NMI=0.041737). The three

first ones contain alternate values of middle et high NDVI

index (symbols ’2’ and ’3’). These three patterns give sim-

ilar STL-maps. One is depicted Figure 1(c). The colored

pixels correspond to vegetation called maquis scrub found

on ultramafic rocky soils. The black pixels (the ones that do

not exhibit the evolution denoted by the pattern) correspond

to the ocean (South-East) and for the circled parts to mining

activities and to a lake (to be detailed hereafter). Another

part in black along the coast (indicated by white crosses)

corresponds to a different kind a vegetation.

The STL-map of the fourth pattern 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2 is given

in Figure 1(d). It underlines the contour of the lake (top-left

circle (0), the so called grand lac) and, most interestingly, the

areas of mining activities for which the color scale of the map

reflects the history of these activities. For each pixel the end-

ing date of the pattern for this pixel is indicated by the color

of the pixel (color scale given in Figure 1(f)). We have: (1) a

1Available for the area at http://www.yate.nc/ thanks to the Yaté rural dis-

trict.

scrub nursery used for reforestation (light blue); (2) the more

recent main nickel mining area, with a gradient blue → dark

violet → violet depicting the expansion of this area over the

time; (3) a new mining area (violet); (4) tailings storage area,

here with a gradient dark violet → violet corresponding to its

expansion toward the North-East over time; (5) the nickel ore

processing facilities (with sub-areas from light blue to violet);

and (6) the staff housing (same colors as area 5).

(a) RGB image - 22 October 2002 (b) RGB image - 27 April 2007

(c) Pattern 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3 (d) Pattern 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2

(e) Pattern 1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1,
1,1, 1, 1, 1

(f) Temporal color scale from red

(year 2000) to violet (year 2011)

Fig. 1. RBG images, selected STL-maps and color scale.

As evidence of the coherence of the process, we present

Figure 1(e) a pattern depicting a constant symbolic level of

NDVI value. This pattern 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
contains 16 times the symbol ’1’ and has the highest NMI

value (NMI = 1) among the maximal patterns that were

extracted. Since the series contains 16 images, it means that

this pattern corresponds to pixels having a low NDVI value,
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encoded by symbol ”1”, over all dates. In our ranking method

these pixels are not considered to be interesting since their

state does not change over the whole series of images. For

a pixel having such a constant sequence of values, the swap-

randomization can only exchange equal values and thus the

sequence remains the same in the randomized dataset. Then,

the NMI of the corresponding pattern is equal to 1 (i.e., the

worst possible NMI).

The pattern 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 corre-

sponds to the ocean area. The back shapes in the ocean area

(and also along the coast), correspond to clouds on one or

more images. Notice that although clouds have an impact on

such long patterns, of size equal or close to the number of

images, this is not the case for shorter patterns (such as the

ones discussed previously). Indeed, for shorter patterns the

information hidden by the presence of a cloud on an image

is likely to be obtain from another image in the series. This

is harder for very long patterns and impossible for patterns

having a size equal to the total number of images.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a method to rank the spatio-

temporal localization maps of GFS-patterns by considering

each one of them as giving the realizations of a random

variable, which is compared to the realization of a ran-

dom variable obtained by considering a randomized dataset.

The randomization is performed by a swap-randomization

adapted from a Boolean matrix randomization technique, and

the comparison between the random variables relies on the

normalized mutual information. Experiments on a Landsat

7 SITS confirm the potential of the approach: interesting

spatio-temporal localization maps are ranked at the top of the

list. They show interesting phenomena, both in time and in

space, such as mining activities while discarding atmospheric

perturbations. Future work directions include processing

other bands, trying other ranking measures such as the diver-

gence, assessing the swap-randomization technique in a more

detailed way and clustering the best STL-maps. Experiments

on radar SITS are also planned: the work presented in [7]

indeed shows a great potential.
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ABSTRACT
Very-High-Resolution (VHR) images are mapped onto hie-
rarchical segmentations whose segments are characterized
by shape and spectral features. Then, new machine learning
techniques exploit the resulting tree representation so as to
achieve interactive image information mining.

1. INTRODUCTION

The supervised classification of satellite images is an ap-
pealing framework for grasping interactively the content
of a scene. Existing methods extract spectral, textural and
geometric features at the pixel level, before performing a
supervised classification. While this approach was shown
to provide very good accuracies, the underlying techniques
are slow and hardly adaptable thus prohibiting the interactive
analysis of scenes.

In this paper, we present tree based representations en-
abling fast information mining from Very High Resolution
optical images. VHR images are acquired at resolutions
where man-made structures are best associated with homo-
geneous image regions which are generally captured by a
segmentation. The segmentation decreases the number of
elements to be managed with respect to the number of pixels.
In this paper, the image is mapped onto hierarchical seg-
mentations which have the property of not being constrained
by the typical scale of a single segmentation. The image
components embedded in the hierarchical segmentations are
further characterized by shape and spectral features. The
hierarchical nature of the segmentations allows for fast char-
acterization and restitution of the image components. Then,
machine learning techniques can be employed for managing
the features for performing analysis of the image information
content. The paper describes a new machine learning tech-
nique which exploits the pre-organization of the features into
hierarchical clusterings represented as a tree structure. This
machine learning technique is proven to handle millions of
elements.

? L. Gueguen and G.K. Ouzounis are with DigitalGlobe Inc., 1601 Dry
Creek Drive, Longmont, CO 80501, USA, since Oct. and Sep. 2012 respec-
tively. They contributed to this work whilst employed by the Joint Research
Centre (JRC), European Commission, from 2009 to 2012.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents hie-
rarchical clusterings which are exploited to perform fast su-
pervised classification. Section 3 presents the advantages for
using hierarchical segmentations in the analysis of VHR im-
ages. Experiments are carried out in Section 4. Conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. FAST SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION BASED ON
HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

2.1. HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

A hierarchical clustering is a tree based representation which
organizes numerical elements into nested clusters. Assume
that we have a set of n k-dimensional elements {ai}ni=1, a hie-
rarchical clustering is a tree T which is an acyclic graph hav-
ing an entry node called the rootR at the top. The set of nodes
composing the T is denoted by N = {Ni}. Following each
root-path, the nodes found the furthest away from the root
are called the leaves. The leaf set is denoted by L = {Li},
and L ⊂ N . Moreover, given a node N , the set of its chil-
dren nodes is denoted by CN = {CNi }. A node N associates
to a subset {aNi }

|N |
i=1 of {ai}ni=1 which defines a cluster of

|N | elements in the hierarchy. Given a node N , its children
nodes are cover subsets of N that are disjoint and for which
N =

⋃
i C

N
i . Thus, the root R is the superset containing all

elements of {ai}ni=1. This organization of the k-dimensional
data set is appealing for the following reasons: (1) it embeds
multiple clusterings since determining the optimal number of
clusters does not fit all purposes [1]; (2) it enables to search
the nearest neighbors efficiently in a top-down approach [2].

Two main strategies exist for building a hierarchical clus-
tering from the k-dimensional data set {ai}ni=1: the first one
works by aggregating data in a bottom-up fashion, while the
second splits recursively coarse clusters in a top-down ap-
proach.

The bottom-up approaches assume that the finer cluster-
ing is given by the singletons. Given a dissimilarity d(ai, aj)
between the elements and extended to clusters by single-
linkage [3] or complete-linkage [4], the algorithm fuses the
two least dissimilar clusters at each step. This strategy forms
a hierarchical clustering T , with a branching factor of at least
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2, ∀N ∈ N\L,
∣∣CN

∣∣ ≥ 2, where the children point to their
parent.

The top-down approaches instead specify criteria to split
a cluster represented by a node N into disjoint sub-clusters
forming the set of children CN . Generally, the splitting crite-
ria defines the branching factor (maximal number of children)
and a stopping condition which allows to halt before reaching
the finest clustering composed of the singletons. In this con-
text, a node points to the list of its children. Two well-known
top-down algorithms are the KD-Tree [2] and the Hierarchi-
cal K-Means (HKM) using a spatial index of the centroids
[5]. The KD-Tree and its variants splits a clusterN composed
of k-dimensional elements {aNi }

|N |
i=1 along their most variant

(informative) dimension, defining the split as the median or
the mean. The Hierarchical K-Means splits a cluster N into
b sub-clusters, where b is the branching factor. The K-Means
algorithm can use a spatial index structure to speed-up the
cluster assignment process. Both algorithms can be stopped
when the leaves contain a minimum number M of elements,
∀L ∈ L, |L| ≥M .

By analyzing the complexities of the various solutions, the
bottom-up approaches require O(kn3) operations, while the
KD-Tree and HKM requireO(kn log n) [6] andO(nkb+1 log n)
[7] operations, respectively. Additionally, if the maximum
number of elements is M ≥ 1, the previous complexities re-
duce to O(kn log n/M) and O(nkb+1 log n/M). Obviously,
the bottom-up approaches do not scale with the number of el-
ements, while the top-down approaches maintain reasonable
complexities which can be reduced by setting a minimum
number of elements. Additionally, the bottom-up approaches
are hardly parallelizable as the clusters aggregation is priori-
tized. On the contrary, the top-down algorithms can apply the
splitting criterion concurrently on disjoint nodes.

2.2. CLUSTERING BASED CLASSIFICATION

Given a set of l training examples {āi}li=1 associated to m
classes {yi}li=1, yi ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, a naive Bayesian classifier
can be built for each cluster denoted byN , where the posterior
probability of a random label Y is estimated by assuming a
Dirichlet a priori [8, 9], i.e.:

p(Y = q | N) =
h(yi = q | āi ∈ N) + 1

|{āi ∈ N}|+m
. (1)

The term h(yi = q | āi ∈ N) is the number of times the
class q is represented by the training elements included in
the cluster N . The elements of a cluster are classified with
the maximum likelihood label: q̃ = arg maxq p(Y = q | N).
While being computationally efficient, this classification
scheme makes the assumption of an optimal clustering of the
initial space.

This problem is tackled in the Information Bottleneck
framework [10] and is shown to be equivalent to minimiz-
ing the Bayes error, where a hard clustering is optimized to

maintain the least quantity of information from the data rep-
resented by a random variable A and to maintain the greatest
quantity of information of the random label Y :

min
{Ni},π

(1− β)I(A, Ñ)− βI(Ñ , Y ), (2)

where I is the mutual information, Ñ is a random variable
on the cluster space {Ni}, π is the assignment function yi =
π(ai) and β ∈ [0, 1] is a trade-off parameter. When β =
0, coarse clustering are privileged, while β = 1 privileges
fine clustering. Bottom-up approaches exist [10] for solving
this problem, but this approach makes a strong assumption
of a good knowledge of the posterior probability distribu-
tion p(Y = q | A = a). In the case of classification, this
knowledge is generally embedded in the training set and it is
a scarce representation of p(Y = q | A = a).

2.3. FAST SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

To perform fast classification, we exploit the concept of clus-
tering based classification in synergy with a hierarchical clus-
tering structure to adapt the clustering with respect to the clas-
sification problem [11]. The main idea consists in finding an
initial fine clustering, such that two elements belonging to a
cluster share similar posterior probability distribution. Then,
this fine clustering is transformed into a coarser clustering in
order to maximize the mutual information between the label
variable Y and the clusters Ñ . This maximization is per-
formed in the spirit of the agglomerative clustering proposed
in [10].

The initial fine clustering is determined using a Rate-
Distortion criterion which tries to limit the number of clusters
while maintaining a small distortion in the cluster. In the
Rate-Distortion framework, the distortion is evaluated as the
variance within the cluster and it can be related to the diagonal
of the bounding hyper-rectangle. A criterion can be applied in
a top-down fashion from any hierarchical clustering, to find
the clustering with the minimal number of clusters which still
approximates well its elements. Given a cluster (a node) N
and its sub-clusters (its children) {CNi }, the Rate-Distortion
pruning criterion is defined by the inequality:

RD(N, β) = β l(N) + (1− β)d(N), (3)

RD(N, β) ≤
∑

i

∣∣CNi
∣∣

|N | RD(CNi , β), (4)

where l(N) = − |N |
|R| log |N |

|R| is a part of the mutual informa-
tion between a node and its elements, and d(N) is the node
distortion. This optimization is somehow equivalent to the In-
formation Bottleneck, where the finest clusters conserve close
elements. Let PRD(β) be the hierarchical clustering obtained
by this pruning strategy, using some trade-off β.
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In order to minimize the classification error [12], a local
criterion minimizing the conditional entropy is suggested:

H(Y | N) ≤
∑

i

∣∣CNi
∣∣

|N | H(Y | CNi ), (5)

H(Y | N) = −
∑

q

p(Y = q | N) log p(Y = q | N).

The entropy minimization reduces the mutual information be-
tween the random label and the clusters. As the conditional
entropy reduces, the correct classification rate improves. In a
leaf-to-root pass through the tree, if the local criterion (5) is
verified, the subtree rooted at node N is pruned. The pass-
through terminates for the particular root-path as soon as a
node fails the criterion. This criterion is applied to the inter-
mediate hierarchical clustering PRD(β) which gives the final
pruning P . Thus, the leaves of P form a clustering which is
optimized to have few clusters which predict the random label
Y best. This strategy is indeed inspired from the Information
Bottleneck optimization. The elements falling in a leaf of P
are assigned with the leaf label. This makes the classification
scheme to be efficient in managing millions of elements.

3. HIERARCHICAL SEGMENTATIONS

Recent developments [13] showed that an image can be de-
composed in nested segmentations by an efficient single link-
age algorithm acting on the planar graph connecting a pixel to
its 4 (or 8) neighbors, where the edges are valued by a dissim-
ilarity between pixels values [14]. Hierarchical segmentations
have the following advantage: (1) they atomize the image into
homogeneous components, which reduces the number of ele-
ments in comparison to the number of pixels; (2) they embed
nested segmentations, from which it is easier to retrieve ob-
jects of interests; (3) they are not impacted by the usual scale
parameter.

Common hierarchical segmentation algorithms can be ef-
ficiently represented by Max-Tree [15], level set Tree [16],
Alpha-Tree [17] and Binary Partition tree [18]. The algo-
rithms work in quasi-linear time with respect to the number
of pixels. The leafs represent the smallest components. In
the tree structure, a node representing a component is linked
to a parent node, thus a component is the aggregation of all
its sub-components. The root node represents the component
covering the full image definition domain. In this context, the
computation of component characteristics based on accumu-
lation is employed, since accumulators of one component can
be derived from the accumulators of its children. The mo-
ments based descriptors of the components are derived since
they follow this accumulation schema [19, 11].

Let assume that each component in the hierarchical seg-
mentation is characterized by a k-dimensional element repre-
senting its shape characteristics, such as the area, compact-
ness, eccentricity, inertia. The resulting k-dimensional el-

ements can be organized in a hierarchical clustering, which
ignores the spatial organization. Given labelled examples of
the components of interest, the hierarchical clustering can be
turned into a fast classifier of the hierarchical segmentation
components. And, given a filtering rule [15], a classification
can be obtained at low computational cost [11].

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. HYPERSPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we experiment with the proposed classification
scheme on an hyper-spectral image (1,096×715pixels) of the
Pavia city center [20]. The 103 bands are reduced to the 6
most variant components by a PCA. These characteristics are
then organized in a KD-Tree structure, and we use 10% of the
148152 labelled data points [21] to train the classifier. The
trade-off parameter β is tuned thanks to a cross-validation.
Then, the accuracy of the classification is assessed on the full
set of labelled data giving κ = 0.62 and an average accuracy of
0.82. More interesting is the execution time performed with
an Intel Xeon E5504 @2.00GHz CPU: building the KD-Tree
for the 783640 6-dimensional pixels requires 2.35s; training
the tree based classifier requires 0.07s; classifying the full im-
age requires 0.03s. In the same conditions, the libSVM [22]
implementation of the Radial Basis Kernel gives κ = 0.78 and
an average accuracy of 0.91, while requiring 5.33s for train-
ing and 552s for classifying. While being more accurate, the
SVM classifier is 2 orders of magnitude slower than the pro-
posed classification scheme.

4.2. VHR COMPONENTS CLASSIFICATION

In a first experiment, we consider a WorldView-2 multi-
spectral image acquired in March 2011 over the city of
Kolkata in India. The image contains 4 bands (Red, Green,
Blue, NIR1) with a spatial/spectral resolution of 1.99m/11bits
and it spans over an area of 33 × 17km2. Figure 1(a) shows
the RGB composition of the scene of size 16,384×8,820
pixels. The luminance (point wise maximum of the RGB)
is projected onto a Max-Tree, which encodes the bright ob-
jects of the luminance image as foreground with respect to
a darker background. During this process, a feature vector
is computed for each component. The 8-dimensional feature
vector describes in this experiment the contrast, the area, the
compactness, the linearity and the average spectral response
(Red, Green, Blue, NIR1) of the corresponding component.
For the considered scene, this process takes 200s with an In-
tel Xeon E5504 @2.00GHz CPU and it produces 14,112,692
components. Then, the features are clustered hierarchically in
a KD-Tree in 140s, such that each leaf contains more than 256
elements. In this experiment, an operator trains the KD-Tree
for detecting buildings with approximately 100,000 examples
retrieved from 10 regions of interest [23]. Training the KD-
Tree requires 0.5s, while performing the classification of the
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(a) Kolkata - WV2 RGB (b) Built-up classification

Fig. 1: a) WordlView-2 scene of Kolkata in India. Credit Dig-
italGlobe 2011. b) Interactive classification result obtained in
less than 1s, where buildings are detected.

14,112,692 components is performed in 0.2s with a trade-off
β = 0.6. The result of this interactive query is displayed in
Fig. 1(b). Close views of the built-up detection are given for
areas in the country side and the city center in Fig. 2. The
visual inspection shows a good detection of the built-up in
both environments.

In a second experiment, we consider a WorldView-2
multi-spectral image acquired over the city of Beirut in
Lebanon. The image contains 8 bands with a spatial/spectral
resolution of 2m/11 bits. Figure 3(a) shows the RGB compo-
sition of the scene of size 15975 × 8547 pixels. The 4 bands
are projected onto an Alpha-Tree where the pixel dissimilarity
is the maximum of the band wise neighbor differences [13].
While the hierarchical segmentation is assembled, a fea-
ture vector is computed for each component. The resulting
12-dimensional vector describes the contrast, the area, the
compactness, the linearity and the average spectral response
of each component. The Alpha-Tree is computed in 300s and
it produces 8,392,031 components. The components features
are clustered hierarchically in a KD-Tree requiring 124s and
an operator trains the tree based classifier with 49,625 ex-
amples. The classification result is obtained in 0.04s with a
trade-off β = 0.5. The classification results are presented
in Figs. 3(b)–(d). The representation based on the Alpha-
Tree and the KD-Tree based classifier allows us to exploit
the spectral and shape information in order to discriminate
interactively the built-up from the rest.

The visual inspection shows good accuracy and precision
of the built-up detection. Further analysis are conducted by

(a) Kolkata - Country side (b) Built-up classification

(c) Kolkata - City center (d) Built-up classification

Fig. 2: a) A close view of the WV2 image in a country side
area. b) The building detection corresponding to (a). c) A
close view of the WV2 image in a country side area. d) The
building detection corresponding to (c).

comparing the given result to a manually digitized reference
map indicating the presence of urban area with a resolution
of 30m. As both product are not directly comparable, the
built-up classification and the reference map are down sam-
pled to a resolution of 100m. This down-sampling aggregates
the build-up structures into built-up areas, making both rep-
resentations comparable. Then, the low resolution built-up
classification is compared to the reference through a receiver
operational characteristics analysis. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. This comparison shows the high accuracy (≥ 90%)
of this scheme for deriving built-up presence from Very High
Resolution multi-spectral images.

4.3. LEARNING FROM THIRD-PARTY SOURCE

In this last experiment, we consider 10 WorldView-2 multi-
spectral scenes acquired over the Lebanon country as shown
in Fig. 5(a). The images contain 8 bands with a spa-
tial/spectral resolution of 2m/11 bits. The images are ana-
lyzed thanks to the protocol described in the first experiment
of the previous section.

In this experiment, the learning phase is solved by sys-
tematic collection of training samples from the MODIS
500-m Global Urban Extent (MODIS-GUE) information
layer [24, 25]. The source was generated by application of
supervised decision tree classification algorithm and eco-
region-specific parameters on a collection of multispectral
moderate-resolution remote sensing data collected by the
MODIS satellite in the years 2000-2002. Consequently,
while having the advantage of being globally-consistent, the
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(a) Beirut - WV2 RGB (b) Built-up classification

(c) Beirut - City Border (d) Built-up classification

Fig. 3: a) WordlView-2 scene of Beirut in Lebanon. Credit
DigitalGlobe 2010. b) Result of interactive detection of build-
ings obtained in less than 0.1s. c) A close view of the WV2
image. d) The building detection corresponding to (c).

Figure 4: The receiver
operational characteristics
(false positive and false
negative rates) are derived
from the built-up classifi-
cation based on the Alpha-
Tree (see Fig. 3(b)) and a
built-up reference map of
resolution 30m.

(a) WV2 footprints (b) MODIS-GUE (c) Learning Result

Fig. 5: a) The footprints of the 10 WV2 scenes. b) The built-
up presence mask derived from MODIS sensor. c) The result
of the KD-Tree based learning using the MODIS-GUE as ref-
erence.

source used is clearly sub-optimal respect to the characteristic
of image data to be classified. In particular, an important time
gap and a very different spatial resolution (2m vs. 500m)
can be observed between the two sources. The MODIS-GUE
layer is displayed in Fig. 5(b).

All the components features are considered as training ex-
amples in this experimentation. If the component falls com-
pletely in a urban area indicated by the MODIS-GUE layer it
is considered as a positive example. In the opposite case, the
component is labeled as negative example. As the layer is a
global coverage, this learning strategy makes it an appealing
paradigm for detecting the components which pertain to the
built-up class in any place of the world.

With such a setting other learning strategies fail in han-
dling this enormous quantity of training examples. As an in-
dicative time measure for an image containing 9543× 12711
pixels, the components can be extracted (Max-Tree)/characte-
rized and organized in a KD-Tree in 258s. Then, the training
examples are collected considering the MODIS-GUE layer
in 17s before being used for training the KD-Tree in 1.1s.
The classification is then obtained in 0.04s before being re-
projected in the image space. The result of this process on the
WV2 scenes is displayed in Fig. 5(c).

A close view of the classification result (see Fig. 5(c)) is
shown in Fig. 6. This experiment highlights that the classifi-
cation scheme is shown to be robust to a high confusion in the
training set due to the example collection strategy.
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(a) WV2 Zoom

(b) Learning Result

Fig. 6: a) A close view from one of the WV2 scene over
Lebanon. Credit DigitalGlobe 2008. b) The corresponding
classification result by exploiting MODIS-GUE.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper dealt with fast hierarchical representation of im-
age information content for interactive mining of VHR image
information mining. Fast supervised classification based on
hierarchical clustering is introduced and is used in synergy
with hierarchical segmentation trees for efficiently retrieving
targets of any scale from large scenes. Experiments were
conducted with hyperspectral and WorldView-2 multispectral
images for the detection of built-up. The results showed the
great impact of the synergy of both representations for inter-
actively accessing the image information content.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a shared-memory parallel algorithm for
computing connected pattern spectra from the Max-Tree
structure. The pattern spectrum is an aggregated feature
space derived directly from the tree-based image representa-
tion and is a powerful tool for interactive image information
mining. An application example along with timings on ex-
periments with Gpixel input imagery are given. On images of
0.87 to 1.29 Gpixel, wall-clock times of 8.13 to 15.17s, and a
speed up of between 27.5 and 33.5 were achieved on a single
2U 64 core rack server.

Index Terms— Pattern spectrum, Max-Tree, parallel al-
gorithm, image information mining.

1. INTRODUCTION

Connected pattern spectra [1] are effective feature vectors
in many pattern recognition and image information mining
tasks. These are univariate or multivariate histograms of the
image features, in which each bin denotes how much image
content lies in a particular size or shape class. Pattern spectra
can be computed efficiently from hierarchical image repre-
sentations like the Max-Tree/Component Tree [1–3] and the
Alpha-Tree [4]. These tree structures allow interactive re-
trieval and management of the component attributes and have
been used extensively in image information mining [5,6], and
interactive, explorative visualisation in 3D [7, 8].

An example in the domain of remote sensing image analy-
sis is the mining of building footprint candidates. The process
is often driven by selections of target examples. Interpret-
ing the example attributes into bin IDs allows identification
of pattern spectrum entries describing best the targets. In a
pass through the tree structure, all nodes associated to com-
ponents that satisfy the selected bin criteria, are marked to be
preserved while all others to be removed.

Fig. 1 demonstrates this application on a panchromatic
Quickbird image of Sana’a, Yemen, courtesy of DigitalGlobe.
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Fig. 1. (a) A sample tile from the input image; (b) the con-
nected pattern spectrum with a set of bins selected (in red);
(c) the resulting segmentation.
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The image in Fig. 1(a) is a sub-tile of a larger data set covering
a test area of 10.6×26.6 km2. Figure 1(b) shows a selection
of pattern spectrum bins driven by a set of positive examples,
i.e. ROIs on the image each fully containing a target instance;
a building in this case. The 2D pattern spectrum shown, was
computed using non-compactness as shape information (hor-
izontal axis) and area as size information (vertical axis), as
in [1]. Fig. 1(c) shows the filtering result, which is the input
image overlayed with the identified objects in yellow.

Because image sizes are increasing with increasing sen-
sor resolution, a parallel approach for computation is needed.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm for the concur-
rent computation of pattern spectra from the Max-Tree struc-
ture, based on the shared-memory parallel Max-Tree algo-
rithm in [9]. The current version is capable of handling im-
ages up to 4Gpixels, the limit of the Geo-TIFF format.

The structure of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a brief introduction on the Max-Tree structure
and on the method for computing connected pattern spectra
from it. Section 3 introduces the new algorithm and gives a
pseudo-code listing. Section 4 presents timings and perfor-
mance figures of the proposed algorithm on images of 870
Mpixels to 1.295 Gpixels from both remote sensing and as-
tronomy. Section 5 discusses the new method, gives overview
of its features and finishes off with a summary of conclusions.

2. CONNECTED FILTERS

In connected mathematical morphology [10], all image op-
erations are carried out at the level of connected components,
i.e. connected subsets of foreground pixels of maximal extent.
The pattern spectra discussed here are based on connected at-
tribute filters [11]. In the binary case, attribute filters compute
some property or attribute, like area, compactness, elonga-
tion, moment of inertia, entropy, etc, of each connected com-
ponent. Based on these attributes, it is decided which con-
nected components to keep, and which to remove. This can be
generalised to the grey-scale case by thresholding at all possi-
ble grey levels, computing the binary filters, and stacking the
results into a new binary image. In practice, the Max-Tree [2]
can be used to speed up this process and derive more versatile
operators.

2.1. The Max-Tree Structure

In a Max-Tree, each node of the tree represents a peak compo-
nent, which is a connected component of a threshold set of the
image. An example is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, we can
represent the image in Fig. 2(a) as a set of nested peak com-
ponents P k

h shown in Fig. 2(b), with h the grey level and k an
index number. Using the nesting relationship, we can assign
a single parent to each peak component at a grey level just
below its own. These parent-child relationships are the edges
in the Max-Tree graph, whereas each node Ck

h correspond to
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Fig. 2. A simple 2-D image, its peak components P k
h , and

corresponding nodes Ck
h in the Max-Tree

set of pixels in P k
h at level h. Quite obviously, the number

of Max-Tree nodes is smaller than or equal to the number of
pixels in the image. Usually it is much smaller.

The Max-Tree is used for efficient grey-scale attribute fil-
tering by computing an attribute per node, applying some cri-
terion to that value (e.g. by thresholding), and deciding which
nodes to retain and which to remove. New grey levels are then
assigned to each node, and the output image is computed by
assigning the new grey level to each pixel in each node.

As an example, consider the grey-scale area opening [12,
13]. In the binary case, this removes connected foreground
components smaller than an area λ and leaves the rest un-
changed. We can compute the area opening in grey level by
thresholding the image, performing the binary area opening
on each and stacking the result. Using the Max-Tree, we can
compute the area of each node efficiently, and then simply
traverse the tree. Applying an area opening with λ = 5 to
Fig. 2(a), removes the small peak components P 0

90 and P 1
90.

This is achieved by setting the new grey levels of these nodes
to the grey level of first ancestor with an area ≥ λ, as we tra-
verse the tree from leaf to root. In this example the relevant
nodes are their respective parents, so the new grey level for
C0

90 becomes 60, and that of C1
90 becomes 30.

Here we use the adaptation by [9] of Salembier et al’s al-
gorithm [2] to build the Max-Tree and compute the attributes.
In the representation used by [9] each pixel is considered as
a node in the tree. Each node contains fields for the parent
pointer, area, and attribute data. All members of a given Ck

h

point directly or indirectly to a single member rkh of Ck
h as

parent. This node rkh, called the level root of Ck
h , points to a

member of the parent node Cm
h′ of Ck

h . Thus, only the level
roots really represent the Max-Tree, and the rest just indicate
which node they belong to. Level roots can be recognised by
the fact that they point to a node at a lower grey level.

2.2. Connected Pattern Spectra

Pattern spectra [14] are traditionally computed by applying
a series of morphological openings to an image, each with a
larger structuring element, e.g. a series of disks with increas-
ing radii ri. By taking difference images between the results
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of scale ri and ri+1, we obtain those features in the image
with a radius between those two values. By summing the grey
levels of all pixels in such a difference image, we obtain the
amount of image content at that scale. This allows us to sum-
marise the image content in a 1D feature vector which tells us
how much content is in the image at each scale i. Other open-
ing, such as area openings can be used instead of structural
morphological openings.

A key feature of Max-Trees is that it is possible build the
tree once, which is the costly part, and use it to filter an image
many times, which is relatively cheap. Suppose we compute
the area of each node, as before. It then contains all the infor-
mation you need to compute any area opening, and even more
complex filters, like the difference between two area open-
ings directly, simply by applying the right criterion to each
node. We can also compute the area pattern spectrum not by
repeated filtering, but by a single traversal of the tree [1].

We first set all bins in the spectrum to zero. We then tra-
verse the tree in arbitrary order. As we visit each node, we
decide into which scale class it falls based on its area. We
then add the product of its area and the grey level difference
with its parent to the appropriate bin in the spectrum. This
method is about as fast as the computation of a single filtered
image [1]. It can also readily be extended to multiple attribute
to compute multi-D pattern spectra [1]. An example is shown
in Fig. 1.

3. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM

The key to parallelizing the computation of connected pattern
spectra lies in parallelizing the construction of the Max-Tree.
This has been achieved previously in [9]. The solution con-
sists of building Max-Trees for disjoint sections V p of the
image for each thread p, and then stitching them together in
a hierarchical fashion. Assuming we have 8 threads build-
ing the trees, we first combine pairs of adjacent trees using 4
threads, then combine these results using 2, and finally merge
the last result using a single thread. This process is shown in
the while loop in Alg. 1. Provided the number of different
grey levels is small (≤ 16 bits per pixel) this is efficient. In
the original code the thread doing the final merge would sig-
nal the others that they could proceed with the filtering phase.
The top half of the pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 1 until
the first barrier is essentially the same as in [9]. The reader is
referred to that paper for a more detailed discussion.

We adapted the code from [9] to compute two attributes:
area as a size attribute and a shape attribute of the user’s
choice. In the experiment we used non-compactness as shape
attribute, i.e., the inverse of Hu’s first moment invariant [15]
normalised to scale between 0 and 1. Once built, we replaced
the filtering phase with a part performing pattern spectrum
computation.

Computation of the pattern spectra, shown in Alg. 2 con-
sists of traversing part of the tree in the private section V p of

Algorithm 1 Procedure ccaps (combined construction and
pattern spectrum): parameters are thread p, MaxTreeNodes
nodes, and private pattern spectrum threadPatSpec

process ccaps(p, nodes, threadPatSpec)
LocalMaxTreeBuild(V p) ;
var i := 1 , q := p ;
while p+ i < K ∧ q mod 2 = 0 do

P (sa[p+ i]) (∗ wait to glue with
right-hand neighbour ∗) ;

FuseTrees(p, (p+ i)) ;
i := 2 ∗ i ; q := q/2 ;

end ;
if p 6= 0 then

V (sa[p]) (∗ signal left-hand neighbour ∗) ;
end ;
Barrier(p) (∗ use Barrier synchronisation type ∗) ;
MaxTreePatSpectrum2D(p, nodes, threadPatSpec[p]) ;
Barrier(p) (∗ use Barrier synchronisation type ∗) ;
if p = 0 then

for i := 1 to K − 1 do
SumPatSpecs(0, i) ;

end ;
end ;

end ccaps .

each thread p, and for every level root decide which bin in the
spectrum it should be assigned to, based on the two attributes.
Once the bin indices sArea and sAttrib have been computed,
the product of the node area and the grey level difference with
its parent is added to the appropriate bin of the spectrum. To
do this in parallel, we could use one of two strategies. In
the first we allocate a single pattern spectrum array, and en-
sure through mutexes that no two threads try to increment the
spectrum at the same time. In the second we allocate as many
pattern spectrum arrays as there are threads, and let each com-
pute a partial pattern spectrum of their segment. These partial
pattern spectra are added together, to form the final result.

We chose the latter approach because the use of so many
mutexes in the former slows computation down. The latter
approach does incur an extra memory burden, but as the size
of the pattern spectrum (50 × 50 doubles in this test) is tiny
compared to the size of the images, this is hardly a problem.
Thus each instance of MaxTreePatSpectrum2D is handed a
private spectrum array threadPatSpec .

Once all private pattern spectra are computed in Alg. 1 the
individual partial spectra are summed by a single thread. We
experimented with a hierarchical merge of the pattern spectra
in a similar vein as the merge of the trees, but it turns out this
is more costly, as synchronisation overhead outstrips speed
gains on this minute part of the computation.
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Fig. 3. Results: (a) total speed, in 106 pixels per second; (b) total speed up; (c) speed-up for the max-tree computation; (d)
speed-up for the pattern-spectrum computation. In all three cases the solid line represents the 870 Mpixel image of Sana’a,
the dashed the 1.2 Gpixel image of Port-au-Prince, and the dashed dot and dotted lines are the two 1.27 and 1.295 Gpixel
astronomical images respectively.

Algorithm 2 MaxTreePatSpectrum2D - parameters are
thread p, MaxTreeNodes nodes, and private pattern spectrum
threadPatSpec . Variable f denotes the grey-scale input im-
age.

process MaxTreePatSpectrum2D(p, nodes, threadPatSpec)
for all pixels v ∈ V p do

if isLevelRoot(nodes, v) then
sArea := getScalesArea(nodes[v]) ;
sAttr := getScalesAttr(nodes[v]) ;
if not isTreeRoot(nodes[v]) then

threadPatSpec[sArea][sAttr] :=
threadPatSpec[sArea][sAttr]+

(f [v]− f [nodes[v].parent])×
nodes[v].Area ;

end ;
end ;

end ;
end MaxTreePatSpectrum2D .

4. RESULTS

The algorithm was implemented in C and tested on a Dell
R815 compute server with four 16-core AMD Opteron pro-
cessors, and total memory of 512 GB. Though the server has
64 cores, it has only 32 floating point units, each shared by a
pair of cores. Tests were run on the full 870 Mpixel panchro-
matic image of Sana’a, courtesy of Digital Globe, and a 1.2
Gpixel image created by replicating a section of a 3000×4000
pixel aerial photography image of Port-au-Prince. Two tiled
astronomical images of 1.27 and 1.295 Gpixel were created,
to study the behaviour of the algorithm on images with very
different statistics. The tilings were made by mirroring the
images in such a way that no artificial edges emerge. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.

To correct for differences in image size Fig. 3(a) shows the
increase of compute speed in millions of pixels per second as

a function of the number of threads. Speeds increase rapidly
between 1 and 32 threads, from about 3 to 4.5 million pixels
per second to between 60 and 90 million pixels per second.
From 32 to 64 threads, a slower increase is seen to about 80 to
115 million pixels per second. Wall-clock times reduce from
between 272 to 447 s to between 8.13 and 15.17 s. The bulk
of this is computation of the Max-Tree, costing between 7.22
and 12.26 s on 64 threads, whereas computation of the pattern
spectrum took between 0.85 and 2.82 s. By comparison, on a
single thread, computation of the pattern spectra took between
24.84s for the smaller Sana’a image to 89.04 s for the large
Haiti image.

As can be seen in Fig. 3(b)-(d), up to about 32 threads the
efficiency is quite good, but above that the increase in speed-
up drops off, and does not rise about a factor of roughly 32.
Initially we suspected this was due to the use of floating point
operations in the computation of the attribute. As there are
only 32 FPUs, this could cause a bottleneck. We modified
our code to avoid floating point math during the parallel phase
almost completely, but this did not solve the problem. The
timings shown are those of the latter version.

In terms of Mpixels per second there are no systematic
differences between the astronomical and remote sensing im-
ages, though in general images with more nested features and
higher dynamic range in grey scale are more costly to com-
pute, simply because these contain more Max-Tree nodes,
needing more computation.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Computing connected pattern spectra for very large images
can be performed efficiently by extending the approach of [9].
In particular, processing times for Gpixel images drop from
several minutes to between 8 and 15 seconds. Equally im-
portant, we could compute the Max-Tree once, and allow the
user to interactively set the desired parameters for the spec-
trum, such as number of bins, range, log or linear scaling, and
recalculate the pattern spectrum in less than 3s on our 64 core
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machine. When interacting with the pattern spectrum to se-
lect features to filter out of the image, a similar response time
is obtained. This performance was achieved on a single 2U
rack server, not a supercomputer.

One curious issue is the quite sudden change in behaviour
beyond 32 threads. In related, as yet unpublished results on a
similar Max-Tree based method, we achieve a speed up of up
to 45×, rather than 32× as in this case. A key difference is the
use of different, more costly attributes in this case (based on
2D moment of inertia, rather than simply area), so some opti-
mization there might help. The current algorithm accepts any
combination of scale and shape attributes that can be com-
puted whilst building the tree [1–3].

Memory usage is quite high, a 1.2 Gpixel image typically
requiring 90 GB memory in our current implementation. We
are working on more memory efficient versions. Memory
does scale linearly with the image size.

As stated we have limited our code to the existing 4GB
image size dictated by Geo-TIFF. Moving beyond that barrier
requires use of 64 bit integers to index the arrays and to com-
pute node areas. This increases memory use, but does not re-
quire any structural change to the code. A further limitation is
that we can only run efficiently on shared memory machine.
Ultimately, we aim to develop code for distributed memory
machine, to address the problem of computing Max-Trees on
terapixel and petapixel images.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an interactive platform for image infor-
mation mining referred to as the switchboard. The switch-
board is a dynamic object that interfaces with dedrograms
used for hierarchical image representation. The latter are
tree structures used as intermediates between the image space
and a multi-dimensional feature space inferred from it. The
switchboard hosts the feature space and facilitates its bi-
directional interactivity with the image space through the
underlying tree. Its design ensures operability independent of
the type of tree it interfaces with. Its functionality is demon-
strated using the Alpha-Tree structure for mining building
footprints from remote sensing imagery.

Index Terms— Alpha-Tree, switchboard, visual-analytics,
pattern spectrum, interactive, image information mining.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image information mining is often driven by selections of
positive and negative examples from the image space. Pos-
itive examples correspond to manually identified instances of
the targeted structures and negative to any other undesired
structure. Examples may be given into the system as tem-
plates or regions of interest marked by the user [1]. A pre-
specified set of attributes of any such example is mapped into
a feature space and when the latter is populated sufficiently, a
classifier is employed for inferring a decision rule [2]. Based
on this rule the image content can be reduced to only those
structures that satisfy the imposed criterion.

This is a well established paradigm of interactive min-
ing which has been optimized through the use of tree struc-
tures [1]. A tree is a hierarchical representation of the im-
age information content that allows for fast retrieval of image
component attributes. Examples are the Max-Tree [3] and
Alpha-Tree [4]. Moreover, tree structures offer the means for
computing multi-dimensional feature spaces efficiently and

? G.K. Ouzounis and L. Gueguen are with DigitalGlobe Inc., 1601 Dry
Creek Drive, Longmont, CO 80501, USA, since Oct. and Sep. 2012 respec-
tively. They contributed to this work whilst employed by the Joint Research
Centre (JRC), European Commission, from 2009 to 2012.

at the cost of a single pass through the structure. Examples
are the connected and the alpha-connected pattern spectra, [5]
and [6] respectively.

The feature space in this study is quantized into a n-
dimensional matrix that is facilitated within a flexible plat-
form referred to as the switchboard. This is a dynamic object
that interfaces the tree structure, allowing for rapid recon-
figuration of the feature space and supporting bi-directional
interactivity, i.e. from the matrix to the image space via
the tree and the opposite. Its functionality and design are
presented in detail.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives
a brief introduction of two dominant tree structures in image
analysis, with which the switchboard can be interfaced. Sec-
tion 3 presents the switchboard platform and two interaction
protocols; one for reaching the feature space from the image
space and the second for the inverse. Section 4 demonstrates
an experiment utilizing the switchboard for accurate building
footprint detection. The article finishes with an overview of
the features presented and some conclusions, in Sec. 5.

2. TREE STRUCTURES FOR IMAGE
REPRESENTATION

An image f with a definition domainE is a mapping f : E →
Rn; n is the number of bands. A partition of E is its division
into a set of non-overlapping and non-empty cells, the union
of which equals E [7]. The cells are both collectively exhaus-
tive and mutually exclusive with respect to E.

Partitions of the image space can be defined in several dif-
ferent ways. Two commonly used schemes in mathematical
morphology are the partition of flat zones [8] and the partition
of α-connected components or α-CCs [9, 10]. Flat-zones are
image regions consisting of pairwise connected isotone pix-
els. By contrast, α-CCs can be multi-valued connected com-
ponents. Any two adjacent pixels in an α-CC cannot differ
more that α with respect to some pre-specified dissimilarity
metric. A typical dissimilarity measure in image analysis is
the L2 norm. In this case a 0-CC is equivalent to a flat-zone.
Flat-zones and α-CCs are often encountered in hierarchical
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Fig. 1. (a) The threshold decomposition of a sample image
with respect to intensity (top line), and the α-CCs with re-
spect to the absolute intensity difference (bottom line). (b)
The corresponding Max-Tree (left) and Alpha-Tree (right).

organization schemes of the image information content. Two
typical examples are the Max-Tree [3] and Alpha-Tree [6, 4]
structures. Both trees are rooted and uni-directed.

2.1. The Max-Tree

The Max-Tree nodes correspond to sets of flat zones for
which there exists a unique mapping to peak components. A
peak component at gray level h is a connected component of
the threshold set at h. The tree node ordering corresponds to
the nesting of the peak-components along the gray scale and
each node points to its parent. The root node that corresponds
to the set of pixels defining the background, points to itself.
The leaves of the tree are peak components, each represented
in its entirety by a single flat zone, i.e. they have neighbors
of strictly lower intensity. Max-Tree nodes are assigned a
unique ID that is computed from the image histogram and a
node offset for each gray level.

Max-Trees encode a bright (leaves) to dark (root) nest-
ing order of peak components and an example is shown in
Fig. 1. The top line of Fig. 1(a) shows the progressive thresh-
old sets of the left most image with respect to pixel intensity,
and Fig. 1(b)-left the corresponding Max-Tree. The inverse
order is encoded in a Min-Tree structure.

Fig. 2. A section of the Alpha-Tree computed from Fig. 4(a).
Each switch in the proposed platform allows the retrieval of
one or more node clusters based on the attritubute criteria in
force.

2.2. The Alpha-Tree

Consider the set of all α-CC partitions, each given by a unique
threshold value α on a pre-defined increasing dissimilarity
metric. As α increases partitions turn from fine to coarse fol-
lowing a nesting order. The Alpha-Tree structure is a hier-
archical projection of all unique α-CCs from this set. Each
tree level contains all α-CCs from the corresponding parti-
tion at threshold α that appear for the first time. All α′-CCs
for which α′-CC = α-CC with α < α′, are ignored.

The leaves of the Alpha-Tree correspond to cells of the
finest partition, i.e. 0-CCs, and its root to the single one node
corresponding to the entire image definition domain. Each
node points to its parent and the parent points to itself. An
example is shown in Fig. 1(b)-right.

The existing algorithms for computing the respective trees
are all designed in a manner that separates the tree construc-
tion from the processing stage. This allows for interactive
processing usually at the cost of a single pass through the tree.
The node structure in both trees, further to a number of mem-
bers for tree management, contains a pointer to an auxiliary
data structure. The latter is a pool of generic attributes that are
updated incrementally as the tree is constructed. Attributes of
image components are computed on the fly and upon visiting
each node at the processing stage.

3. THE SWITCHBOARD PLATFORM

The switchboard (SWB) is a multi-panel interface to a n-
dimensional feature space (FS) that is computed from a pass
through the underlying tree structure. It is a dynamic visual
analytics object and can be plugged into any of the major tree-
based image representation algorithms, assuming they com-
ply with the design architecture described before.

It consists of multiple instances of a set of three switch
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panels. Each instance encapsulates a 2D (any two attributes)
quantization of the feature space into a matrix. Matrix el-
ements correspond to aggregated features and this is man-
aged by a set of mapping functions. Default options are the
“Linear”, “Size”, “SquareRoot”, “Log2” and “Log10” map-
pers [5]. The matrix resolution is adjustable on demand.

Upon computing a feature space from the underlying tree
and selecting the attributes of interest, the mapping functions
and the matrix resolution, the FS is ported into the SWB
were three panels are created: the front panel which displays
the normalized FS matrix elements on top of the switches,
the positive panel and the negative panel. The last two can
be fused into a composite view as will be shown later. All
three panels are initialized with their switches set-off. The
protocols for operating the switchboard are as follows.

Image space to feature space protocol:

1. Create a set of binary masks each fully containing tar-
gets that are manually identified as positive examples
on the input image. A mask can be of any polygonal
shape, either porus or simply-connected. Upon com-
pleting the definition of a mask, a region of interest
(ROI) is generated that corresponds to the minimum
enclosing rectangle of the mask. The rectangle is ex-
panded by 1 pixel in each side in order to leave space
for a black frame (logical 0) around the mask. This is
done to prevent leakage. When the ROI is completed, it
is automatically inserted in a ROI data base where the
system prompts the user to assign a class label, i.e. pos-
itive or negative example. Fig. 3 shows three positive
examples. Note that the rectangular ROI is only needed
for accessing the mask efficiently.

2. Re-iterate step 1 on negative examples if needed.

3. Pass through each ROI and identify the respective tree
node IDs of all the leaf nodes that correspond to con-
nected components fully contained within the extent of
the mask. This inclusion requirement is referred to as
the “mask condition”.

4. Starting from the leaves of the tree, launch a top-down
pass through marking all ancestor nodes that satisfy the
same mask condition. This process terminates when the
first ancestor violating the condition is encountered.

5. Starting from the end node of step 4, launch a bottom-
up pass through assigning to each descendant node the
ID of the first (maximal) registered node along each
root-path that satisfies the mask condition. Steps 4 and
5 need to be executed for each ROI separately. This is
done in real-time.

6. Starting from the leaves of the tree, launch a top-down
pass through. Reaching the first node along a given

Fig. 3. Three instances of the data base of positive and neg-
ative examples. Each instance has a region of interest and a
binary mask registered with it.

root-path that satisfies the mask condition allows the
routine to retrieve the ID of the maximal node. A by-
pass reaching directly to that node is triggered and its
attributes are computed. The respective switch in the
positive or negative panel, depending on the class label,
is turned on. The procedure continues until all maximal
nodes have been accessed.

Switches in the positive and negative panels are color
coded green and red respectively. In the case where both
the positive and negative switch are turned on for the same
matrix element, the composite view panel turns yellow in that
element. In this visual analytics platform switches are turned
on only to suggest where targets and non-targets contribute to
in the feature space. A decision can then be made either by a
classifier [2] or by manually setting-on the desired switches
on the front panel. In the latter case positive examples can
be used alone. Once the front panel is set a pass through the
image is initiated:

Feature space to image space protocol:

1. For each pixel visited retrieve its corresponding node
ID, read the respective node, compute its attributes and
project onto the feature space.

2. If the corresponding switch at the front panel is turned
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Fig. 4. (a) The original test image. (b) The feature space
(pattern spectrum) of the test image. (c) Regions of interest
marking positive (green) and negative (red) examples. Within
each ROI, the set of maximal α-CCs fully contained in the
respective binary mask are displayed.

on, retrieve the maximal node ID from the current node
and set the pixel to this ID.

This generates a labeled image where each pixel belong-
ing to a target structure is assigned the appropriate node label.

Decisions can be made based on several instances of the
set of switch panels; e.g. assuming that all targets satisfying
a set of size vs. compactness criteria are detected, it might be
necessary to differentiate between them based on radiometry
in order to filter out shadow components. This is answered
with a separate instance that only requires the last 3 steps of
the image space to feature space protocol to be computed.
Each instance can be stored in memory at a very low cost.
Assuming a 50×50 matrix of type “double” values, a total
of 160 kB are required. Additionally, the three switch panels
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Fig. 5. (a) The activated switches from the set of positive
and negative examples in composite view. Switches in yellow
indicate an overlap. (b) The manually activated switches on
the front-panel. (c) The final segmentation result based on the
bin selection in image (b).

that store binary values require 2.5×3 = 7.5 kB of memory.
Setting the front panel switches on each instance allows for a
multi-criterion decision to be made, i.e. if for the same com-
ponent in all instances the corresponding front panel switches
are turned on, then restore it otherwise ignore it.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section an experiment targeting building footprints is
demonstrated. The input image is sub-tile of a panchromatic
Quickbird acquisition of 0.6 m spatial resolution, shown in
Fig. 4(a). It shows a residential district in Sana’a, Yemen and
is courtesy of DigitalGlobe. In this image the user marked
six ROIs over positive targets (buildings) and 4 over regions
containing no targets, like bare land and roads. Three positive
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examples inserted in the data base are shown in Fig. 3. The
maximal components within each ROI are color labeled and
shown in Fig. 4(c). Along side each ROI a green or red flag is
shown to indicate positive and negative targets respectively.

The image is processed using the Alpha-Tree representa-
tion. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the Alpha-Tree corre-
sponding to the contents of the bottom left ROI of negative ex-
amples. After computing the Alpha-Tree, a 2D feature space
is exported. The normalized matrix is shown in Fig. 4(b) in
which the horizontal axis corresponds to size (area) and the
vertical to a compactness measure given by the moments of
inertia. The reference point is at the top-left corner of the ma-
trix. The two attributes are mapped based on the Log2 and
SquareRoot mapper respectively. Each matrix dimension is
of length 50 and color coding assigns warm colors to bins
measuring high contribution of the image information con-
tent. Figure 5(a) shows the composite view of the positive
and negative SWB panels. Looking for highly compact ob-
jects and of fairly big size, a cluster of six switches turned
on (green) is observed at the bottom-center of the composite
view. Turning on the switches contained within a rectangu-
lar selection (color coding as in Fig. 4(b)) over this cluster
as shown in Fig. 5(b), yields a the desired structures comple-
mented in some cases by shadow components that meet the
attribute criteria too. The final result following an average
intensity filter is shown in Fig. 5(c).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The SWB object presented in Sec. 3, facilitates a bi-directional
interactivity between the hosted feature space and image
space through the underlying tree structure. Operations like
marking positive and negative examples on the respective
panels and selecting targets based on the front panel are
managed explicitly by the tree. This means that the SWB
is operated independent of the tree structure it interfaces to,
making it a general purpose tool for tree-based image in-
formation mining. The Max-Tree architecture presented in
Section 2.1 is there to allow the reader to verify this.

The SWB offers a compact representation of the input
data space and can be manipulated by other statistical pro-
cessing modules. An example is the kd-Tree for feature space
organization and inference of classification rules [2]. Given
the support of the data base for storing positive and nega-
tive examples, the segmentation process can be fine tuned
by adding more relevant examples or removing noisy ones.
In the experiment presented, some buildings are missed due
to incomplete switch activation suggesting that more positive
examples are needed. This is done interactively and at mini-
mal computational cost/time overhead.
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ABSTRACT 

 
In the context of automatic linear landmark extraction (e.g. 
road, railway, and runway) from air- and space-borne SAR 
imagery, edge detection is a crucial and basic processing 
stage to retrieve the desired landmarks. However, on 
speckled SAR imagery, edge detection algorithms typically 
yield broken edges, so that further linking stage is needed to 
reach the desired connectivity. Nevertheless, both linear-
wise linking algorithms and the Canny-like hysteresis 
thresholding do not manage to reconstruct interrupted edges 
successfully. In this paper, we propose a novel method 
relying on pre-existing Sequential Edge Linking (SEL) 
algorithm. In particular, two new metrics are presented to 
tackle the multiplicative nature of speckle noise. 
Experiments on simulated and real SAR images prove that 
both metrics solve original SEL problems yielding results 
very close to their respective optimum linking path.  
 

Index Terms— Linking, edge detection, SAR images. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images, edge detection 
is a fundamental step in most segmentation methods [1]. In 
fact, region based approaches, in addition to having more 
computational load than edge detection filters, they usually 
yield over segmented results and actual boundaries have to 
be verified by the latter techniques. Nevertheless, due to the 
presence of speckle noise, most boundaries are interrupted 
and generally not completely detected in the final edge map 
of the edge detection filters. In order to recover the desired 
connectivity, a linking stage is usually taken into account. 
For the same reasons, interruptions on edge map are many 
pixels long and simple linear-wise linking algorithms [2] do 
not yield satisficing results. Moreover, even the use of the 
hysteresis thresholding method [3] gives rise to many 
parasitic branches, sometimes referred as “spur” edges, 
which surround the correctly detected edges, especially the 
weaker ones. A solution of this problem, even when real 
curvilinear boundary are taken into account, is presented in 
[4], where a sequential edge linking (SEL) method is 
proposed. The basic idea consists in considering the linking 
issue as a shortest path problem (SPP), trying to find the 
shortest path sequentially, adding a new path point at each 
step. In particular, given an edge pixel and an initial 
direction, the algorithm explores three neighbors (on the 

left, straight and on the right) putting the cost value to reach 
them in a priority queue. The queue is ordered by the cost 
and the best path is always at the top. At each step only 
neighbors of the top path are explored, until a stop condition 
is reached. Clearly, in this way not all the paths from source 
to destination are explored, but only those with higher 
probability to be the best ones. The metric employed in [4] 
is divided in two terms. The first term is useful to control 
the path shape and uses transition probabilities, which have 
to be passed as input, to decide about changing direction or 
not compared to the previous step. Instead, the second term 
is helpful to penalize paths made up of pixel that are not part 
of an edge. In particular, this term relies on the Likelihood 
Ratio (LR) between the hypotheses to have or not an edge at 
a certain pixel. However, with respect to [4], many 
improvements have been introduced in literature. In [5] a 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of parameters 
involved in LR term is reported. Moreover, in [6], a method 
to estimate transition probabilities by pyramid 
decomposition is presented. Finally, in [7], a Gaussian 
mixture to estimate the conditional probabilities used in the 
LR term is proposed. Nevertheless, on intensity SAR 
images, the noise is far to be Gaussian distributed and such 
algorithms completely fail in edge reconstruction.  This 
paper presents two novel metrics that are able to cope with 
the multiplicative nature of noise. In particular, the first 
metric represents a SEL extension where Gamma 
probability density function (pdf) of the intensity speckle 
noise is considered. Instead, the second metric is more 
general and it frees itself from the constraint about the 
knowledge of image pdf and path transition probabilities. In 
fact, taking advice from metrics generally used in active 
contour models (“snakes”) [8], the path growth is driven by 
the image gradient, which can be easily estimated by any 
edge detector. The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 2 SEL algorithm is presented. In Section 
3 and 4 SEL extension through two novel metrics are 
illustrated. In Section 5 results of our experiments are 
reported and, finally, in Section 6 some conclusions are 
drawn. 
 

2. SEQUENTI DGE LINKING: BAC UND AL E KGRO

Given a point , , a path of length 1 can be 
represented as an ordered set of points , . 
Nevertheless, it can be also specified by a start point 

, , an initial direction , which can be estimated 
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from the image gradient, i.e. , , , , with 
"Left","Straight","Right"  an ordered set of 

moves. In order to measure, or indeed control the path trend, 
a path can be modelled as a Markov process that gives in 
outpu e , for each step . Exploiting Bayes 
rule, f  path can be written as: 

t a mov  
the joint probability o a

 

, , …  ,
| , …  ,   | , …  ,  

    

 

|  
 

Then, considering a simple first order Markov process 
| , …  ,  | , it is enough to define the 

conditional probabilities | , , to have the 
joint probability of the whole path (the probability  
can be considered uniform and ignored because equal for all 
the paths). Moreover, considering the image ,  as a 
random f , w  uppose that it is 
possible to w bility measures: 

(2.1) 

 

ield with , e s
 define the two follo ing proba

  

, |  
, |  

 

where  (or ) is the hypothesis of having (or not) an 
edge point at , . Consequently, a quality measure  
of a path  can be o ta t e following likelihood 
ratio:  

(2.2) 
 

b ined by h

 

, … ,
, … ,

 

 (2.3) 
  

which can be written in e follo in  form if the assumption 
of statistically i l lds:  

 th w g
ndependent pixe s ho

 

∏
∏

 

 (2.4) 
  

At thi ith  the path joint probability, 
a com ic) of a path could be: 

s point, indicating w
plete measure (metr

 
∏
∏

  

|  (2.5) 

  

which can be compute additively applying the logarithm. 
 

3. FIRST MODEL: LR METRIC 
 
On a homogeneous region with mean intensity μ , 
neglecting possible textures, intensity SAR data  can be 
modelled as μ , i.e. affected by a multiplicative noise 

. Exploiting ideal conditions in the SAR image acquisition, 
the noise  can be modelled by Gamma pdf so that image 
intensity pd  f becomes

 

|μ μ

[9]: 
 

 (3.1) 

where  indicates the number of looks of the SAR image, 
and ·  is the Gamma function. A problem arising in SEL 
metric computation concerns the calculation of the 
likelihood ratio term. In fact, to compute such term, the 
knowledge of the image pdf under the two hypotheses  
and  is required. Usually, at the output of an edge 
detector, neither  nor  is exactly known. 
Nevertheless, using the Ratio of Averages (RoA) edge 
detector [9], which namely computes the ratio between 
sample means  and  on the two sides of an edge, both 

 and  can be analytically computed. In 
particular, given a detector window of size x , divided in 
two parts of  pixels each, and oriented in a direction , the 
detector output ,  at a pixel ,  is given by ,

⁄ . If Gamma pdf in Eq. (3.1) is assumed, and μ  and μ  
are the intensity means on the respective edge sides, the 
follo in :w g equalities hold   

 

2
 

,

1 ,

 

2 μ
μ

,
μ
μ ,

 
(3.2) 

  

Nevertheless, in order to have only one image as output of 
the RoA edge detector, for each pixel ,  we can select 
as output the value  belonging to the oriented window that 
has the maximum probability to have detected an edge in 
that pixel. Introducing the quantity , min , , , , 
which is always l  0 and 1, the orientation  imited between

can be easily comp
 

argmin ,  
of such window uted as: 

 

(3.3) 
 

 

,  

 

so that: 
 

(3.4) 
  

Now, exploiting Eq. (3.2) and substituting μ  and μ   with 
their Ma u (M es  and , the 
log-likeli uted as:  

xim m Likelihood L) estimat
hood ratio (LR) ln   can be comp

 

ln 2 ln 2  ln   
2 ln 1    

 

(3.5) 
  

Nonetheless, applying these modifies to SEL algorithm, the 
path search frequently occurs in many loops. This is 
essentially due to the use of large  (e.g. 5) in edge 
detection, which is required to obtain good results in highly 
speckled SAR images. In fact, the higher is , the larger is 
the neighborhood around an edge that presents high value of 
ln . If such case occurs, the best path can proceed in the 
same direction of the image gradient, i.e. crossing the edge 
with the possibility of turning back. To solve this problem 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 1 - Result of linking algorithm used as tracking, i.e. starting from an edge point and going on, until the boundary is closed. (a) 
Simulated speckled circle, 512x512 px i.i.d. Gamma, , ⁄ . (b) LR metric. (c) Phy metric. (d) Simulated speckled 
square, 512x512 px i.i.d. Gamma, , . (e) LR metric. (f) Phy metric ( ). ⁄

we change the path joint probability  in order to 
encapsulate gradient information and avoiding such 
unwanted behavior. In fact, let us indicate ,  as the 
pixel crossed by the path at step , next we indicate  ,  
(with , 0, 4⁄ , 2⁄ , 3 2⁄ ) as the absolute direction 
of the path at that pixel (direction formed joining the center 
of the pixels ,  and , , bringing back the 
result to 0, 3 2⁄ ). Then, we set ,  as the direction 
orthogonal to the estimated gradient direction. Avoiding 
spatial subscript in the notation, a very simple assumption 
can be done: given a pixel ,  with an estimate path 
direction , the probability of a path crossing ,  with 
a direction  orthogonal to  has to be zero. In this way 
we manage to penalize every path which goes parallel to the 
estimated gradient direction, thus avoiding the birth of 
undesired loops. Summarizing, considering a first order 
Markov process where  and  are statistically 
independent from their resp ctive previous steps, the  metric 

 a
e

t step  becomes: 
 

, …  , , ,  
| |  |  

 

(3.6) 
  

 

4. SECOND MODEL: PHYSICS (PHY) METRIC 
 
In active contour methods [8], the functional to minimize, 
which drives the evolution of the curve , parameterized as 

, , is usually defined in the following 
way: 

in

  

t ext 

| | | |  
(4.1) 

  

The term int assures a certain regularity of the curve, as the 
term  in SEL metric does. Instead, the term ext, which 
is a function (reverse proportional) of the image gradient 
module ~ 1 | |⁄ , takes the role of LR term in 
measuring the quality of the path. If the image is 
presupposed to be differentiable, a general edge detector 
that estimates  can be used applying Eq. (4.1) directly as a 

new SEL metric. However, differentiability assumption is 
nearly never true and diagonal edges have to be estimated 
separately with an appropriated oriented window. By 
indicating with  and  the unit vectors respectively 
tangential and orthogonal to the curve , with and the 
unit vectors at 45° from , the term ext in Eq. (4.1) can 
be r riew tten as: 

ext · ·  

| ·  | | ·  |  

| |  

(4.2) 

 

tions ·  and ·  ar
 

 

where the func e: 
 

s |s| 1 | |⁄  
s 1 1 | |⁄  (4.3) 

  

The term in Eq. (4.2) manages to account for the orthogonal 
direction of the gradient with respect to any edge curve and 
that, in an ideal step edges, the terms | ·  | and | ·  |  
are equal. It should be noticed that with Phy metric, which is 
obtained substituting Eq. (4.2)  in Eq. (4.1), there is no need 
to know the image pdf and it can be applied to any image. 
Moreover, unlike SEL and LR metric, which may assume 
negative values, Phy metric is positive so that the existence 
of the shortest path between any two points is assured. 
 

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
In order to show the potentialities of our algorithm, in Fig. 1 
some results are reported. The simulated images are i.i.d. 
Gamma pixels with 1, and they are composed of two 
homogeneous regions with mean intensity ratio ⁄ 3. 
As can be seen form these images, both metrics manage to 
drive path evolution along the true edge. In TABLE I the 
mean distance (MD) among true and reconstructed edge and 
the well-known Pratt’s Figure of Merit (FOM) [10] are 
reported. It is worth noting that an ideal result should have a 
MD value equal to zero and a FOM value equal to one. 
Moreover, fixed a metric, the comparison between the path  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 2 - Result of linking algorithm. (a) Detail of MSTAR HB06210 image. (b) Edge map of the RoA edge detector followed by non-
maxima suppression thinning and refined by Canny-like hysteresis thresholding. (c) LR metric result (in green). RoA edge map 
( ) is reported in black. (d) Phy metric (in red). RoA edge map ( ) is reported in black. 

TABLE I 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PHY AND LR METRIC USING MINIMUM 

DISTANCE (MD) AND PRATT’S FIGURE OF MERIT (FOM). 

  Circle Square 
  MD FOM MD FOM 

Phy SEL 0.85 0.96 0.69 0.98 
Optimum 0.76 0.96 0.65 0.98 

LR  SEL 0.72 0.96 0.69 0.99 
Optimum 0.72 0.97 0.62 0.99 

 
reconstructed by our modified SEL algorithm and the best 
path available is shown. From our experiments, LR metric 
outperforms Phy one on curvilinear boundary (circle), 
whereas is nearly equal on straight edges (square). 
Nevertheless, in both cases, modified SEL yields 
performance very near to the optimum path. In Fig. 2 results 
of our algorithm on the SAR image MSTAR HB06210 are 
depicted. This image has been acquired by airborne X-band 
radar in strip map mode, polarization HH, incidence angle 
75° and has a slant/cross range resolution of 0.3m. It should 
be noticed that our linking algorithm has been applied to 
each endpoint in the RoA edge map ( 11), which has 
been thinned by non-maxima suppression and refined by 
Canny-like hysteresis thresholding [3]. As can be seen in the 
last image, even on the evaluated SAR image, LR metric 
manages to link curvilinear edges better than Phy metric. In 
particular, LR metric drives the path growth along 
interruptions without crossing any existing edge and 
following very well different kinds of curvilinear edge. It 
should be pointed out that SEL approach scales well when 
applied to large images or data bases. In fact, it is applied 
only to the edge map endpoints and a maximum path length 
threshold can be set in order to stop the linking between too 
far points. 
 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have presented two novel metrics useful to apply SEL 
algorithm on SAR images. The first metric (LR) represents a 
SEL extension when Gamma pdf of the intensity speckle 
noise is considered. The second metric (Phy) only resorts to 
image gradient information, i.e. it is more general and can 
be applied on any kind of image. Experiments on simulated 

and real images show how well both metrics manage to cope 
with the multiplicative speckle noise, yielding results very 
near to the respective optimum linking path.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the context of automatic landmark extraction from air- 

and space-borne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery, 

detection of buildings perimeter is a very challenging task. 

This task has been poorly explored in the literature, 

especially for SAR images acquired by Cosmo/SkyMed 

(CSK) satellites. In particular some different information 

fusion based approaches are proposed. Those approaches are 

declared to work under particular conditions, one of which 

regards the image quality. CSK images are characterized by 

a strong speckle noise, and the hypothesis of these 

approaches could be not satisfied. In this paper we propose a 

new approach which can handle this problem. Our algorithm 

is based on a new fully automatic wavelet based edge 

detector, which is able to reduce the effect of the noise in a 

SAR image, and on the semi-automatic processing in space 

domain of the well-known Hough transform. Lines detected 

by Hough transform are processed in order to detect the 

perimeter of man-made objects as buildings. Our approach 

is developed to extract perimeter of rectangular-shaped 

buildings.  

 

Index Terms — Wavelet edge detection, SAR images, 

Hough Transform, rectangular-shaped man-made objects, 

building detection. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the context of the landmark extraction, any Automatic 

Target Recognition (ATR) chain has to be specialized 

according to the target of interest. In this paper, we deal 

with small landmarks (e.g. buildings) and a suitable 

approach to automatically extract them. Automatic building 

detection has been poorly explored in the literature, 

especially for images acquired by CSK satellites. 

In Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images, automatic 

landmark extraction from space-borne SAR imagery can be 

achieved through a primitive extraction step. In particular, 

the contour of a small landmark (as a building) can be 

extracted by the edges generated by diffraction and multi-

bouncing effects (at the roof and wall of the building, 

respectively), using an edge detection step (Section 3). 

Then, the primitive provided from edge detector is post-

processed to generate objects. Lines and then four-sided 

figure are found thanks to detection of three or four lines 

(Section 4 − 5): the previously detected edges are post-

processed to generate straight lines using the semi-automatic 

Hough transform [1]. The straight lines are checked to find a 

four-sided figure (if any), which can be related to a 

rectangular-shaped building. Such figure can be fruitfully 

exploited to automatically extract a building and its 

geometrical features (i.e. length and width). 

Our approach has been tested on both simulated SAR data 

and real data acquired by CSK satellite. The block diagram 

of our approach is shown in Fig. 1.1. 

 

Focused 

SAR Image

Building: 

- range/cross-range 

coordinates

- length, width

Primitive 

Detection

Post-processing

Lines Edge Pixel
Four-Sided 

Figure

Feature 

Extraction

 

Fig. 1.1 – Detection of buildings perimeter: block diagram. 

 

2. WORKING HYPOTHESIS 

 

The goal of our approach is to detect rectangular-shaped 

buildings which are fairly isolated (from surrounding 

background and near objects) and which generate at least 

three fairly brilliant edges with respect to the surrounding 

background. 

It is worth noticing that, even with those restrictions: 

 our approach provides a semi-automatic approach, 

which represents a substantial innovation with 

respect to available scientific literature ([2] − [3]); 

 in the context of SAR image processing, no 

commercial products are available for automatic 

building extraction; 

 common experience can demonstrate that four-

sided buildings are certainly the most frequent 

world-wide shape. 

 

3. WAVELET BASED EDGE DETECTOR 

 

The goal of this section is to present an edge detector 

designed: 

 for SAR images and (therefore) to be robust against 

speckle disturbance; 
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 to precisely detect the edge position of small 

landmarks, with respect to long linear landmarks; 

 to be fully automatic. 

The algorithm can be described through the following five 

macro-steps: 

 wavelet decomposition of a focused SAR image, 

 module computation (based on wavelet 

coefficients), 

 phase computation (based on wavelet coefficients), 

 candidate edge pixel selection, 

 output edge map generation. 

 

The wavelet decomposition phase is mainly based on [4]. It 

is realized using the partial spatial derivative of the input 

focused SAR images along the x and y directions. These are 

then used to compute the Wavelet coefficients at the i-th 

scale by resorting to i convolutions with the B-spline 

operator [5]. The particular operator has been chosen 

because it allows us to exalt linear feature in SAR images. 

At each scale i, Wavelet coefficients are defined by 

choosing their minimum value from scale 1 to i. The goal of 

this procedure is to both keep stable features (i.e. edge 

pixels) and reduce speckle noise. 

Module image computation is realized by evaluating the 

module at a specified scale of the respective Wavelet 

coefficients, and phase field computation by evaluating their 

phase. It is worth noticing that many approaches proposed in 

literature (as [5]) use only the module of Wavelet 

coefficients. Even if such approach is simple, it shows some 

drawbacks: in fact, detected edges are often too thick, their 

position is not very accurate and the edges are often broken. 

For these reasons we used both module and phase 

information which come from the wavelet decomposition. 

Module image and phase field previously computed are used 

to select the candidate edge pixels. Those information can 

be used in fact to localize the “edge paths”: in this way, 

thick edge paths are thinned to one pixel width. This 

procedure is based on the approach in [1]. Such a step is 

performed by detecting the local maxima of the module 

image in the direction specified by the phase field 

component. 

The candidate pixels have to undergo a further test, which is 

based on their module. The fifth step is performed to 

simultaneously:  

 remove false thin paths from the candidate pixels 

of the image, 

 keep strong maxima (related to thick edges) from 

the module image, 

 deliver the true thin edges as an output map. 

The procedure can be briefly resumed as follows: 

 the candidate edge pixels are compared to the 

thresholded module image as shown in Fig. 3.1; 

 the final edge map (i.e. a binary image) is then 

obtained; 

 note that the threshold T1 is automatically set, as in 

[6]. 

 

Thresholding 

T1
Edge Map

Module Candidate Edge 

Pixels

AND

 

Fig. 3.1 – Block diagram for edge pixel map. 

 

4. EDGE LINE EXTRACTION 

 

After the edge detection step, a further processing step is 

necessary to extract a line from an alignment of edge pixels. 

In the context of line extraction, the most widely used and 

well established approach is certainly the semi-automatic 

Hough Transform ([1]). The Hough Transform allows us to 

exalt lines in after pixel edge detection, i.e. a binary image.  

Such a tool can be fruitfully exploited to extract the lines of 

a small landmark, e.g. the sides (assumed to be lines) of a 

building. 

However, the Hough Transform has some drawbacks related 

to the setting of the following parameters, named “Fill-gap”, 

“Min-length”, and “N-max” (see [1] for further details). 

In this section we propose an approach to fix the parameters 

here above: 

 Fill-gap: it can be related to the linear dimensions 

of the buildings; 

 Min-length: it again has to be smaller than the 

minimum linear dimension of the expected 

buildings; 

 N-max: it can be related to the image dimensions. 

It is worth noting that every building side is 

crossed/enveloped by several lines: to overcome such an 

issue, a further processing step has to be performed.  

 

5. FOUR-SIDED FIGURE EXTRACTION 

 

The goal of this section is to present an algorithm that 

extracts a four-sided figure enveloped by several lines, 

which are obtained by the Hough Transform in Section 4. In 

particular, the four-sided geometrical figure may be a 

parallelogram for SAR images which have not been 

projected into the geoid, due to geometry compression in 

slant range direction, and it may be rectangular for SAR 

images which have been projected into the geoid. Both cases 

are covered by our algorithm. 

Fig. 5.1 briefly presents a résumé of the processing chain to 

extract four-sided figures: 
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 we start from a set of lines (from Section 4), which 

are obtained through the Hough Transform 

performed on the edge map (from Section 3); 

 the set of lines are checked in order to find a sub-

set of either 3 or 4 lines, which satisfy certain 

conditions; 

 the chosen sub-set of lines are processed to 

generate four-sided figures; 

 every generated four-sided figure receives a score 

and the figure with the highest score is provided to 

the user. 

 

Edge 

Map

Hough 

Transform

Set of Lines

Conditions to 

be satistied

Generation of 

Four-sided 

Figures 

Sub-Set of Lines 

satisfying the 

Conditions

Scores to the Figures

Four-sided Figure

Wavelet-based 

Edge Pixel 

Detction

Focused SAR 

image

 

Fig. 5.1 – Block Diagram of the whole processing chain for 

Four-Sided Figure Extraction. 

 

The goal of the step which checks the set of lines is to find 

every sub-set of 3 or 4 lines which satisfy certain conditions. 

The research is performed iteratively, first verifying a set of 

conditions between each couple of lines, and then verifying 

a set of conditions between each triplet of lines. The couple 

of the first two lines identifies the parallel lines in the output 

figure, while the triplet of lines identifies the first two 

parallel lines and a third one placed opportunely between 

the first two (i.e. in the case of the research of a rectangle, it 

must also be orthogonal to the first two lines). The fourth 

line must verify at first the conditions for the couple of lines 

formed by it and by the third line, and then the conditions 

for the triplet of lines formed by it and the first two. 

In particular, the conditions on two lines are the following: 

 they must be parallel (a tolerance of 0.05 rad is 

accepted); 

 they must be far enough (distance > min-length); 

 the projection of the smaller of the two lines on the 

longest must be greater than the half length of the 

longest line. 

The conditions on three lines are the following: 

 the orientation of the line linking the centre of the 

first and the third lines has to be very different 

(more than 0.1 rad) from the one linking the second 

and the third lines; 

 the orientation of the third line has to be similar (a 

tolerance of 0.78 rad is admitted) to the one of the 

line which links the first and the second lines. In 

the case of the research of rectangular shapes, it has 

to be orthogonal to both first and second lines; 

 the third line has to cover a sufficient percentage 

(1/3) of the minimum distance between the first 

and second lines; 

 the third line must not be in the middle (1/4) of the 

first or the second lines;  

 the third line must not be too far (less than the lines 

length) from the first or the second lines. 

It is worth noting that at the end of this step we have 

obtained a sub-set of either 3 or 4 lines, whose cardinality is 

typically much greater than 1. 

Having a set of three or four lines, the generation of four-

sided figure is as explained in the following.  

In particular, if four lines are available, the procedure is 

pretty straightforward: 

 extension of the four lines in order to generate four 

intersections; 

 removal of any extension. 

If three lines are available, the procedure is fairly longer: 

 forth line generation: 

o select the point closer to the line, which is 

transversal to the parallels; 

o the fourth line is generated by drawing a 

line, which crosses the selected point here 

above and is parallel to the transversal line 

here above; 

 repeat the procedure exploited when four lines are 

available. 

Once the generation of four-sided figure step is concluded, 

we have obtained a sub-set of possible four-sided figures 

related to just one actual four-sided figure. Thus, the goal of 

the final step is to provide a strategy to select the most 

suitable figure of the sub-set.  

Thus, we provide a score to every figure of the sub-set. The 

score can be obtained as a linear combination of the 

following indexes: 

 percentage (C): this an index represents the 

percentage of pixels belonging to the figure, which 

are covered by the pixels belonging to the Hough 

lines; 

 maxima (P): this an index is obtained by summing 

the value in the Hough domain of every line used 

to generate a four-sided figure. Note that the sum is 

normalized to the maximum value obtained in the 

image; 

 perimeter (D): perimeter (in pixels) of the 

generated figure. Note that the perimeter is 

normalized to the maximum value obtained in the 

image; 

Finally, the score B can be computed as follows: 

 

 (5.1) 

 

The abundance coefficients are empirically set as: 

 

 (5.2) 
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6. RESULTS 

 

We present in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 two examples of the 

application of our algorithm. The former is obtained from a 

simulated SAR image (slant-/cross-range domain), the latter 

is obtained from an actual SAR image (slant-/cross-range) 

acquired by CSK satellite in “Spotlight 2” mode (courtesy 

of Agenzia Spaziale Italiana – ASI). It can be seen that 

length and width of each extracted building is very accurate.  

The building in Fig. 6.1 is obtained by setting “Fill-gap” of 

20, “Min-length” of 40 and “N-max” of 40 as input of the 

Hough transform (Section 4). Detected building achieved a 

score B equal to 0.90 (Equation (5.1)). Even the two 

buildings in Fig. 6.2 are obtained by setting the same 

parameters as input of the Hough transform. The score B 

obtained by the two buildings are of 0.86 for the left-most 

and 0.77 for the right-most building.  

Using a Matlab implementation of the algorithm, and a PC 

with processor Intel Core 2 duo at 3.16 GHz provided of 2 

GB of RAM, we obtained the results here above in about 45 

seconds for the former image and in 20 seconds for the latter 

image. 

 

  
(a) 

1L =80m;
2L =160m (b) 

1L̂ =81m; 
2L̂ =155/160m 

Fig. 6.1 – Building extraction from a simulated SAR image. (a) 

simulated SAR image of a rotated rectangular building 

(rows/columns indicate cross-range/range, respectively) and 

true size; (b) extracted boundary in red and estimated size. 

 
(a)                                      (b) 

Fig. 6.2 – Building extraction from actual SAR image acquired 

by Cosmo/Skymed sensor (courtesy of ASI). (a) original SAR 

image; (b) extracted boundary of the two buildings. 

7.  CONCLUSIONS 

 

We have presented a new approach which could be included 

in an ATR chain. Our processing chain allows us to reach 

the goal of the accurate perimeter extraction of a building in 

a SAR image, and the accurate estimation of its length and 

width.  

The chain is able to correctly extract building perimeter 

under the following hypothesis: fairly isolated (from 

surrounding background and near objects) rectangular-

shaped buildings, and the building image with at least three 

edges brighter than the surrounding background. 

The algorithm provides a fully automatic detection stage for 

edge pixels and a semi-automatic post-processing stage. It is 

worth noticing that our algorithm is semi-automatic, as it 

needs some parameters as input. However, such inputs can 

be related to the expected dimensions of the building to be 

detected, and the image dimensions. Finally, our processing 

chain is here implemented on a slant-/cross-range domain: 

in fact, it does not strictly require geo-coded images. 

Our approach has been proved on both simulated and actual 

SAR images, and has yielded satisfactory results.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of the passive 

Bistatic SAR(BiSAR) system with the squint transmitter and 

a fixed receiver. Firstly, the image formation algorithms of 

extended Non-linear Chirp Scaling (NLCS) were presented 

to focus the echo data. Secondly, the experimental hardware 

was described and the equivalent bistatic imaging 

experiments were carried out to verify the imaging 

algorithms. Thirdly, both the monostatic and bistatic SAR 

images were obtained to check the scattering difference 

between them. Furthermore, the bistatic images of the same 

target area in different seasons were acquired using the 

presented experimental system and the scattering properties 

of the two bistatic images was discussed and analyzed in the 

paper, which indicates bistatic images can offer much more 

context information in some specific scenes.  

 

Index Terms— BiSAR systems, squint transmitter, 

extended NLCS, bistatic scattering property 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Bistatic SAR systems have been the research hotspot for 

years [1-2]. It has the advantages of agility configuration, 

abundant information, anti-interception, anti-interference etc. 

A lot of bistatic experiments with different platform pairs 

have been carried out and many bistatic images have been 

acquired.  

So far, Bistatic image formation algorithms [3-10] have 

basically been developed and improved, such as BP 

algorithm, Rocca’s Smile--DMO method, Loffeld Bistatic 

Formula (LBF), the series reversion method, NuSAR method 

and the BiRMA based on IDW etc. However, in the Bistatic 

case with a fixed receiver, only the transmitter contributes to 

the Doppler history, which makes that the different scatterers 

in the same cell have different Doppler history. Thus, the 

difficulty of imaging processing is enhanced greatly. 

Although BP method and NuSAR method can be applied 

here, its efficiency is low so that it is not a good choice in 

the BiSAR system with a fixed receiver. Wong and Yeo put 

forward a NLCS algorithm， but it only suits in small 

bistatic angle situation. Reference [5] proposed a noval 

NLCS algorithm, which could be used in large bistatic angle 

and large scene through curve fitting. However, it only takes 

broadside-looking conditions into consideration, while the 

variation of cubic phase term and FM rate in Range are 

ignored. Bistatic SAR system with squint transmitter and 

fixed receiver in Fig. 1 is a special bistatic system because 

the non-cooperative transmitter is generally adopted in the 

system, thus it has a squint angle. In this paper, the extended 

NLCS introduced a cubic model to realize the compensation 

of cubic phase in Range, then after multiplying the quadratic 

and cubic perturbation function in Range-Doppler domain, 

the RCM correction and the focus in Range can be achieved 

by expanding FM rate at the reference point.  

 
Fig. 1 Acquisition geometry of the BiSAR systems with the 

squint transmitter and a fixed receiver. 

 

This paper is arranged as follows. A brief introduction 

and comparison between the classic and extended NLCS 

algorithms is presented in section 2. Section 3 is about the 

description of the bistatic experimental system. The 

experimental results are posted and analyzed in section 4. 

The conclusions are given in section 5.  
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2. DESCRIPTION OF IMAGE FORMATION 

ALGORITHMS 

 

The flow charts of both classic and extended NLCS 

algorithms are shown in Fig. 2 
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 (a) Classic NLCS                 (b) Extended NLCS 

Fig. 2 Block diagrams of the image formation algorithms. 

 

The detailed derivation of classic NLCS algorithm can 

be found in [5]. The key parameters of the algorithm are p 

and q, which represent the coefficients of the quadratic and 

cubic perturbation function respectively, and they were used 

to deal with the problem of the variation of RCM along 

range bins. The way to obtain these two parameters is 

quadric curve fitting between the minimum bistatic range and 

the minimum range from the target to the transmitter. 

However, the small target area in our system makes linear 

fit of parameter p meet the requirement of compensation of 

the variation of RCM. On the other hand, the variation of 

FM rate can be diminished by the parameter q, which was 

not included in the classic algorithm. Furthermore, a high 

order phase term 
cmp  is derived to compensate the residual 

phase.  

 

3. BISTATIC EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

 

The experimental hardware adopted in the bistatic 

experiments was shown in Fig. 3, where different 

components have been labeled.  

There are two channels in the receiver, which are radar 

channel to collect the reflected echo from target area and 

reference channel to collect directly illuminated signal from 

the transmitter for synchronization processing.  

At the bottom of Fig. 3, an optical picture of the target 

area is given. It is a very good target area because different 

targets including roads, rooms and trees etc were included 

and could be used to test the different bistatic responses 

from the target area.  

 
Fig. 3 Bistatic SAR system. 

 

Table 1 gives the main parameters of the bistatic system. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the transmitter works under 

the squint mode with the angle about 1.8 degrees.  

 

Table 1 experimental parameters 

 

Frequency span L band 

Squint angle(degree) 1.8 

Receiver height(m) 24 

Scene length (km) 2.8 

Scene width (km) 3.3 

 

The bistatic experiments have been carried out in 2010. 

And the monostatic datasets were collected in the same year. 

In order to get different bistatic responses and compare the 

corresponding images in different times, the measurements 

were collected in different times including summer and 

winter.  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The experimental SAR images were acquired using the 

classic and extended NLCS algorithms respectively. The 

final results are shown in the following.  
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4.1. Experimental images of classic and extended NLCS 

algorithms 

 

The acquired bistatic images using different algorithms are 

shown in Fig. 4. It is suggested from Fig. 4 that the image 

with extended NLCS has better quality than the one with 

classic one, which becomes clearer when it goes to the 

responses of a strong single scatterer in red rectangles.  

 
(a) With classic NLCS (b) With extended NLCS 

Fig. 4 Bistatic images with different algorithms. 

 

The profiles along range direction of two responses of 

the single scatterer are shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding 

PSLRs and ISLRs are listed in table 3.  

classic NLCS

extended NLCS

 
Fig. 5 Contrast between the classic and extended NLCS 

 

Compared to the one with classic NLCS, the much more 

balanced sidelobe appears with the one from extended 

NLCS. This could be explained by the fact that the high 

order phase has been compensated in the extended algorithm. 

 

Table 2 PSLR and ISLR of single scatter’s response  

 

Classic NLCS Extended NLCS 

PSLR/dB ISLR/dB PSLR/dB ISLR/dB 

-9.50 -6.86 -11.07 -8.06 

After geometry correction, the bistatic image is compared 

with the optical picture of Google image in Fig. 6.  

 
(a) Image after geometry correction (b) Google image 

Fig. 6 Bistatic SAR and optical images. 

 

The main targets, such as road, rooms etc in the bistatic 

image have a very good accordance with the optic one. 

 

4.2. Experimental bistatic images in different times 

 

The bistatic, monostatic and optical images from the same 

target area are shown in Fig. 7. 

 
(a) Bistatic SAR imaging results 

x
东

 
(b) Monostatic SAR imaging results 

 
(c) Google image 

Fig. 7 Experimental results between Bistatic and Monostatic 

SARs. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the road in the red circle 

has a much higher scattering coefficient in bistatic image 

than that in monostatic one. This implies that Bistatic SAR 

and Monostatic SAR present different scattering properties 

in the same target area, and Bistatic SAR could obtain much 

more information than monostatic one. 

In order to check the advantages of Bistatic SAR, we 

observed the same scene in different seasons, and the real 

pictures are shown in Fig. 8.  

crop

room
road

bare plough

 
(a) Summer 

 

crop

room
road

bare plough

  
(b) Winter 

Fig. 8 Experimental images in different seasons. 

 

It is obvious in Fig. 8 that the crop appeared on the left 

part of the target area while the bare ground on the right in 

summer. And it is opposite in winter. Therefore, it is a very 

good chance to check the sensitivity of bistatic SAR system 

to the different scattering properties of the same target area.  

road
crop

tree 

room
road

crop tree

room

 
(a) summer                      (b) winter 

Fig. 9 Imaging results of the same scene in different season. 

 

The final results are given in Fig. 9. As can be seen from 

Fig. 9, the collected scattering information of crop in (a) and 

(b) are corresponding to the real cases in Fig. 8. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents an extended NLCS algorithm for the 

bistatic SAR with the squint transmitter and a fixed receiver. 

The experimental results were posted and analyzed to 

validate the algorithm. Furthermore, the responses of the 

system in different times are given in the paper. The final 

experimental results suggest that the imaging algorithm has 

the ability to focus the echo data acquired by the 

experimental system.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The ESA Support to Topology (STO) project addresses the 

problem of extracting land use maps from land cover maps, 

by means of topological relations among the different land 

cover objects. 

To this aim, the definition and the creation of so-called 

complex objects, intended as “land use elements (urban 

fabric, industrial units, ...) formed by more basic objects in 

defined shape and more importantly spatial structure”, is 

achieved making use of topological operators (and their 

combinations) either existing or specifically implemented 

for the study.  

A prototype web-gis system, named Topology Software 

System (TSS), is implemented to allow users to define 

combinations of operators, in order to identify specific land 

use features. 

The developed approach and implemented TSS tool 

have been validated through four use cases, run by 

specialized end-users, in order to verify that the expected 

operations can be performed, and that these operations are 

sufficient to create land use maps from land cover maps. 

Work performed in the STO project is here presented 

as well as preliminary results achieved running the use 

cases. 

 

Index Terms— STO, TSS, topology, land cover, land 

use, object-oriented analysis, GeOBIA, LISA, Urban Atlas 

 

1. CONTEXT 

 

The transition between land cover maps and land use maps 

has always been an issue if faced with automatic or semi-

automatic techniques. In a more general view, it deals with 

the definition of complex objects (land use objects) starting 

from simple objects (land cover elements). Simple objects 

coming from the classification of remote sensing data are 

defined according to their biophysical properties (shape / 

geometry, height, colour, …): thus they are assigned “pure” 

land cover attributes. At this level of detail it is almost 

impossible to differentiate any land use aspect: complex 

objects need to be defined as land use elements (urban 

fabric, industrial units, ...) composed of simple land cover 

objects of given shape, structure, and orientation. 

We can distinguish three different strategies to build 

land use objects from land cover objects:   

1. identification of “single land use objects” by means of 

multi-temporal rules: this means, for instance, to 

differentiate two “herbaceous vegetated” areas in a 

satellite image collected in May in the northern 

hemisphere, identifying the one that is a “soccer field” 

and the one that is a “corn field”; this is done defining 

single land use objects on the basis of their land cover 

evolution over time (see for instance [8]) 

2. identification of “complex land use objects” based on 

contextual and compositional rules: “complex land use 

objects” are identified based on relations among 

neighboring “single land use objects” with the scope of 

identifying the “spatial areas” that can be classified as 

“complex land use object”. 

3. Identification of land use by integrating additional 

socio-economic data on land use aspects. 

This study is focused on the second strategy, to verify if 

and how topological relations among “single land use 

objects” can be used to create land use maps, starting as 

much as possible from already classified and verified 

“single land use objects” datasets. The study is being 

carried out in the framework of the STO ESA project ([7]) 

whose main aim is to support existing end-users already 

involved in the land use definition, in their working 

practice, developing a web-based application that permits to 

define and apply topological relations among objects. 

Users coming from different domains but with a 

common interest in land use extraction maps have been 

contacted, interviewed and involved in the project for the 

system validation phase.  

Following sections summarize the end users 

involvement (Section 2), the implemented theoretical 
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approach (Section 3), the TSS structure (Section 4) and the 

preliminary achieved results (Section 5). A more detailed 

description of the developed theoretical approach can be 

found in [1] while a more detailed description of the use 

cases can be found in [2].   

 

2. END USERS, REQUIREMENTS, AND USE CASES 

 

The scope of the STO project is to verify the usability of 

topological operators in the land-cover-to-land-use process; 

to do so, the involvement of agencies already working in 

the field has been sought with the aim of collecting key 

requirements and to identify a set of experiments (use 

cases) on which to demonstrate the feasibility and the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

Three main agencies were involved: 

- the Environment Agency Austria (Umweltbundesamt 

GmbH - EAA), which is involved in the Austrian 

National project Land Information System Austria 

(LISA, see [3]); 

- the private company GISAT (Czech Republic), 

involved in many European land mapping projects, 

including the Urban Atlas + Project ([4]). 

- The European Union Satellite Centre (EUSC). 

The process of collecting requirements from end users 

is fundamental to understand the expected system 

functionality and performance. As a first step, a 

questionnaire has been prepared and submitted to the end 

users. The results have been discussed individually to 

define a consolidated set of user requirements. All 

identified end users need to extract land use information 

during their work practice, but the input datasets are 

slightly different (high resolution LISA land cover datasets 

for EAA, mid resolution internally classified images for 

GISAT, raw very high resolution satellite images for 

EUSC). Thus the system needs to be able to manage, as 

input, different types of data; the output as well needs to be 

in different data formats (LISA-compliant for EAA, Urban 

Atlas compliant for GISAT, high resolution vectors for 

EUSC). In all cases, it is requested to group together objects 

belonging to specific semantic classes, that have specific 

geometric characteristics (area, shape, orientation), and that 

are in a given spatial relation with others (touch, between, 

…). Finally, a critical requirement is related to the level of 

“approximation” of the new land use object: tiny shape 

characteristics (such as small holes and boundary 

irregularities) need to be filtered out from the final object; 

objects components that are smaller than a defined 

minimum mapping unit (MMU) needs to be removed. 

Besides user requirements, a set of three use cases has 

been identified, with the scope of testing the developed 

system and assess its performance with respect to 

traditional techniques: 

- U1 identification of urban settlements (residential, 

commercial / industrial ) using LISA data; 

- U2 Creation of aggregate agricultural areas based on 

their orientation using LISA data; 

- G1 creation of Urban Atlas maps starting from a land 

cover elements pre-classified image. 

U1 and U2 detailed description can be found in [2]. 

Moreover, an internal use case is being defined for 

EUSC based on the dataset and instructions provided for 

the ESA-EUSC-JRC 2009 challenge [13]. 

 

3. THEORETICAL APPROACH 

 

The user requirements have been analyzed by the 

University of L’Aquila, Department of Electrical and 

Information Engineering, Italy (UNIAQ), in order to 

identify the topological operators necessary to satisfy them; 

besides simple operators providing Boolean values (e.g. 

“the object is bigger than”), also geometric operators to 

create new geometries (e.g. the “merge” operator) have 

been identified and theoretically defined. Moreover, the 

need of creating chains of operators working recursively on 

the input datasets was found out: “functions” that apply 

sequences of operators on a given domain, with tunable 

configuration parameters, have been created. Table 1 and 

Table 2 summarize the operators and functions created and 

implemented during the project. 

The proposed approach can be classified in the field of 

(Ge)OBIA applications; the objective of the OBIA approach 

is to develop methodology for automated or semiautomated 

classification of geographical elements or complex physical 

features of Earth land cover. This includes principles using 

multi-resolution object-oriented approaches like 

segmentation, object parameterization and classification [9] 

that make use of combined spectral, textural, shape and 

contextual object features. Typical software used in the 

OBIA are Trimble eCognition ([10]), Feature analyst 

([11]), ENVI Feature Extraction Module ([12]). 

Advantages of the developed approach with respect to 

existing methods can be summarized as follows: 

- direct use of vector data in standard OGC format [6], 

which facilitates the integration with other systems; 

- capability of modeling complex object with a rich 

internal structure, made of parts and subparts; 

- independence from the graphical representation: for 

instance, the same complex object can have different 

graphical representations, depending on context and 

scale, that are obtained by different implementations 

of the fusion operator. 

 

4. SYSTEM ARCHTECTURE 

 

The architecture of TSS is organized in three main layers: 

the Graphic User Interface (GUI) layer, the server layer and 
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the database layer. Specific modules have been identified 

for each layer, in order to satisfy all user and system 

requirements (see Fig. 1). 

 

Table 1: Developed operators: 

Operator Type Description 

Is Small/ 

medium/ big 

in Size 

Boolean  Check the size of objects with 

respect to a reference size 

Merge Shape 

modif. 

To create a single object from 

a set of objects in touch 

(internal borders removal) 

Is Elongated 

In Shape 

Boolean checks whether an object has 

an elongated shape 

Same Shape 

Orientation 

Boolean Check if two elongated objects 

have the same orientation 

Is Close/ 

medium/ far 

In Distance 

Boolean  Check the distance between 

two objects with respect to a 

reference distance 

Fusion Shape 

modif. 

Join into a single object 

different objects within a 

given distance 

Smoothing Shape 

modif. 

Modify the shape of an object 

removing small imperfections  

 

Table2. Developed functions: 

Function Involved 

operators 

Description 

Object 

Aggregate 

Distance 

operators, 

Merge 

Starting from a “seed” category, 

it joins all the objects that 

belong to a specific set of 

classes, that are in touch, and 

that respect specific size 

constraints 

Parking 

Lots 

Detection 

 It identifies parking lots using 

the road network 

Object 

Group 

Distance 

operators 

It creates a single geometry 

from a set of objects within a 

given distance 

Object 

Refine 

Fusion, 

Smoothing 

It fills the gaps within the 

grouped objects (small roads) 

and refines the borders 

Size 

Check 

Distance 

operators 

Removal of objects smaller than 

a given MMU 

Oriented 

Object 

Aggregate 

Same 

Shape 

Orientatio

n, merge 

It creates a single geometry 

from a set of objects that are in 

touch, are elongated, and 

feature the same orientation 

Unoriente

d Object 

Aggregate 

Is 

Elongated 

In Shape, 

merge 

It creates a single geometry 

joining non-elongated objects 

with the geometry in touch with 

the highest number of touches 

 
Figure 1 The three schematic layers of TSS, including the 

main modules that compose each layer. 

 

The GUI layer represents the front-end of TSS to the 

user. Two main interfaces are available: a Visualization 

interface (for data I/O and land cover / land use maps 

visualization) and the Complex Object Definitions (CODs) 

management interface for CODs management (creation, 

retrieval of existing ones, manipulation and storage) and 

the application of a COD to a subset or to the entire input 

dataset. The server layer is the core of TSS: it contains all 

the modules for I/O processes, and for the application of 

CODs to the input dataset; the topological operators module 

contains all the developed topological operators and 

functions organized as a library: each module is called by 

the so-called CODs application engine, that manages the 

input data and the resulting complex object layers, as well 

as the successive application of the different functions. The 

database layer contains three main databases: the data 

archive, which hosts the input datasets and the created 

complex object layers, the CODs database, which stores the 

already developed complex objects definitions, and the tiles 

database, which contains all the tiles for each input dataset 

as well as those for the output layers. We decided to use a 

standard web map tiling service to make the input and 

output data visualization fast and multi-resolution.  

TSS is foreseen to be delivered to the project end-users 

by the end of June 2012; the validation activities are 

planned to end in September 2012. 

 

5. PRELIMARY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

 

The developed operators and functions have been tested 

during the TSS development phase, based on the real input 

data. As an example, the implementation of the U1 use case  

(urban areas – residential settlements identification) is here 

described. In order to implement the use case, a series of 

functions have to be applied successively: 

1) Aggregate 

2) Group 

3) Refine 

4) Object Size Check 
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a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Figure 2. a) original LISA dataset; b) “aggregate function 

application; c) group + fusion application; d) smoothing 

and size check application. 

 

The sequential application of the four functions is 

described in Fig. 2, where the original LISA datasets (a) is 

processed to aggregate the semantic classes “building”, 

“bare Soil”, “trees”, “bushes” “herbaceous” (b); the 

resulting objects are first grouped, then fused together to fill 

the internal gaps (c); the application of the refinement step 

(d) permits to better define the resulting object shapes; 

finally, the objects that are smaller than a defined MMU are 

discarded (d). These steps are meant to be executed 

automatically by TSS after having configured the sequence 

of functions and the configuration parameters for each 

function.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

 

The scope of this paper is to present the activities carried 

out in the STO project, with the final goal of demonstrating 

the usefulness of topological operators in the analysis of 

land cover maps to obtain land use maps. Four use cases are 

being implemented in the framework of the project to 

achieve the final results. First outcomes are providing very 

promising indications about the TSS potentialities. 

Nevertheless, the range of applications that can be 

envisaged for this technology are far from being fully 

analyzed here: the advantage of having an already 

established software environment permits to test and extend 

the functionality on real cases, verifying the result of the 

application of the operators within few seconds in a sub-

area, and within few minutes on an entire dataset. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The availability of global satellite coverage and crowd 

sourced data, integrated in a warning system, allow any 

Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) stakeholder to be the first 

to anticipate the future obsolescence of his infrastructure. It 

also allows initiating the right communication with end 

users on perceived obsolescence. The SAPO system, 

defined for defense and oil & gas African SDI stakeholders, 

is based on a multiple alert system monitoring the 

infrastructure ageing process, its weaknesses,  change 

detection on the field, evolution of operational 

requirements, and availability of sources to update the data 

and competition from other products or services. Those 

alerts help to build a dynamic cartography integrated in a 

quarterly or biannual dashboard reporting. The presentation 

will show results of ongoing monitoring of African SDIs. 

 

Keywords — Spatial Data Infrastructure, 

Crowdsourcing, Obsolescence monitoring 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

An efficient Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) is a key for 

economic and sustainable development in African 

countries. For all parties involved (policy makers, military, 

private sector, foreign investors, civilian society, 

international organizations, …), there are strong 

expectations for products and services (classical and digital) 

up to date, reliable, and tailored to operational 

requirements.  And this is true at all levels (local, national, 

sub-regional or continental). 

In Africa, those SDI’s have been created and maintained for 

years by western cartographic agencies, the only one able to 

have a sustainable effort for decades. Locally, economic 

operators would create limited SDI for their project (Oil & 

Gas, road, infrastructure development…) but those data 

would generally not be shared on the long term with local 

actors. Most of development decisions still have to rely on 

ageing cartographic series. In a lot of countries, 1960’s or 

1970’s data are still the only available base layers. The 

decision for new editions is more often linked to the sales of 

published products than to any willingness to update the 

data. 

When this willingness exists, obsolescence issues are fairly 

simple to manage, being linked either to the landscape 

evolution (new infrastructures, urban growth, change in 

land cover / land use…), or to available new tools (new 

sources, new production techniques…). That is why we saw 

a lot of partial updates based on satellite imagery in the 

1980’s, just because of source availability. Products being 

created by legitimate professionals, consensus was easy on 

obsolescence criterions. 

More recently, new projects have florished, with public and 

private SDI financed by international projects, both in the 

civilian and in the military field (the Multinational 

Geospatial Co-production Program – MGCP – is a good 

exemple), or by economic operators. Those projects are 

generally based on modern but expensive sources (aerial or 

satellite coverages + ground work). Hence those 

infrastructures have a fairly high cost. 

  

Classical criterions for obsolescence evaluation still apply, 

but stakeholders face new criterions: 

 First landscape evolution has accelerated. In Africa, 

cartographers are faced with urban growth at speeds 

rarely seen in Europe [1]. But those evolutions happen 

in rural areas. For instance, paved roads in Chad have 

grown from 300 to 2000 km in less than 4 years [2]. 

 New sources and techniques appear faster and it makes 

difficult an efficient updating program over 10 to 20 

years. This technological effervescence impacts data 

collection, data management and production, data and 

services distribution (online or offline). In developing 

countries, it may have a catalytic impact but sometimes 

it just freezes any effort or financing [3]. 

 

But for stakeholders, new “threats” arise: 

 Constant evolution of operational requirements makes it 

very hard to establish and maintain long term product 

lines and services. Users focus over a certain area is 

changing with time and the need to derive products or 

services from the basic infrastructure is also evolving. 
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 But the most stressful and distracting aspect is linked 

with the sudden weight of new actors, from the private 

sector (like Google or Microsoft) and from the 

collaborative fields [4] [5] [6] [7]. How to legitimate 

the slow and costly building of “your” SDI when 

Google updates its imagery three times faster and 

federates thousands of “free” workers to draw vector 

objects and fill attributes? How to keep the credibility 

of “your” project when any geotagged picture on Flickr 

gives instantly “the” proof that this dirt track is in fact 

now an asphalted road? How to face criticism on your 

products based on the fact that as soon as you deliver 

them, users can check them against crowd sourced 

photos, videos, GPS tracks, or Open Street Maps? 

 
SDI reputation and the consequences on the stakeholder’s 

own reputation is more at risk than ever in a period where 

there will be more and more scrutiny on investments. Even if 

strong arguments push to defend the need to build and 

maintain spatial data infrastructures, new sources, methods 

and organizations must be used to identify, assess and 

process obsolescence as soon as possible. They must allow 

the stakeholder to be the first to know predictable, possible 

or recorded obsolescence. Based on this knowledge, it will 

be possible to use various drivers to ensure long term trust 

and confidence from the users (and the lenders). 

 

There are a lot of ideas, methods and tools for a better 

integration of geospatial Open Source Intelligence in 

classical production workflows [8] [9]. The authors 

developed such a methodology for the French Defense. But 

our ambition with the SAPO system is different.  

 

The stakeholder must at any time consider the global quality 

of the information included in its SDI and be able to discuss 

decisions. One of the key procurements is to leverage those 

decisions with the right priorities. Consequences could be 

either decisions on infrastructure updating cycle (partial or 

global), or publication of alerts for the end users on thematic 

or local obsolescence. It could also lead to the search of new 

partners willing to complement the SDI information. 

 

2. SYSTEM DEFINITION 

 

 The proposed system relies on three main triggers: 

 Appreciation of the SDI Ageing process. 

 Appreciation of outside events both geographically 

(e.g. new infrastructures, urban growth, catastrophes, 

war situations…) and in terms of new sources (e.g. 

imagery allowing to do what was impossible four years 

ago), products (e.g. open data layer which could be 

integrated to improve our product), or new competition 

(existence of a project or a new product which will 

eventually cast a shadow on our own infrastructure). 

 Appreciation of evolving operational requirements both 

at the decision maker and at the user levels. 

 

Information search is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 : Information Search Principles 

 

Depending on the required information, various channels 

and sources will be used to obtain the maximal efficiency in 

the identification of events at the lowest cost (Figure 2): 

 For major investments, imagery will be required to 

assess the veracity of the investment but at an earlier 

stage, authoritative sources will create a first and 

decisive level of alert.  

 For other events, the balance between the various 

sources may change drastically, imagery or crowd 

sourcing becoming eventually the sources of choice).  

 For slow evolutions like urban growth, change 

detection is the key. Hence, imagery is paramount. 

 

 
Figure 2 : Relation between events to be assessed and 

possible sources of information 
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3. QUATERLY OR BIANNUAL REPORTS 

 

The basic idea is to provide an obsolescence risk dashboard 

with a dynamic cartographic representation. This dashboard 

might be used to assess actual obsolescence or to simulate 

possible obsolescence at a given date.  

Alerts are gathered constantly through a tailored intelligence 

collection system. For predictable events, the system allows 

to miss certain steps without degrading the overall 

diagnostic performance.  For instance, if there is a large dam 

project in a particular country, the dam might be detected, 

included in the SAPO system and monitored at various 

steps: when it is announced for the first time, when it is 

precisely located, when the contract is signed, when field 

work impact the landscape on imagery, when the facility is 

officially inaugurated and when operational production is 

verified. Even if one of those six events is either missed or 

exaggerated in consequences, the multiple opportunities 

provide a very fine quality control tool which will eliminate 

false starts and “white elephants”. 

Hence at any time, it will be possible to simulate the effect 

of this new geospatial object on the SDI obsolescence at a 

given date. 

Every three or six months, alerts are collected and 

evaluated: 

 Alerts on the evolution of the area of interest: evolution 

of a particular area, key investment, industrial or 

natural catastrophy, political or military event of large 

magnitude (depending of course on the SDI content). 

 Alerts on risks and opportunities in the area (and 

especially on new geospatial products or services 

available or announced) and their potential 

consequences (both as potential source and as potential 

disruptive competition).  

 Review of evolving operational requirements including 

new interests (leading to a greater focus on one 

particular thematic aspect or one particular area or 

location) and new uses (very often a SDI has been 

created for a range of uses and the stakeholder must 

inform its users if the SDI is not adequate for certain 

new uses – and eventually how to cope with this 

problem). 

In terms of sources or competition, in the first 

implementation of the SAPO system, updates from Google 

or Microsoft, Google Map Maker or Open Street Map 

productions are constantly monitored on the areas of 

interests. But announcements of new African GSDI (both 

through tenders and through academic or collaborative 

projects) are also monitored and evaluated.  

Those alerts are confronted to internal knowledge on the 

SDI ageing and its particular weaknesses. That aspect also 

might evolve in time. When the SDI is young, the 

knowledge on its weaknesses is mainly based on the 

analysis of production cycle decision and quality insurance. 

When the SDI is old, the knowledge on its weaknesses is 

more and more based on user feedback. 

 

 
Figure 3 : Presentation of the quarterly dynamic dashboard 

 

Each variable is represented through a raster layer.  

The cell size for the diagnostic must be carefully chosen, 

based on the SDI technical specifications and the path of 

change in the area. The cell size should allow monitoring 

and displaying all the changes on “major objects”.  

 

For instance, in the first implementation of the SAPO 

system, which is aimed at an infrastructure created to derive 

1/50,000 cartography, the basic cell is 1/16
th

 of a square 

degree: 

 If a major obsolescence is recorded, the fact that it 

affects partially or totally this surface is not relevant. 

 If a minor obsolescence is recorded, it is possible to 

refine the analysis to evaluate more precisely its impact 

on the whole square degree. This analysis is a 

collaborative study performed by a team of 

geographers, intelligence specialists and people 

involved in the creation of the SDI and its derived 

products and services. 

 

The dynamic aspect is essential because the value taken by 

one square degree on a particular quarter is less important 

than its evolution over time. Even if most topics evolve 

slower, the quarterly temporal cell is useful in order to 

detect and process non predictable events. It also allows 

correcting false predictions.  
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Based on the cartographies proposed to the stakeholder 

various decisions might be taken: 

 The first one is to put a particular area under closer 

monitoring. 

 The second one is to provide alerts to users 

 The third one is to initiate the SDI updating process. 

 

 
Figure 4 : Presentation of the quarterly dynamic system  

 

 

4. IIM USE AND IMPACT 

 

Image Information Mining (IIM) plays different roles in the 

SAPO System. First, it has paramount importance in the 

alert system on predictable (major investments, land use / 

land cover change, urban growth) and unpredictable 

(refugees, disasters) events materialization. Imagery is a 

useful source both for change detection and open source 

data check. The system has not developed any new tools or 

algorithms but tries to capitalize on available services [10]. 

The main original development deals with the capability to 

recover information lineage even when the original producer 

did not provide any metadata (voluntarily or not). This 

process is mainly based on the analysis of satellite imagery 

acquisition patterns (merging technical and contractual 

constraints).  

Another aspect deals with the constant monitoring of Google 

and other provider’s imagery and production updates in 

order to assess the consequences in terms of obsolescence, 

quality and multitemporal analysis. The system allows 

knowing on a monthly basis over which African cities 

collaborative efforts impact the monitored SDI. 

 

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The system was designed in 2010-2011 and is operational 

since July 2011. It is actually implemented over thirteen 

African countries to assess the obsolescence of a Defense 

SDI. The IIM 2012 presentation we will present results 

obtained over South Sudan during the 2011/12 monitoring. 

 

Lessons learned from this first operation will be used to 

improve the system in order to propose alerts and warnings 

over multiple areas in Africa. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents  a preliminary evaluation of the LIRe 
(Lucene Image Retrieval) open-source tool performed on 
heterogeneous data collections, composed by images 
from the Brodatz database and images derived by Earth 
Observation (EO) satellite products [1]. 
LIRe is a light open-source Java library for Content 
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). It offers powerful means 
for indexing and retrieval of images, based on common 
state-of-the-art global image features. 
We firstly tested the tool on Brodatz images [2] [3] and, 
after positive feedback, we performed a preliminary 
analysis using EO images derived from ERS-2 and 
ENVISAT products, evaluating retrieval performances 
through the precision and recall methodology.  

Index Terms — Content Based Image Retrieval, 
Earth Observation, Image Indexing, Image Feature, ERS-
2, ENVISAT. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Content Based Image Retrieval  (CBIR) is a well-known 
technique for finding, from an image database, images 
similar in content to the given query. It is usually based 
on comparison of low level features, such as color, 
texture, or shape features, automatically extracted from 
the images themselves [4] [5]. 
In typical content based image retrieval systems, the 
visual contents of the images in the database are extracted 
and described by multi-dimensional feature vectors. The 
feature vectors of the images in the database form a 
feature database. To retrieve images, users provide the 
retrieval system with sample images. 
The system then changes these examples into its internal 
representation of features vectors. The similarities 
distance between the feature vectors of the query 
example and those of the images in the database are then 
calculated and retrieval is performed with the aid of an 
indexing scheme. 
Search systems based on CBIR may be beneficial in the 
EO domain for supporting user interaction, products 
selection and exploitation in different fields, like training,  

education and imagery intelligence applications. The 
approaches to CBIR developed during last years focused 
on EO images ranging from low to high resolution, either 
SAR or multi-spectral (e.g. ERS-2 SAR, Landsat, SPOT, 
etc.), [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. With the increased 
resolution offered by modern space borne sensors, the 
amount of available information calls for new approaches 
to handle and understand such information. Many visual 
feature representations have been explored and different 
systems built [12].  
In this work we performed an initial evaluation of  LIRe 
and its search algorithms in order to verify its 
performance on EO data collections. Evaluation metrics 
are based on the Precision and Recall method, that 
highlights the best approach to use in different use cases. 
As future developments, it is also possible to integrate 
LIRe, that is an extensible tool, with other functionalities 
for image annotation. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
dataset used in this work, Section 3 explains the 
methodology and approach, Section 4 provides the 
background on LIRe. Section 5 reports on obtained 
results and Section 6 presents the conclusions and future 
developments. 
 
2. TEST DATASET  
 
To evaluate the capability of LIRe we considered three 
collections of  images: Brodatz images downloaded from 
the Brodatz database, images derived from ERS-2 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) products and images 
from ENVISAT MERIS Full Resolution (FR) optical 
products.  
The Brodatz database  is a well-known benchmark for 
evaluating texture recognition algorithms. It contains 111 
different texture classes. We selected from them 4 classes 
of images, each digitized at seven different rotation 
angles: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 200 degrees. The 
images are all 512x512 pixels in size with 8 bits/pixel.  
Regarding satellite images, we focused our analysis on  
the use of images derived from ERS-2 and ENVISAT 
data.   
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European  Remote Sensing Satellite 2 (ERS-2) delivers 
SAR products with a resolution of about 30 m. We used a 
set of SAR Ellipsoid Geocoded Image Products 
(ERS.SAR.GEC), which are multi-look (speckle-
reduced), ground range, system corrected images, 
covering all Europe from 30 April 1998 to 16 July 1998. 
One of the most interesting questions is which texture 
measures can be used, in addition to the image amplitude 
(or intensity) values, for discriminating different image 
features/classes (e.g. for SAR images we used urban 
areas, water, mountain regions and fields).  
Concerning ENVISAT images, we collected a set of 
MERIS (MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) FR 
products (with a spatial resolution of 300 m) covering all 
Europe from 21 March 2012 to 31 March 2012. In this 
case we identified different classes to be discriminated: 
cloud, water, land and ice. 
Before ingesting images in the LIRe tool, some pre-
processing was needed, in order to adapt them to the 
internal format. The methodology is described in the next 
paragraph. 
 
3. LIRE EVALUATION 
 
It is well known that to perform image retrieval it is 
necessary to find a compromise between the size of the 
image which shall be large enough to contain elements of 
interest for the user, and as well small enough to offer 
homogeneous feature(s) to the retrieval engine. 
In our case we have: 

a) Brodatz images (512x512 pixels) 
b) ERS-2 images (7000x7000 pixels) 
c) MERIS FR images (4000x4000 pixels) 

We then performed a tiling to obtain data at a relatively 
comparable scale and size, taking into account that we 
have not spent any effort in the optimization of the 
ingestion process.  
Some examples of these images are reported in Figure 
1.a, 1.b and 1.c. 
 

 
Figure 1. (a) Brick image (b) Mountain region on a SAR 
image (c) Clouds on a MERIS image 
 
3.1. Pre-processing 
In order to ensure consistency over the three collections 
of images, some pre-processing steps are required. They 

mainly consist of removing background and image 
rotation, and tiling images in smaller patches. 
 
3.1.1. Background Removal 
The current version of LIRe can ingest images in jpeg 
format only. Therefore, for geo-referenced satellite 
images it does not distinguish between actual image 
portions and background pixels (which are not valid 
image values).  
To correctly ingest satellite geo-referenced images into 
LIRe, we need to remove background pixels. This step is 
obviously required for  MERIS FR and ERS-2 images 
only. Brodatz  images can be ingested as they are. 
 
3.1.2. Image rotation 

 
This step is applied to ERS-2 
images, which result tilted by the 
geo-referencing process (i.e. the 
footprint is a rhomboid instead 
of a rectangle, see figure 2). We 
rotated the original image of -13 
degrees. 

 
 

Figure 2. Geo-referenced image 
 
3.1.3. Tiling 
From the original selected satellite scenes, we created, 
both for ERS-2 and MERIS collections, an “extended 
image database”, dividing each image into several small 
tiles. 
As the satellite images are too big to directly load them in 
LIRe (about 4000x 4000 pixels or 7000x 7000 pixels)  
we tiled them in small parts - called patches or imagelets 
- sized about 1000*1000 pixels [13]. This allowed easier 
ingestion and simpler comparison between data. 
 
3.2. Methodology  
As described above, our experiments have been carried 
out on three collections: 

a) Brodatz images 
b) ERS-2 images 
c) MERIS FR images  

 
Our goal was to first test LIRe on Brodatz images, to 
assess main system capabilities on a neutral set. Brodatz 
images belong to 4 classes (brick, chess, pills, grass). 
Images are with different grey levels (brick and grass),  
black / white pixels (chess) and colors (pills), as 
illustrated in figures 3.a, 3.b, 3.c and 3.d.  
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Figure 3.a Brick     3.b Chess              3.c Pills               3.d 
Grass 
 
After successful tests with  the Brodatz images, as second 
step we decided to use satellites images, in order to 
understand how this tool works with our real data and for 
evaluating its performances. 
We started considering a limited dataset (40 patches) and 
performing a visual a-priori classification into 4 classes 
(for ERS-2): water, fields, urban and mountain. An 
example for each class is reported in Figure 4. The same 
operation has been done with MERIS FR, classifying 40 
patches into 4 classes: water, ice, land and clouds (Figure 
5). 
 

 
Figure 4.a Water    4.b Fields     4.c Urban            4.d Mountains 
 

 
Figure 5.a Water       5.b Ice               5.c Land        5.d Cloud 
 
Finally, we extended the collections with all available 
data, considering the entire set of images (taken over 
Europe) for both ERS-2 and MERIS FR, which resulted 
in 352 patches for each dataset.  
After the pre-processing phase described above, the 
evaluation approach consists of the following steps: 

1. Ingestion in LIRe of patches in JPEG format; 
2. Loading a query patch;  
3. Execution of a search; 
4. Computation of Precision  and  Recall; 
5. Evaluation of Results. 

 
Performance evaluations are based on the CBIR 
traditional method, in particular Precision and Recall 
percentages [14]. 
Precision (P) is the fraction of the returned images that 
are relevant to the query, whilst Recall (R) is the fraction 
of returned relevant images respect to the total number of 

relevant images in the database according to a priori 
knowledge.  
Such indicators can be visualized in a compact form, 
known as 'contingency' table. (A) represents the total 
number of relevant images, and (B) the total number of 
retrieved images. Ā and  are the total not-relevant and 
not-retrieved images, and N is the number of images in 
the system. 
 

 
A large number of measures of effectiveness can be 
derived from this table. In particular: 
 

𝑃 =
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|

|𝐵|
                                                    𝑅 =

|𝐴 ∩  𝐵|
|𝐴|

 

 
Precision and Recall have apposite trends as functions of 
the scope of the query. Precision falls while recall 
increases as the scope increases. Results are usually 
summarized as precision-recall or precision-scope curves. 
A criticism for precision stems from the fact that it is 
calculated for the entire retrieved set and unaffected by 
the respective rankings of relevant images in the retrieved 
list. It is worth to notice that evaluation is an important 
component of system design that needs to be performed 
while keeping in mind the end-users. Ideally, evaluation 
should be subjective, content-specific and community-
based. Benchmarks should cover the entire spectrum of 
cases expected in real-world scenarios, and should reflect 
user interest and satisfaction-user focus. 
 
4. LIRE APPROACH FOR CBIR 
 
The LIRe core library provides a simple way to retrieve 
images and photos based on their color and texture 
characteristics.  
LIRe extracts image features from raster images and 
stores them in the Lucene index for later retrieval [15]. It 
has been first released in February 2006 and is currently 
available in release 0.9. It is available under the GPL 
license [6].  
LIRe can perform searches on indexes generated from 
following image features: 

1. MPEG-7descriptors  
a. Scalable color  
b. Color layout  
c. Edge histogram 
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2. Auto Color Correlogram 
3. Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) 
4. Fuzzy Color and Texture Histogram (FCTH) 
5. Joint Composite Descriptor (JCD) 
6. RGB Color Histogram 
7. Tamura Texture Features 
8. Gabor Texture Features 
9. JPEG Coefficients Histogram 

 
All these features indexes have been considered and 
evaluated in our experiments, in order to understand the 
behavior of the tool in different conditions. We 
performed the evaluation in two phases: the first one on a 
restricted dataset to verify the performances of LIRe 
feature indexes; the second one on an extended dataset to 
assess LIRe retrieval performances in more generic and 
complex cases. Obtained results are reported in the next 
paragraph. 
 
5. RESULTS 
 
We report here the results obtained during the test 
experiments carried out on selected datasets with 
different image features indexes. 
First, we tested the search process separately for each 
collection (Brodatz, ERS-2 and MERIS FR) with 
different feature indexes, measuring their precision and 
recall percentages. 
As anticipated above, each collection is composed by 40 
patches, classified in 4 different classes. Some results of 
retrieval searches are reported in Tables 4, 5 and 6. 
In the example of Table 4, Brick image  is a grey-level 
image with significant vertical or horizontal features. For 
this type of images Edge Histogram, Auto Color 
Correlogram, Tamura, Gabor and Jpeg features are the 
most suitable indexes for the search into the collection, 
and permit to separate Brick from Grass, Pills and Chess 
patches. 
In the example of ERS-2 collection reported in Table 5, a 
Mountain patch is a grey levels image with light parts 
due to high backscatter over reliefs. In these case, JCD 
feature is one of the most suitable index, together with 
other approaches described above. 
In the MERIS FR collection, a Cloud patch is easily 
identified due to its “white” color. In this case Color 
Layout index has excellent performances. 
 
BRODATZ IMAGES (BRICK) 

 PRECISION RECALL 
COLOR LAYOUT 7/39 7/7 
SCALABLE COLOR 2/24 2/7 
EDGE HISTOGRAM 7/40 7/7 
AUTOCOLOR  7/40 7/7 

CORRELOGRAM 
CEDD 4/28 4/7 
FCTH 6/37 6/7 
JCD 6/39 6/7 
RGB  7/36 7/7 
TAMURA 7/40 7/7 
GABOR 7/40 7/7 
JPEG 7/40 7/7 
Table 4-Precision and Recall on Brodatz images 
 
ERS 2 (MOUNTAIN) 

 PRECISION RECALL 
COLOR LAYOUT 9/38 9/10 
SCALABLE COLOR 2/6 2/10 
EDGE HISTOGRAM 10/40 10/10 
AUTOCOLOR  
CORRELOGRAM 

10/40 10/10 

CEDD 8/31 8/10 
FCTH 10/36 10/10 
JCD 10/40 10/10 
RGB  9/38 9/10 
TAMURA 10/40 10/10 
GABOR 10/40 10/10 
JPEG 10/40 10/10 
Table 5-Precision and Recall on ERS-2 images 
 
MERIS FULL RESOLUTION (CLOUD) 
 PRECISION RECALL 
COLOR LAYOUT 10/40 10/10 
SCALABLE COLOR 10/34 10/10 
EDGE HISTOGRAM 10/40 10/10 
AUTOCOLOR  
CORRELOGRAM 

10/40 10/10 

CEDD 10/40 10/10 
FCTH 10/39 10/10 
JCD 10/40 10/10 
RGB  10/40 10/10 
TAMURA 10/40 10/10 
GABOR 10/40 10/10 
JPEG 10/40 10/10 
Table 6-Precision and Recall on MERIS FR images 
 
In the second phase, we tested LIRe on an extended 
dataset, in order to evaluate retrieval performances in a 
“quasi-operational” use case.  
The outcome of such analysis is summarized hereafter. 
FCHT, CEDD, RGB and JPEG features indexes resulted 
to perform better for Brodatz images, the JPEG, the 
AUTOCOLOR CORRELOGRAM, the EDGE 
HISTOGRAM and the FCHT worked better for ERS-2 
images, whilst for MERIS images the JCD, the CEDD, 
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the RGB and the EDGE HISTOGRAM resulted to be the 
most suitable indexes.  
For each class of products, the Precision-Recall curve can 
be also computed to summarize the results. As an 
example, Figure 6 shows the Precision-Recall curve 
calculated for MERIS FR images containing water 
(within the entire MERIS FR collection). As expected, 
Precision decreases when Recall percentage increases. 
 

 
Figure 6- Precision-Recall curve MERIS FR images 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS 
 
The experiments carried out in this work show that LIRe 
works correctly on the Brodatz images and EO images 
provided in input. Performances are good. In particular, 
the tool can be used to classify and retrieve different 
types of images derived from EO products. One main 
drawback is the poor flexibility on input image format, 
since the system is currently able to manage jpeg images 
only. We are considering the possibility in the future to 
extend the system in order to ingest other formats, e.g. 
Geotiff. Another possibility for future works is to 
integrate LIRe with Caliph and Emir tools, in order to 
improve annotation [16] and retrieval of Earth 
Observation products. 
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BUILDING REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS USING SCIENTIFIC DATABASE AND
SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES

The TELEIOS team∗

ABSTRACT

TELEIOS is a recent European project that addresses the need
for scalable access to petabytes of Earth Observation data and
the discovery of knowledge that is hidden in them. TELEIOS
builds on scientific database technologies (array databases,
SciQL, data vaults) and Semantic Web technologies (stRDF
and stSPARQL) implemented on top of a state of the art col-
umn store database system (MonetDB). In this paper we out-
line the gains that Earth Observation organizations can have
from these technologies by presenting a detailed example of
a fire monitoring service that we have completed.

1. INTRODUCTION

TELEIOS (http://www.earthobservatory.eu/) is
a European project that addresses the need for scalable access
to petabytes of Earth Observation (EO) data and the effec-
tive discovery of knowledge hidden in it. In the first twenty
two months of the project, we have developed state-of-the-art
techniques in Scientific Databases and Semantic Web, and we
have applied them to the management of EO data.

In this paper we give a detailed example of a fire mon-
itoring service that we have just completed using TELEIOS
technologies for the National Observatory of Athens (NOA).
In this way, we outline the vision of TELEIOS and explain in
detail why it goes beyond operational systems for this appli-
cation currently deployed in various EO organizations. The
vision and contributions of TELEIOS are also illustrated in
[1] where a first prototype of the TELEIOS Virtual Earth Ob-
servatory is demonstrated.

TELEIOS is unique among similar EO projects because
it bases its innovation to the state of the art on its orig-
inal contributions to data models, query languages and
other database techniques for EO. The first such query
language is SciQL, a new SQL-based query language for
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scientific applications which provides efficient array ma-
nipulation primitives [2]. SciQL is used to perform low
level image processing and image content analysis in a
high-level declarative way. It has been implemented on
top of the pioneer column-store database system MonetDB
(http://www.monetdb.org/) which has many of the
capabilities we need for scalable querying of petabytes of
satellite image data. Second, the data vault technique is used
to enable the efficient access to large archives of image data
and metadata in a fully transparent way, independently of
their format, size and location [3]. Finally, stRDF (a geospa-
tial extension of RDF) is used to represent satellite image
metadata, knowledge extracted from satellite images and
auxiliary geospatial datasets encoded as linked data. The
query language stSPARQL can then be used for interacting
with these high level, semantic representations of EO data
effectively to enable the easy development of applications.
stSPARQL has been implemented in the semantic geospatial
DBMS Strabon (http://www.strabon.di.uoa.gr)
which utilizes MonetDB as a back end and has been shown
to scale to billions triples [4].

2. THE FIRE MONITORING APPLICATION OF NOA

NOA has been archiving and processing on a routine basis
large volumes of satellite images of different spectral and
spatial resolutions in combination with auxiliary geoinfor-
mation layers (e.g., land use/land cover data, administrative
boundaries) to generate, validate and deliver fire-related prod-
ucts. In this context NOA has been developing a real-time
fire hotspot detection service for effectively monitoring a
fire-front. Since 2007, NOA operates an MSG/SEVIRI ac-
quisition station, and has been systematically archiving raw
satellite images on a 5 and 15 minutes basis, the respective
temporal resolutions of MSG-1 and MSG-2. The archives of
raw imagery are now in the order of 2 TB, corresponding to
the summer fire periods of the last five years.

The fire monitoring service active in NOA before TELEIOS
(presented in Figure 1) can be summarized as follows.

First, the ground-based receiving antenna collects all
spectral bands from MSG-1 and MSG-2 every 5 and 15 min-
utes respectively. Then, the raw datasets are decoded and
temporarily stored in the METEOSAT Ground Station as
wavelet compressed images. Finally, an application, written
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Fig. 1. The before TELEIOS NOA fire monitoring service

in Python, manages the data stream in real-time by offering
the following functionality:

1. Extract and store the raw file metadata (e.g., sensor
type, acquisition time) in an SQLite database. Such a
step is required as one image is comprised of multiple
raw files which might arrive out-of-order.

2. Filter the raw data files, disregarding non-applicable
data for the fire monitoring scenario, and dispatch them
to a dedicated disk array for permanent storage.

3. Remotely trigger the processing chain by transferring
the appropriate spectral bands via FTP to a dedicated
machine and initiating the distinct processing steps de-
scribed in [5]. These steps are: (i) cropping the image,
(ii) georeferencing to Hellenic Geodetic Reference Sys-
tem 1987 (HGRS87), (iii) classifying the image pixels
as “fire” or “non-fire” using the algorithm of [6], and fi-
nally (iv) exporting the final product to raster and vector
formats.

4. Dispatch the derived products to the disk array and ad-
ditionally store them to a PostGIS database system.

The products that are stored in PostGIS cover the geo-
graphical area of Greece and are disseminated to the end user
community through a web application.

One of the goals of TELEIOS is to improve the hotspot
detection and the fire monitoring service of NOA described
above. The main issues that need to be addressed are the fol-
lowing.

The thematic accuracy of the generated products has to
be refined in a clear and systematic way, to ensure the reli-
ability and transferability of the service to other geographic
areas. The main problem with the current thematic accuracy
is the existence of false alarms and omission errors in the fire
detection technique that relate to the following scenarios.

• Cases of hotspots occurring in the sea or in locations
represented by fully inconsistent land use/land cover
classes, like urban or permanent agriculture areas. If
these hotspots correspond to real fires, these fires occur

in the vicinity of coasts or urban areas, but due to the
low spatial pixel resolution of the MSG/SEVIRI instru-
ment and errors in image georeferencing, the hotspots
wrongly appear to be over inconsistent underlying land
use/land cover classes. This type of error could be eas-
ily corrected if derived hotspot products are compared
with auxiliary GIS layers by a NOA operator. However,
this would certainly require time for manual GIS layer
integration and visual interpretation, an operation that
is not possible in the available 5 minute time frame.

• Cases of hotspots located outside forested areas. These
can be false fire detections due to known problems with
existing hotspot detection algorithms (e.g., inappropri-
ate fire/no-fire thresholds in the algorithm of [6]). They
can also be fires located in big agricultural plains that
are put by farmers as part of their agricultural prac-
tices. Whichever the case, they are not real forest fires,
and they are not emergency situations to be handled.
This type of noisy information could be avoided if de-
rived hotspot products are combined together with land
use/land cover information, again an operation that can-
not be done manually in the 5 minute time frame.

• Spatial and temporal inconsistencies in the final prod-
uct. Today hotspot detection at a given time is done
by using a single image acquisition corresponding to
that time, without taking into consideration hotspots
and their locations in previous image acquisitions.
Given the inaccuracies of existing hotspot detection
algorithms [6], this single-scene processing approach
results in some spatial and temporal inconsistencies
between the different observations. A simple heuristic,
which would result in significant noise removal, is to
check the number of times a specific fire was detected
over the same or near the same geographic location
during the last hour(s), considering the observation’s
temporal and spatial persistence, and hence attributing
a level of confidence to each detected pixel.

There is also the need to generate added-value thematic
maps combining diverse information sources. As a service
provider NOA aims at delivering to the end user community
reliable and comprehensive information for fire related emer-
gency situations. Although vector shapefiles are useful for
analysis in the aftermath of a crisis, in real-time emergency
response scenarios, civil protection agencies and local fire-
fighting teams find it more useful to refer to a map depicting
the active fire-front and its evolution in the last hours/days
and identify nearby crucial infrastructure (e.g., hospitals, fire
hydrants). This is of paramount importance for the effective
allocation of resources during the crisis. Therefore, a desired
functionality that is currently missing is automatic map gen-
eration enriched with easily accessible geoinformation layers.

Finally, the dispersion of the various processes of the fire
monitoring service in many machines and pieces of software
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Fig. 2. The improved NOA fire monitoring service

makes it difficult for NOA to keep all functionalities synchro-
nized. There is no consistent management policy, but various
independent components (as seen in Figure 1). This in not a
good solution for effectively managing the raw satellite im-
agery, the generated products and the static GIS layers. A
more robust and user-friendly management system is needed
that will allow the integration and customization of the avail-
able capacities.

3. USING TELEIOS TECHNOLOGIES IN NOA

Let us now describe the implementation of the fire monitor-
ing service of NOA using TELEIOS technologies (shown in
Figure 2) and point out the gains that NOA and other EO or-
ganizations can have from these technologies, not only for fire
monitoring, but for many other EO applications.

Loading. One of the major issues that arise when dealing
with EO data is the abundance of available file formats. The
use of an external program that transforms the original satel-
lite image format (HRIT) into a table/array representation is a
major hurdle, not only in terms of inconvenience for the user,
but also in terms of performance. A generic solution for this
problem, developed in TELEIOS is the data vault.

The main idea of the data vault is to make the DBMS
aware of external file formats and keep the knowledge how
to convert data from external file formats into tables or ar-
rays inside the database. With this, inserting external files (of
known format) into the database basically consists of copying
the files “as-is” into a directory that is under exclusive control
of the database. Only after issuing queries that actually access
data of a certain file, the DBMS will take care of loading the
data from the file into the respective table or array [3].

Cropping and georeference. NOA is interested only in a
specific part of the received image. Cropping the image early
on, significantly reduces the input size of the remaining image
processing operations and thus the time required for the exe-
cution of the processing chain. After the cropping operation,
the image is georeferenced to HGRS87. Cropping, georefer-
encing and other low-level image processing operations are
implemented in TELEIOS using database techniques. The
main contribution of TELEIOS in this area is the development

of the query processing language SciQL.
SciQL is a new SQL-based query language for scientific

applications with arrays as first-class citizens. SciQL uses
multi-dimensional arrays to represent EO data. This allows
us to store EO data (e.g., satellite images) in the database,
and query and manipulate their content transparently within
the high-level declarative database query language. This has
three important advantages. First, it allows us to express low
level image processing (e.g., cropping, georeferencing) and
image content analysis (e.g., feature extraction, pixel classifi-
cation) in a user-friendly high-level declarative language that
provides efficient array manipulation primitives. Second, it
opens up these algorithms to be optimized by the (extended)
query optimizer of the DBMS. Third, using the seamless in-
tegration and symbiosis of relational tables and arrays, query
processing and knowledge discovery can exploit both image
metadata and image data at the same time [2].

Classification. The fire classification module of the pro-
cessing chain receives as input the cropped and georeferenced
image with two pixel temperatures, each derived from the
IR bands 3.9 and 10.8. The algorithm [6] uses the struc-
tural grouping capabilities of SciQL, in order to gather for
each pixel the values of its neighbors inside a 3x3 window
and computes the standard deviation of the temperatures in-
side the window. Afterwards, it classifies each pixel as “fire”,
“potential fire” or “no fire”. A set of 4 thresholds, one for the
temperature of the IR 3.9 band, one for the difference between
the temperatures of the IR 3.9 and the IR 10.8 band, and two
for the standard deviations of the two temperatures, are used
for the classification of the pixel.

Final products. Finally, a SciQL query selects the pixels
which were classified as “fire” or “potential fire” and outputs
an ESRI shapefile that contains the POLYGON description of
each pixel and a confidence level of 0.5 or 1, for “fire” and
“potential fire” respectively.

Combining final products with auxiliary data. As de-
scribed in Section 2, the outputs of the hotspot detection pro-
cessing chain need to be combined with auxiliary data to im-
prove their thematic accuracy and to allow the automatic gen-
eration of added-value related maps. Both of these tasks are
performed using ontologies, linked geospatial data and re-
lated technologies developed in TELEIOS.

stRDF is the first of these technologies. It is an extension
of the W3C standard RDF, that enables the representation of
geospatial data that changes over time. stRDF is accompanied
by stSPARQL, an extension of the query language SPARQL
1.1 for querying stRDF data. stRDF is used to encode im-
age metadata, image content extracted using image analysis
techniques and auxiliary GIS data using vocabulary from ap-
propriate ontologies. stSPARQL is then used to query this
stRDF data to enable the development of EO applications [4].

To be able to query NOA data using stSPARQL and com-
bine them with linked data, the produced shapefiles and the
initial raw data files are first transformed in RDF. Using RDF
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triples, each raw data file, ESRI shapefile or hotspot extracted
from a shapefile is connected with the satellite and the sen-
sor from which it is derived, as well as with the sensing date
and time. Hotspots and shapefiles are also associated with
the exact method (processing chain) which was used for their
production and with the organization which is responsible for
the production (e.g., NOA). Finally, hotspots are additionally
connected with the region (pixel) where they lie and the con-
fidence level (0.5 or 1) derived from the classification phase.

In order to enrich the dataset of NOA with auxiliary
geospatial data we compiled in RDF the following datasets.

• Corine Land Use/Land Cover is a dataset of the Euro-
pean Environment Agency, that describes the environ-
mental landscape of Europe, expressed in RDF.

• Coastline of Greece is a RDF dataset that describes the
geometry of the coastline of Greece.

• Greek Administrative Geography is an ontology that
describes the administrative divisions of Greece (pre-
fecture, municipality, district etc.). The ontology has
been populated with relevant data that are available in
the Greek open government data portal.

Additionally, the dataset is enriched with the following data
from the Linked Open Data Cloud.

• OpenStreetMap data expressed in RDF by the project
LinkedGeoData.

• GeoNames is a gazetteer that collects both spatial and
thematic information for various placenames around
the world.

Improving thematic accuracy. The first important is-
sue in the fire monitoring service of NOA is automatically
improving the accuracy of the detected hotspots. TELEIOS
suggests stRDF as a common format for representing both
derived hotspots, their metadata, and auxiliary layers, so that
they can easily be combined in a single stSPARQL query. The
thematic accuracy of the derived hotspots is now improved
automatically by an additional process step that performs a
series of stSPARQL update statements that update the RDF
representation of the hotspots by taking into account relevant
RDF datasets from the ones presented above. As an example,
consider the following update operation.

DELETE {?h strdf:hasGeometry ?hGeo}
INSERT {?h strdf:hasGeometry ?dif}
WHERE {
SELECT DISTINCT ?h ?hGeo
(strdf:intersection(?hGeo, strdf:union(?cGeo)) AS ?dif)
WHERE { ?h a noa:Hotspot; strdf:hasGeometry ?hGeo.

?c a coast:Coastline; strdf:hasGeometry ?cGeo.
FILTER(strdf:anyInteract(?hGeo, ?cGeo))}

GROUP BY ?h ?hGeo
HAVING strdf:overlap(?hGeo, strdf:union(?cGeo))}

This operation, utilizing the dataset about the Greek coast-
line, retrieves hotspots that lie in the sea and deletes the part
of their geometry that lies in the sea.

Improving automatic map generation. The automatic
generation of fire maps enriched with relevant geoinforma-
tion is of paramount importance to NOA, since the creation
of such maps in the past has been a manual process. Se-
mantic Web technologies provide tools for handling heteroge-
neous data in a homogeneous way (stRDF/stSPARQL), while
Linked Open Data Cloud supplies an abundance of data, like
the datasets presented above, in addition to internal EO data.
So, instead of manually combining heterogeneous data, a user
can pose an stSPARQL query, using an stSPARQL endpoint,
for each layer that she wants to depict in a map and overlay
the retrieved data using the ability of Strabon to expose data
in KML and GeoJSON.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Using a forest fire monitoring service as a representative
example, we discussed how scientific database technologies
(array databases, SciQL, data vaults) and Semantic Web tech-
nologies (stRDF and stSPARQL) can be deployed to support
and improve the processing of large-scale EO data. While
TELEIOS focuses only on remote sensing, the developed
technologies can also be deployed in other scientific disci-
plines with similar data processing needs e.g., astronomy,
meteorology, seismology, etc.
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ABSTRACT

TELEIOS is a recent European project that addresses the need
for scalable access to petabytes of Earth Observation data and
the discovery of knowledge that can be used in applications.
To achieve this, TELEIOS builds on scientific databases,
linked geospatial data, ontologies, and techniques for discov-
ering knowledge from satellite images and auxiliary data sets.
In this paper we outline the knowledge discovery framework
of TELEIOS and discuss how it can be used together with
ontologies and linked geospatial data for the development of
a Virtual Earth Observatory for TerraSAR-X data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in remote sensing technologies have enabled pub-
lic and commercial organizations to send an ever-increasing
number of satellites in orbit around Earth. As a result, Earth
Observation (EO) data has been constantly increasing in vol-
ume the last few years, and it is currently reaching petabytes
(PBs) in many satellite archives. It is estimated that up to
95% of the data present in existing archives has never been ac-
cessed, so the potential for increasing exploitation is very big.
TELEIOS (http://www.earthobservatory.eu/) is
a recent European project that addresses the need for scalable
access to PBs of Earth Observation data and the effective dis-
covery of knowledge hidden in them.

The contributions of this paper are the following: (i)
we present the knowledge discovery framework developed
in TELEIOS and give details of its application to radar im-
ages captured by TerraSAR-X, the synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) satellite of TELEIOS partner German Aerospace Data
Center (DLR), (ii) we present briefly the use of data model
stRDF and its query language stSPARQL in the construction
of Virtual Earth Observatories, (iii) we show the added value
of the TELEIOS Virtual Earth Observatory in comparison

THIS WORK HAS BEEN FUNDED BY THE FP7 PROJECT
TELEIOS (257662).

with existing EO portals, such as EOWEB-NG, and EO data
management systems, such as DIMS. A first prototype of
the TELEIOS Virtual Earth Observatory architecture is also
demonstrated in [1], using a forest fire monitoring application
as example.

2. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY FROM EO IMAGES

In this section we discuss the problem of knowledge discov-
ery from EO images and related data sets and present the ap-
proach we follow in TELEIOS.

The state of the art in machine understanding of satellite
images is significantly behind similar efforts in multimedia,
but some very promising work has been carried out recently
often under the aspects of international space organizations
such as ESA.

TELEIOS aims to advance the state of the art in knowl-
edge discovery from satellite images by developing an ap-
propriate knowledge discovery framework and applying it
to SAR images obtained by the satellite TerraSAR-X of
TELEIOS partner DLR.

Satellite images are typically more difficult to handle than
multimedia images, since their size often scales up to a few
gigabytes, and also, identifying objects and features in them
is challenging. For example, mining of EO images based
on content analysis is very different from mining images of
faces or animals, due to the nature of actual features (e.g.,
eyes, ears, stripes, or wings) that have known relationships
and therefore promote the differentiation of classes. More-
over, in SAR images that are studied in TELEIOS, additional
problems arise from the fact that these images have differ-
ent acquisition properties than optical images. Essentially, al-
though SAR products may look like optical images, they are
mathematical products that rely on delicate radar measure-
ments.

In [2] we presented a detailed analysis of TerraSAR-X
Level 1b products and identified the ones that we will use
for our knowledge discovery research and the Virtual Earth
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Fig. 1. Overlay on Google Earth and location of the Venice
site

Observatory implementation in TELEIOS. Each TerraSAR-X
product comprises a XML file which defines in detail the data
types, valid entries, and allowed attributes of a product, and
a TerraSAR-X image. Additionally, a preview of the product
in GeoTIFF1 format is given as a quick-look image georefer-
enced to the WGS84 coordinate reference system, and anno-
tated with latitude/longitude coordinates. Figure 1 shows an
example of a quick-look image of Venice projected on Google
Earth and its position on the globe. The quick-look image
serves only as a preview of the TerraSAR-X product and is
not to be mistaken with the actual TerraSAR-X image that is
used for proccessing in the knowledge discovery framework.

The XML metadata file which is included in the delivered
product packages can have sample sequences like this:

<productInfo>
<missionInfo>

<mission>TSX-1</mission>
...

</missionInfo>
<acquisitionInfo>

...
</acquisitionInfo>
...

</productInfo>
<platform>

<orbit>
...

</orbit>
...

</platform>

We present the main steps of the knowledge discov-
ery methodology that is currently been implemented in
TELEIOS. The details of these steps are as follows:

1. Tiling the image into patches. In the literature of in-
formation extraction from satellite images, many meth-
ods are applied at the pixel level using a small anal-
ysis window. This approach is suitable for low reso-

1GeoTIFF is an extension of the TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) stan-
dard which defines additional tags concerning map projection information.

lution images but it is not appropriate for high reso-
lution images such as SAR images from TerraSAR-X
that we study in TELEIOS. Pixel-based methods can-
not capture the contextual information available in im-
ages (e.g., complex structures are usually a mixture of
different smaller structures) and the global features de-
scribing overall properties of images are not accurate
enough. Therefore, in our work, TerraSAR-X images
are divided into patches and descriptors are extracted
for each one. The size of the generated patches de-
pends on the resolution of the image and its pixel spac-
ing. Patches can be of varying size and they can be
overlapping or non-overlapping [2].

2. Patch content analysis. This step takes as input the
image patches produced by the previous step and gen-
erates feature vectors for each patch. The feature ex-
traction methods that have been used together with the
number and kind of features they produce are presented
in detail in [2].

3. Patch classification and assignment of semantic labels.
In this step, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier
is used to classify feature vectors into semantic classes.
It is also possible to utilize relevance feedback from
the end user to reach an improved classification. [2]
presents detailed experimental results that have been
obtained by applying our techniques to TerraSAR-X
images to detect the 35 classes presented in [3, chap. 3].
The semantic class labels are concepts from an RDFS
ontology, presented in Section 4, which we have de-
fined especially for the Virtual Earth Observatory for
TerraSAR-X data.

3. THE DATA MODEL STRDF AND THE QUERY
LANGUAGE STSPARQL

stRDF is an extension of the W3C standard RDF that al-
lows the representation of geospatial data that changes over
time. stRDF is accompanied by stSPARQL, an extension of
the query language SPARQL 1.1 for querying and updating
stRDF data. stRDF and stSPARQL use OGC standards (Well-
Known Text and Geography Markup Language) for the rep-
resentation of temporal and geospatial data [4].

In TELEIOS, stRDF is used to represent satellite image
metadata (e.g., time of acquisition, geographical coverage),
knowledge extracted from satellite images (e.g., a certain im-
age comprises semantic annotations) and auxiliary geospatial
data sets encoded as linked data. One can then use stSPARQL
to query stRDF data and enable the development of EO ap-
plications like the Virtual Earth Observatory for TerraSAR-X
data described in the following section. For example, one can
use stSPARQL to express in a single query an information re-
quest such as the following: “Find images containing ports
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near the city of Amsterdam”. Encoding this information re-
quest today in a typical interface to an EO data archive such
as EOWEB-NG is impossible, because semantics of the con-
tent of the products are not included in the archived metadata,
thus they cannot be used as search criteria. In EOWEB-NG
and other similar Web interfaces, search criteria consist solely
of a hierarchical organization of available products (e.g., high
resolution optical data, Synthetic Aperture Radar data, their
subcategories) combined with a temporal and geographic se-
lection menu.

The stRDF model and stSPARQL query language have
been implemented in the system Strabon [4] which is pub-
licly available as open source software (http://www.
strabon.di.uoa.gr/).

4. A VIRTUAL EARTH OBSERVATORY FOR
TERRASAR-X DATA

In this section we present our initial efforts for the devel-
opment of a Virtual Observatory for TerraSAR-X data and
demonstrate its current functionality through a set of repre-
sentative stSPARQL queries.

The first step in the development of the Virtual Ob-
servatory for TerraSAR-X data was the construction of
an RDFS ontology, the DLR ontology (http://www.
earthobservatory.eu/ontologies/dlrOntology.
owl), which captures the contents of the Virtual Earth Ob-
servatory. The DLR ontology comprises the following major
parts: (i) the part that captures the hierarchical structure of a
product and the XML metadata associated with it (e.g., time
and area of acquisition, sensor, imaging mode, incidence an-
gle), (ii) the part that defines the RDFS classes and properties
that formalize the outputs of the knowledge discovery step
(e.g., patch, feature vector), (iii) the part that defines the
land cover/use classification scheme [3] for annotating image
patches that was constructed while experimenting with the
knowledge discovery framework presented in Section 2.

dlr:Collection

dlr:Product

consistsOf

rdf:Seq

dlr:Image

dlr:consistsOf

dlr:Patch

dlr:consistsOf

strdf:geometry

strdf:hasGeometry

dlr:FeatureVector

dlr:hasFeatureVector

dlr:Label

dlr:hasLabel strdf:hasGeometry

dlr:FeatureVectorValues

dlr:hasFeatureVectorValues

rdf:type

dlr:LandCover

dlr:correspondsTo

dlr:GLCM_vector

rdfs:subClassOf

dlr:GAFS_vector

rdfs:subClassOf

dlr:QMFS_vector

rdfs:subClassOf

dlr:NSFT_vector

rdfs:subClassOf

Fig. 2. A part of the DLR ontology for TerraSAR-X data

A part of the class hierarchy of the DLR ontology is
shown in Figure 2. The data property strdf:geometry
is also shown to give the reader an understanding of where

geospatial information lies. It was noted in the beginning of
Section 2 that a TerraSAR-X image has a spatial extent spec-
ified using WGS84 coordinates. We use these coordinates
to construct a geometry in polygon format projected to the
WGS84 reference system for the whole image. The geom-
etry is specified in Well-Known Text (WKT) format using
the constructs available in stSPARQL as explained earlier, in
Section 3. We also construct a geometry in polygon format
projected to the WGS84 reference system for each patch of
an image, because it would be infeasible to derive it using
a SPARQL query with a variable binding. The geometry
is needed because we would also want to compare patches
between different images, which demands taking global posi-
tion of the patch into account.

The following are some classes of queries that can be ex-
pressed by users of the Virtual Earth Observatory. The cate-
gorization presented is not exhaustive, but serves to illustrate
the expressive power of our annotation schemes and the query
language stSPARQL.

1. Query for a product and its metadata. This type of
query is based on the metadata extracted from the XML
file of the TerraSAR-X products (e.g., time and area of
acquisition, sensor, imaging mode, incidence angle).

2. Query for an image and its metadata. This type of
query is based on the image and its attached metadata
(e.g., geographic latitude/longitude).

3. Query for images of products that contain patches that
have certain properties. Queries of this type can be
further categorized as follows:

(a) Query by the land cover/use class of a certain
patch. This type of query is based on the anno-
tations of the patches, according to the land cov-
er/use classification scheme presented in [3].

(b) Query by the land cover/use class of a patch and
the qualitative or quantitative spatial properties
of a patch. This type of query allows us to query
for patches with some land cover/use class that
are spatially related to other patches or to a user
defined area. Here one can use various qualitative
or quantitative spatial relations (e.g., topological,
cardinal directions, orientation, distance) [5, 6] .

(c) Query by correlating the land cover/use class
of more than one patch that have various qual-
itative or quantitative spatial relations between
them. This type of query extends the previous
query by allowing the correlation based on land
cover/use class of multiple patches with various
spatial relations between them.

(d) Query that involves features of a patch but also
other properties like the land cover/use class and
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spatial relations. This type of query is based
on the parameters of the feature extraction al-
gorithms discussed in Section 2. Using feature
values in queries is very useful when we want
to distinguish patches of the same semantic class
that differ on specific properties.

By examining the above types of queries, we see that ex-
isting EO portals, such as EOWEB-NG and DIMS, offer par-
tial or full support for asking queries of type 1 and 2, but
cannot be used to answer any of the queries of type 3 and its
subcategories. These are queries that can only be asked and
answered if the knowledge discovery techniques of Section 2
are applied to TerraSAR-X images, and relevant knowledge
is extracted and captured by semantic annotations expressed
in stRDF. In other words these queries are made possible for
users due to the advances of TELEIOS technologies. We pro-
ceed with examples of queries of type 3:

Fig. 3. Query results projected on Google Maps

• Find all patches containing water limited on the north
by a port.

SELECT ?PA1 ?PGEO1
WHERE {

?PA1 rdf:type dlr:Patch .
?PA2 rdf:type dlr:Patch .
?PA1 strdf:hasGeometry ?PGEO1 .
?PA1 dlr:hasLabel ?LA1 .
?LA1 rdf:type dlr:Label .
?LA1 dlr:correspondsTo dlr:Water .
?PA2 strdf:hasGeometry ?PGEO2 .
?PA2 dlr:hasLabel ?LA2 .
?LA2 rdf:type dlr:Label .
?LA2 dlr:correspondsTo dlr:Port .
FILTER (strdf:above(?PGEO1,?PGEO2) &&
strdf:contains(strdf:buffer(?PGEO2,0.05),

?PGEO1)).
}

The results of this type of query are presented in Fig-
ure 3. Such a result can be useful for a port author-
ity in order to monitor the port area. For other sites,
this query can be extended in order to improve navi-
gational safety in coastal regions near ports and other

marine terminals that experience heavy traffic by large
crude-oil carriers, towed barges, and other vessels of
deep draught or restricted manoeuvrability.

• Find all patches containing seagrass detritus and algae
on shores that are identified as recreational beaches.

The results of this type of query can be useful for
coastal management to seek to retain seagrass mead-
ows and also to ensure that seagrass detritus stays on
the beach and in the water. In Europe the desire for a
clean beach has been taken to the point of daily raking
and removal of algae for amenity reasons. However,
such sanitisation has its costs, reporting a local loss of
seabirds following the commencement of raking.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented reflects what we have achieved in the first
one and a half years of the project. Future work includes
enrichment of the DLR ontology, and integration of a visual
query builder [7, Appendix A].
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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays, many earth science areas share the same 

need of being able to deal with massive and distributed 

datasets and to perform on them complex knowledge 

extraction tasks. 

The need is twofold: 1) to preserve huge amounts of 

data, along with all relevant knowledge; 2) to be able to 

access and fully exploit these data in the future. This 

paper proposes a way to support the Long Term Data 

Preservation (LTDP) concepts identified by the 

European Space Agency and it presents a new 

approach to access, use and allow exploitation of 

scientific data, suitable for all categories of users: data 

consumers (end-users), data providers and data 

managers. The paradigm behind this approach and its 

pilot implementation is the reuse and adaptation of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) concepts [8,10], 

first introduced where safety and process control is 

extremely important, notably the aerospace industry. 

The system‘s objective is the rapid identification and 

access to the scientific data as well as to all companion 

information like: supporting tools, methods of use, 

documentation, technology, preservation methods and 

needs. The objective is to maximize the re-use of 

currently available metadata and repositories, 

progressively adding further information as necessary 

and providing supporting tools to the end-users (data 

consumers) for their exploitation of large amount of 

data made available through federated archives [18].  

 
Index Terms—, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Product 

Data Management (PDM), Information To Mining (I2M), metadata, 

product/data generation/support, web-services. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The increasing necessity of scientific data products 

for researchers encounters very often limits in the 

actual availability of relevant data, supporting 

information or documents[1]. Moreover scientific data 

are often dispersed in a number of repositories or 

changed along time[2,3]. On the other side the 

increasing  amount of new data (of different kinds) 

does not automatically imply their availability by a 

click[4]. On top of that, it is even more necessary to 

take care of needs concerned with LTDP concepts and 

identified guidelines and best practices [3,5]. 

Objectives of the presented approach and of the I2M 

tool are: 

a) To support the optimization of scientific data 

products generation and their maintenance; 

b) To help the generation of upper layer products 

like scientific papers and scientific reports; 

c) To support the formalization of knowledge 

and inherent relationships and dependencies; 

d) To support the data preservation process; 

e) To support new users for activities like search, 

retrieval, fusion , product generation, etc [17]; 

f) To support methods and tools for data mining 

and in general to be supportive for tools to 

exploit the large amount of data in the 

archives. 

 

1.1 Position in the research process 

 

The common approach to the scientific process is made 

of different steps: 

 Question and/or hypothesis definition; 

 Study of the available information and 

knowledge resources; 

 Experiment and results analysis; 

 Data collection and analysis; 

 Data interpretation; 

 Publication of results to the scientific 

community for review and verification. 

On the other hand, a modern scientific data production 

process (also including data mining processes) can be 

summarized in following steps: 

- Relevant data and information retrieval 

(search and discovery); 

-  Data processing and/or re-processing (for 

example feature extraction for data mining 

activities); 

- Data (as artifacts) curation, organizing and 

maintaining. 

Generally speaking a simple Product Data 

Management is a tool aimed at support the assembly of 

an artifact composed by elements; in the simplest case 

it is a pair of a list of elements and of a method (or 

prescription) to compose the artifact. With respect to 

these processes, a PDM (i.e. the I2M tool) approach 

identifies a set of services for the exploitation of 

information resources and relationships browsing and 

discovery, for the virtualization and the reproducibility 

of data and processing workflows and for adding new 

resource description and relationships. In this respect, a 

PDM implementation provides a knowledge and 

relationship repository rather than a data repository. In 

other words, is not a scientific data repository. 
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Figure 1 Research, production processes and PDM/I2M tool 

Figure 1, illustrates the position of the PDM 

tool/services in general and the pilot I2M 

implementation in particular with respect of the 

scientific data research and production/curing 

processes. 

 

1.2 Potential benefits 

 

Almost all researches and surveys performed during 

the latest decade of years show that data consumers 

(e.g. principal investigators) spend a lot of time in 

search & discovery of data suitable for their own 

business [6]. Very often the most important issue 

recalled by users is the continuous switch from one 

system to another in order to identify and find the 

―right‖ scientific data. Cases where systems and 

software application do not communicate nor 

interoperate each other are still quite common. 

Moreover, data exploitation and concerned 

understanding of scientific events relies on a number of 

steps not necessarily sequential: re-using of already 

proven algorithms, implementing changes on existing 

ones, exploring new data, etc. Earth sciences data 

representation methodologies also have a high level of 

variance and this is uncomfortable to researchers in 

data exploitation. Another important aspect to be 

considered is the scarce familiarity with different 

scientific data and concerned knowledge that users 

often experience. 

The need for efficient and well proven tools and 

procedures for finding the scientific data of interest and 

organizing them in proper processing chains gains even 

more momentum from the recent issue of EU 

recommendations on access to and preservation of 

scientific information[7]. In the forthcoming years we 

expect to have an increasing availability of open 

scientific data that will be difficult to manage without 

proper navigation and cross-correlation tools. 

The proposed approach is aimed at supporting 

solutions for the above mentioned aspects by: 

1) Creating a common ―environment‖ where 

different actors can ―put‖ their digital artifacts 

and/or ―pick & place‖ in order to create their 

―assembly‖; 

2) Providing an information management system 

that describes relationships among scientific data 

and concerned knowledge; 

3) Providing the ability to process or reprocess 

scientific data to (re)produce digital artifacts. 

 

1.3 Background 

 

Earth Science disciplines increasingly rely on scientific 

instruments of unprecedented size and complexity, 

affording a deluge of one-shot acquisition and non-

reproducible data [1]. Preservation, reuse, open access 

and supporting tools for data mining to these data is a 

theme still at the first priority in the community agenda 

[19]. In this light tools aimed at supporting the 

preservation and frameworks for data utilization and 

exploitation are required as practical means in daily 

applications [16]. Product Lifecycle Management 

(PLM) [8,9,10], represents an all-encompassing vision 

able to manage all data related to the different phases 

of a scientific mission‘s lifecycle. Lifecycle 

management supports: the design phase of the mission, 

the measurement campaigns, the operations where 

acquisition and processing of acquired data is 

performed, the support phase where all the activities 

aimed to provide aids to users are executed. In a high 

level perspective PLM is a means for the ultimate 

preservation of produced scientific data along with all 

relevant companion data and information[11]. 

PLM vision and concepts can be conceived of as both: 

a) a repository for all information that affects a 

scientific data product; 

b) a communication process between the different 

actors and product stakeholders: investigators, data 

owners/providers, data managers, value adders, etc. 

The PLM framework can be seen as an umbrella term 

including: design, re-processing, search & 
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accessibility, use and reuse, assessment and gap 

analysis. 

The essential functions of PLM are: 

1. It supports management of design process and 

documents; 

2. It supports the ―bill of product‖, the product 

structural elements necessary to (re)generate the 

scientific data products including procedures and 

processes; 

3. It includes all the necessary attributes (metadata); 

4. It offers an electronic repository to link all the 

elements; 

5. It enables workflows and process management 

like Configuration Management (CM); 

6. It enables the long term data preservation 

implementation; 

7. It bears to the ―search and discovery‖ constituting 

the base for any search & discovery tool or 

ontology based tools; 

8. It supports management (creation, change, 

testing) of workflows for data exploitation relying 

on the existing network of relationship of all the 

―bricks‖. This represent the basic element for data 

virtualization. 

Moreover it can be used as platform for upper layers of 

searching activities like ontologies and to support 

solutions to the unfamiliarity issue (i.e. to the challenge 

of making unfamiliar data usable to new users 

communities). 

 

1.4 Scope of the paper 

 

It describes the adaptation of the PLM paradigm to 

scientific data generation, management, access and 

preservation. This implies the definition of a possible 

infrastructure, of its main functionality and of typical 

use cases. High level components are also identified, 

together with their mutual relationships and 

information network[12]. The current prototypal 

achievements starts from a Product Data Management 

(PDM) implementation. Moreover a possible roadmap 

for further developments is sketched. 

 

 

2. SERVICE ARCHITECTURE 
 

The service portfolio of the proposed PDM/I2M tool is 

composed of the following : 

1. products, elements and metadata search&retrieve 

upon federated archives; 

2. (re)generation of scientific data products through 

their ―product generation list‖. This includes tools 

supporting the workflow management (creation, 

modification, testing); 

3. Management of the product list, of its elements and 

of relevant relationships; 

4. Check&Test functionalities aimed at verifying if a 

product is generable (all elements are available) and 

what happens in case of gaps. 

 

2.1 Basic elements 

 

The basic element is the description of ―how-to‖ a 

scientific data product (the digital artifact) is obtainable 

using a prescription applied to elements. For example: 

the mathematical product is the result of the 

multiplication (prescription) applied to two numbers 

(elements). The lowest layer case (brick) is thus 

constituted by the pair: 

1. Data; 

2. Prescription. 

This is the minimal Bill-Of-Product (BoP) of the brick. 

Data is the element(s) on which the Prescription can 

operate to produce and obtain the result (brick). 

For example, to produce a satellite optical image we 

need: 

1) downloaded data; 

2) the acquiring/synchronizing processor; 

3) the transformation processor (algorithm); 

4) the storage processor; 

5) calibration data; 

6) qualification methods and data; 

7) correction methods; 

8) a (set of) prescription(s) to generate the 

expected product; 

9) various documents. 

 

The above points 6) and 7) can be considered as a low 

level brick, but in general all the points could rely on 

more detailed descriptions. The above elements can be 

approached as ―classes‖ similarly to the computer 

programming definition. BoP is hence a tree of 

cascading elements or intermediate products wide, long 

and deep as the scientific data product requires. 

Appropriate BoP can be dynamically generated for 

every configuration based on rules or logic models. 

Scientific data product BoPs are multilevel by 

definition being necessary to decompose the scientific 

data product in all the lower levels constituting its final 

result. However it is possible to manage the 

configuration just adding all the variable elements and 

concerned variance of prescription.  

And for example, to (re)produce the classification of a 

Earth Observation (EO) product according to a given 

image mining technique, we could need:  

- the EO product (as from the previous example); 

- the selection criteria (and the training set, when 

applicable, i.e. a prescription); 

- the data pre-processor (e.g. the extractor of 

feature classes); 

- the definition of the feature classes; 

- the indexing system (e.g. the data mining database 

description); 

- the data mining categories definition (e.g. labels); 

- the pattern discovery algorithms (e.g. clustering, 

classification, regression,…); 

- the qualification and interpretation criteria, 

- a description of the output artifact. 

 

A simple arrangement of a class-hierarchy and 

relationships underpinning the above examples is 

sketched in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Class hierarchy and extended product 

elements relationship (draft, example) [ref. 11] 

 

2.2 Actors view  

 

OAIS proposes a concept of Data Consumers/Users, 

Data Producers/Providers and Data Managers and 

addresses aspects concerned with architecture and 

services for archives[13]. It proposes to take care of the 

different points-of-view in the lifecycle of data that 

applies to scientific data too. Moreover, it eases the 

identification of different and spread exigencies by the 

analysis of the different user‘s processes. Furthermore, 

results of many surveys show as the most required 

service is the Search&Discovery. Looking at OAIS 

Reference Model we use defined categories of actors 

(i.e. Data Users, Data Producers/Providers and Data 

Managers) in our service architecture. The proposed 

approach aims at addressing the requirements 

(sometimes diverging) of these types of users. 

 

2.3 Metadata 

 

One of the most important issue in the management of 

scientific data is concerned with metadata. In our work 

we do not have the interest to change the current 

evolution and discussion concerned with metadata. We 

simply accept what is available. Our contribution is 

concerned with ―branches‖ of metadata that should be 

part of the architecture of the system. In particular we 

classified metadata concerned with: 

1. Product description and usually addressing 

aspects relevant to: 

a. Geography and/or location; 

b. Time; 

c. Quality; 

d. Product characteristic and peculiarities. 

2. Design and development of products. We 

identify those under the word ―Technical‖; 

3. Administrative aspects; 

4. Product utilization; 

5. Product identification; 

6. Needs of LTDP; 

7. Belonging to the scientific publishing 

framework. 

Figure 4 is a draft representation of the information 

network relevant to metadata. 

A further step to metadata exploitation is the insertion 

in a semantic engine, able to automatically manage the 

relationships between the elements, thus facilitating the 

cross search between catalogues. 

 

2.4 Data virtualization 

 

Science views data as the core and the most important 

component of the business and of strategies. Data 

owners and data providers are investing more in data 

management solutions [14]. Traditional approaches to 

scientific data integration rely on revision of interfaces 

between partners and/or integration of relevant 

databases. In both cases consolidation is high impact, 

often with high risks and expensive. For example 

consolidation of multiple databases often requires 

extensive changes to the application layer. Furthermore 

new integration with emerging technologies (e.g. cloud 

framework) would require more complex requirements 

to be fulfilled. In addition to this, the new needs 

concerned with data preservation for long times are 

adding new and challenging requirements. 

Data virtualization is a way to abstract, aggregate, 

federate and deliver data taken from a variety of 

different information sources. 

Data virtualization is a concept and an architecture 

whose benefits are: 

a) Flexibility and lightness of integration due to the 

short cycle necessary to the virtual reference 

creation and maintenance. It is not necessary to 

touch the underlying source of data; 

b) Robustness, due to the possibility to create more 

virtual links to physical data or more physical data 

to improve redundancy and reliability; 

c) Improved utilization of information through 

creation of subject-oriented views, business friendly 

scientific data products, single-point-of access for 

dispersed information, etc. 

 

 

Figure 3 Data virtualization sketch 

Figure 3 sketches the logical architecture integrating 

the physical and virtual layers. Beside data 

virtualization, processes virtualization can be 

implemented as well. 
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Figure 4 Metadata branches for database relationship design (prototype)

This is based upon the concept that the various 

applications (e.g. user applications, data provider 

application, others) can be exhaustively described 

and/or emulated in order to maintain their usability 

over time, regardless of their current technical 

implementation. 

 

2.5 Data exploitation 

 

Generally speaking, data exploitation requires access to 

huge and often disparate volumes of data in a easy way 

and with simple processes. The proposed PDM/I2M 

system facilitate the access to scientific data being 

possible ―add‖ any kind of data or products with their 

documents, tools and additional information in the 

structure. From this point of view PDM/I2M acts as a 

―service infrastructure‖ where data producers, value 

adders or any other entity can add and make available 

its own scientific data according its own policy. It is 

necessary to maintain the logic of the brick and its 

relationship with other bricks. Services for example 

shall provide: 

a) The list of the scientific data of interest; 

b) Applicable algorithms or methods; 

c) Workflows as the prescription applied to 

achieve the results. 

In this case PDM/I2M allows to store and retrieve all 

the information concerned while the actual 

infrastructure to execute the workflow as to be made 

available by the ―service provider‖, i.e. the actual 

owner of the scientific data and/or processing 

capabilities. 

 

2.6 Process virtualization 

 

In addition, with an innovative solution, a PDM can 

integrate a number of modern emulation technologies 

to deliver a virtualization layer providing and 

coordinating the access to the prescription workflow 

itself. Original processing environments can be 

―captured‖ by emulation images that freeze the entire 

IT infrastructure in a so-called ―snapshot‖. Snapshots 

completely decouples the software environment from 

the underlying hardware. These snapshots are hosted 

on a set of virtual hosts that are instantiated ―on-

demand‖ providing the required resource only when it 

is needed in a completely transparent fashion.  

They are exposed through a bus that turns everything 

into services and that can be invoked in a standard (and 

location unaware) way. 

Such paradigm can be coupled with an expert system 

leveraging ontology to infer the chain of actions to be 

performed (e.g. chaining the sequence of processes to 

be invoked to deliver a forest map from a Level 0 

satellite product) and using an orchestrator to 

coordinate processes execution. 

 

The snapshots represent part of the knowledge needed 

to get a full understanding of any specific scientific 

dataset and can be used by a PDM service to: 

- preserve knowledge about a scientific dataset 

production environment also when a 

―structured‖ environment description is 

missing 

- (re)produce ‗on-demand‘ a scientific digital 

artifact. 

 

 

3. SCIENTIFIC PDM PROTOTYPE 
 

Our PDM prototype called Information To 

Management (I2M) has been developed starting from 

an open source PDM tool and from a Configuration 

Management open source tool. Those basic tools have 
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been and still are in a re-engineering and 

design/implementation process in order to fulfill the 

following functional requirements: 

1. Fully web-based operations with common and 

central database for product description and 

links/locators to actual data storage areas; 

2. Working in a federation of archiving 

systems[18]; 

3. Scientific data product description and its 

descriptive maintenance fully in charge of the 

product owner/producer; 

4. Scientific data product storage and 

maintenance fully in charge of the data 

owner/producer; 

5. Provision of the services described in the I2M 

Service Portfolio: Search&Retrieve, 

Generation&Maintenance of Lists of Elements 

and Services, Composition Management (i.e. 

prescription, workflows), Check&Test.  

The prototype is at the same time in progressive 

development and testing of functionalities and 

performances. It has been implemented in the 

configuration sketched in the Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5: I2M prototype architecture 

In a short synthesis we are working on metadata and 

pointers (e.g. URLs) in order to create a DB of trees of 

products (PDM) including all relevant information and 

prescriptions (see fig.2, network & relationships) 

creating the scientific product [15]. The bottom-up 

view shows that processes are applied to this DB in 

order to support required services. For example, Search 

will be trough one of the possible entry-points . We are 

analyzing the feasibility of using ―sensor/instrument‖ 

as guiding class instead of the traditional mission-based 

organization. 
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ABSTRACT

Due to the specific topic the meeting is devoted to, the images
appearing in the papers and presentations published through
the years on the websites of the ESA EUSC JRC IIM Work-
shop often play a central role in the ongoing public discourse
on methodology and applications.

While tools for analyzing textual content are widespread,
we introduce instead a methodology for semi–automatically
organizing published material based on its image content. The
sources of quality degradation that are introduced by the pub-
lication process are taken into account and partially inverted.
Specific methods are introduced to take into account the Earth
observation–related specificities of the published image data.
A semi-supervised data analysis and labeling step is used to
produce semantically enriched descriptions in a set of linked
RDF ontologies.

This information is not intended anymore for mere pre-
sentation on paper or on screen.

It can be aggregated and re–used, e.g. to answer complex
queries mixing content– and metadata–based attributes of the
items in the dataset.

Index Terms— Remote sensing, Content-Based Image
Retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION

Workshop and conference proceedings typically present a
corpus of separate contributions and related proceeding paper
and presentation files, organizing them by publication year
and by session.

Textual analysis can be used to e.g. recognize named en-
tities referring to specific sensors, methodologies and geospa-
tial locations. Yet, in addition to textual content, most contri-
butions also include valuable and potentially re–usable image
elements: conceptual diagrams, input and output datasets, re-
sult and ground truth maps.

We consider the possibility to analyze and aggregate pub-
lished contributions on the basis of their image content as a
valuable Image Information Mining objective.

We have analyzed the presentations of the 2011 ESA
EUSC JRC workshop on Image Information Mining for
Geospatial Intelligence from Earth Observation by the semi–
supervised methodology described in this paper. To better
demonstrate the capabilities of the system, we also included
in the input dataset a number of contributions from the Sixth
Conference on Image Information Mining held in 2009,
and notably all available presentation in OpenDocument–
compatible formats from the November 4, 2009, Conference
Day 2, Morning Session “Bridging the gap with operations”,
which focused on results obtained by different groups starting
from a common dataset.

2. QUALITY DEGRADATION SOURCES

The published images are degraded with respect to the orig-
inal acquired signals: spatial downsampling, spectral reduc-
tion to a tri–stimulus color space, dynamic range limitations,
compression artifacts and perceptual optimization–induced
degradations such as an increase in the saturation or the ap-
plication of logarithmic curves to SAR intensity data all play
a role. A symptom is visible in fig. 1: the edges of a pyramid
shape are well perceivable in a feature space plot projection
on the first 2 PCA components derived by color descriptors
decorated by unsupervised class identifiers. Degradation due
to pre-publishing perceptual enhancement/“beautification” is
probably responsible for the relative importance of the edges
with respect to the less saturated, less contrasted volume
space. While a reconstruction of the original data would en-
tail the elimination of compression artifacts, the estimation of
likely multi–spectral values from observable colors and some
sort of super–resolution, the analysis of published image con-
tent in terms of semantic content models taking into account
the degradation effects (fig.2) can be achieved by simpler
inversion methodologies.

3. INVERSION METHODOLOGY

Ground truth is defined by supervised tagging of the auto-
matically extracted image files with one of four classes (‘EO
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Fig. 1. An empty color pyramid volume as a symptom of
signal degradation in published material.

Table 1. Confusion matrix for C5.4 tree–based classification
of reference dataset.

a b c d ← classified as
3422 0 1 0 a = drawing
0 3423 0 0 b = eo multispectral
0 0 3423 0 c = eo monochrome
0 0 0 3423 d = natural photo

monochrome’, ‘EO multispectral’, ‘Drawing’ and ‘Natural
photo’ — fig. 3a). The manual tagging is aided by a prelimi-
nary unsupervised X-means [3] classification based on the ex-
tracted primitive descriptors (see below). Multiple instances
of the same image appear in the considered corpus of pre-
sentations (methodology comparison sessions on a specific
given dataset). Metadata are extracted from the inputs (file
size, format, color mode). EO-specific content descriptors
are extracted. For example, global optical/SAR discrimina-
tion is operated by decision theory ratios of max likelihoods
of Gaussian mixture, single Gaussian, and exponential distri-
bution histogram fitting. All images are then converted to the
Y CbCr color space and resampled to a standard size. Both
image–level “global” and tile–level “local” primitive descrip-
tors are extracted including Haralick [4], local binary pat-
terns [5], threshold adjacency statistics [6] and Zernike tex-
ture estimators [7]. The sensitivity of SURF [8] and SIFT
descriptors [9] to local gradients is complemented by consid-
ering the local color histogram in the Y CbCr space around
the interest points identified by the feature extractor. TIFF
LZW codebooks [10] and LZW-based Kolmogorov complex-
ity estimates are generated. To evaluate the structure of the
generated parameter space, a decision tree generated by the
C5.4 algorithm [11] (table 1) is considered: only one instance
is misclassified in the whole considered image set of 12,000
instances.

A primitive feature selection process by 1R [12] is car-
ried out after equal size sampling based on the defined ground
truth in order to avoid biasing classifiers with the largely dif-
ferent population sizes in the ’Drawing’ and in other labeled

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram: assumed degradation flow and
proposed inversion methodology.
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(a)

(b)
2009/15 30 PPT Younan
2009/10 15 PPT Soille
2009/10 40 PPT Ramiro
2009/09 20 PPT DElia
2009/09 50 PPT Gomez

· · ·
2011/09 40 Vaduva
2011/11 00 Bruzzone
2011/15 50 Trianni
2011/11 30 Barb

2011/10 20 Blancha

· · ·
(c)

Fig. 3. (a) ESA EUSC JRC 2011 reference dataset with
ground truth classes ’Drawing’ (232 instances), ’EO multi-
spectral’ (68), ’EO mono/panchromatic’ (33), ’Natural photo’
(8 instances). (b) 2,500 2009-2011 image thumbnails in
global color/texture feature projection (c) a subset of presen-
tations intersecting the red area in (b).

sets. The resulting proportional relevance of global descrip-
tors such as color, texture and edges corresponds to the nature
of the considered ground truth classes.

Further descriptors are added to take into account the spe-
cific Earth observation origin of the considered images. For
example, a decision ratio between maximum likelihoods of fit
to Gaussian mixture and exponential distributions is used to
differentiate between SAR and optical quick-looks.

PostgreSQL is selected for data handling due to its ef-
ficient support for multidimensional data based on GiST, a
balanced tree–structured access method, that acts as a base
template in which to implement arbitrary indexing schemes.

We approach the issue of massive semantic labeling by an
HTML5 image tagging application based on a CANVAS el-
ement displaying tens of thousands of thumbnails in a user
selectable 2D projection of the full feature space represented
in a complete n–dimensional scatter plot right to its side. Re-
gions defined in the feature space aggregate data with similar
content. They can be saved and linked into an ontology repre-
sented as a graph in a side pane. Semantic tagging operations
are implicitly performed by intersecting data points with the
defined regions (fig. 3b).

We consider that, while a classification into drawings, nat-
ural photos, panchromatic and multispectral images is defi-
nitely insufficient in order to assess the relevance of the con-
sidered methods for the needs of the IIM/EO community, the
fact that the system is able to accurately find identical (sub-
)images used by different authors in different presentations
— e.g. by SIFT descriptor nearest neighbor matching in a
Euclidean space projected and reduced in dimensionality by
PCA [13] — is suggestive of the performance of the system
with respect to much more specific ground truth classes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced an image analysis tool (fig. 4) aimed at ag-
gregated repositories of published material based on the con-
tent of their imagery. Its usability was investigated on content
from the ESA EUSC JRC Image Information Mining Work-
shop from 2009 and 2011.

We aim at extending the system so that it can be used to
obtain ground truth collections from published EO images to
be used for large scale algorithm validation in open competi-
tions.
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Fig. 4. Prototype web–based user interface. Image region thumbnails are presented in a user–selectable 2D projection (top
left) of a space represented in a scatter matrix (top right). Data selection hypercubes are connected with the concepts in an
application ontology (bottom right).
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ABSTRACT 

 
Creative flexibility has great importance in servicing with 
IIM technologies.  In this paper we introduce a case study, 
which emphasizes this need, and highlights the borders of 
general geo-spatial servicing routine. The subject of the 
case study was the decision support in an industrial area, 
where our task was to provide objective evidence, whether a 
660 mm wide lid of a chemical storage tube was open or 
closed at a certain time. To fulfill the customer demands, 
IIM process of high resolution images answers the main 
question, whether the lid was open, with the integration of 
statistical analysis tools. 
 

Index Terms— statistical measurements, probability, 
decision support, MS VHR 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to complex technical architecture of the process, in this 
paper we describe in details only the technological steps 
and results connected to the IIM analysis of the used MS 
VHR EO images taken of the two chemical tubes. 
 

 
Figure 1 – WV-2 image of the tubes 

 

The main customer demand was to provide objective 
documentation about the probability that the lid of eastern 
tube on Figure 1 was open or closed at the time of the 
image acquisition. Accordingly, our aim was to provide 
statistically verified information about the status of both 
lids, as it is more descriptive due to the possibility of 
comparison. The available image was a 3-Band (RGB) 
WV-2 pansharpened image with 0,5 m spatial resolution. 
The lid of the tube was 660 mm wide. The intention for IIM 
analysis thus should take into account the following 
characteristics of the images: 
 The size of the lid is hardly bigger than the spatial 

resolution of the image; 
 There is no sampling opportunity (the are no other 

verified tube lids around to establish samples); 
 There is a service ramp between the two tubes, 

affecting spectral characteristics of the needed 
surfaces [Figure 3]; 

 Light-shadowed conditions are also affecting 
spectral characteristics. 

Due to these effects we built up an analysis which 
consisted of the following steps: 

1. Modeling geometry on the image of the tubes; 
2. Tessellating vector information – segmentation of 

the image; 
3. Extraction of spectral numeric data; 
4. Basic statistical analysis and image correction; 
5. Decision support statistics; 
6. Interpretation. 

 
2. MODELING GEOMETRY 

 
Geometry of the two chemical tubes had to be modeled, as 
direct interpretation of surfaces was impossible due to the 
size of the tubes and the resolution of the image.  

The modeling process was executed based on the 
information of recognizable points, real height and 
diameter of the tubes, the incidence angle of sun light 
(49,33°) and the incidence angle of the imaging satellite 
(16,36°). The output was a 3D vector model, transformed 
into the perspective of the image itself [Figure 2]. Besides 
to the tubes themselves, the connecting service ramp was 
also modeled accordingly [Figure 3]. On the model the 
borderline of the lit and shadowed surfaces was also 
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defined. The following surfaces were distinguished: the 
shadowed (resp. lit) roof section and the shadowed (resp. 
lit) side of the eastern and western tubes as well as the 
service ramp connecting them. 
 

 
Figure 2 – 3D model of the tubes transformed into the image 

 

 
Figure 3 – Model of service ramp between the tubes 

 
3. TESSELLATING VECTOR INFORMATION 

 
During tessellation process we decided about the pixels of 
the image to which surface they belong. The decision 
making was executed by using the transformed 3D model of 
the tubes and the ramp. As a decision making discipline we 
chose the centroid method: the pixel belongs to the surface, 
where its centroid can be found after the geometric 
transformation and the overlap.  The results of the 
tessellation can be seen on Figure 4-5. 
 
4. EXTRACTION OF SPECTRAL NUMERIC DATA 
 
According to the decision making of tessellation process, 
we extracted the pixel intensity data of the pixels. Every 
pixel got new codes according to the belonging to the 
bordered surfaces of the tubes and the belonging to the 
ramp. RGB (red, green and blue) numeric values were 

extracted separately, creating database of spectral pixel 
values.  
 

 
Figure 4 – Pixels in categories after tessellation 

 

 
Figure 5 – Pixels of the ramp after tessellation 

 
5. BASIC STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND IMAGE 

CORRECTION 
 
Basic statistic analysis aimed to define the scale of 
disturbing effects of the service ramp and light-shadow 
conditions. The preliminary measurement of these effects 
(in the direct environment of the lids) founded the 
objectivity of the latter statistical analysis intending to 
explore the status of the lids (closed/open). 
 
5.1. Effect of the trussed ramp 
 
The service ramp from IIM point of view is a semi-
transparent surface, which deforms the spectral 
characteristics of the surface right below it (the roof of the 
tube) with its own spectral reflectance. To analyze the 
quantity of this spectral disturbance, we compared: 

1. SAMPLE1 the expected spectral values of the lit 
and shadowed roof pixels (irrespectively that they 
belong to the western or eastern tube) containing 
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the pixels which are disturbed with the ramp 
(number of shadowed pixels=74; number of lit 
pixels=86) with the 

2. SAMPLE2 expected spectral values of the lit and 
shadowed roof pixels (irrespectively that they 
belong to the western or eastern tube) excluding 
the pixels which are disturbed with the ramp 
(number of shadowed pixels=49; number of lit 
pixels=65).  

 
Table 1 – Comparison of expected spectral values of samples with 
and without the pixels of the trussed ramp   

Effect of service ramp 
Roof 
part 

Band Equality of 
Variances 

Equality of Means 
(t-test) 

F SL t SL 
Shadow. R 0,083 0,777 -1,955 0,053 

G 0,002 0,961 -1,815 0,072 
B 0,047 0,829 -1,936 0,055 

Lit R 0,244 0,622 -1,626 0,106 
G 0,492 0,484 -1,646 0,102 
B 0,460 0,499 -1,625 0,106 

 
Multivariable independent t-test resulted [Table 1] that at 
the significance level (SL) 0,05 the samples have the same 
spectral characteristic containing/excluding disturbed 
pixels, however the SLs are still very low. That is why it is 
afraid, that in the latter analysis this difference will get into 
synergy with other disturbing effects, deforming the 
analysis of the status of the lid. Differences of expected 
spectral values were computed (giving opportunity for 
image correction in point 5.2.) 
 
5.2. Image correction 
 
Spectral difference discussed above originates from 25 
shadowed roof pixels and 21 lit roof pixels (pixel number 
difference between SAMPLE1 and SAMPLE2). This 
difference had to be proportioned accordingly. These 
correctional values were computed in [Table 2]. 
 
Table 2 – Spectral correction of trussed ramp pixels  

Computation of spectral correction values 
Band Shadowed Lit 
 Spectr. 

Dif. 
Pixel  
n. dif. 

Cor-
rection 

Spectr. 
Dif. 

Pixel  
n. dif. 

Cor-
rection 

R 53,271 
25 

104,41 52,630 
21 

162,90 
G 57,449 112,60 62,975 194,92 
B 37,198 72,908 38,773 120,01 

 
5.3. Light-shadow effect 
 
After image correction caused by the ramp, the scale of 
light-shadow disturbance was computed, comparing  

1. SAMPLE3 the expected spectral values of lit 
pixels of the corrected image with  

2. SAMPLE4 the expected spectral values of the 
shadowed pixels of the corrected image. 

The comparison was done within an ANOVA analysis 
[Table 3] and was validated with a K-mean cluster analysis 
and correlation of cluster membership with manual 
tessellation results (based on geometrical modeling): 
Pearson’s Correlation 0,217 with 0,006 SL justified 
ANOVA results, that the sunlit roof parts are different from 
the shadowed roof parts (after image correction) at 95% 
reliability.  

 
Table 3 – Computation of light-shadow effect 

Difference of reflectance between  
shadowed and lit roof parts  (ANOVA) 

 Between groups difference 
Band F SL 
R 8,351 0,004 
G 8,279 0,005 
B 5,148 0,025 

 
These results meant that during decision support it is an 
important point of view if the pixels of the tube lid are 
situated on the roof part being lit or shadowed. 
 

6. DECISION SUPPORT STATISTICS 
 
Decision support statistics aimed to analyze and 
demonstrate the spectral relation of the lids to their 
environment. Neither the service ramp nor the light-
shadow conditions (originating from the tubes’ geometry) 
themselves can explain the difference. That means if there 
is a significant difference between the pixels of the lids and 
their environment, it is likely that the lids were open. 
 As it was described above, the pixels, where the lid 
is situated (four pixels on each tubes, two on the lit and two 
on the shadowed roof part) should be compared with their 
environment with respect to the light-shadow conditions. 
Thus, those lid pixels on the shadowed roof part were 
compared to the shadowed roof-pixels, and the lit lid-pixels 
were matched to the lit roof parts. The analysis was 
executed on both tubes separately (there were four 
assessments together). 
 As a first test, we compared (Bartlett’s test) 
variances of lid pixel values with variances of their 
environment in each spectrum. (Even though there were 
only few lid pixels, averaging was not an option, assuming 
that pixel values are influenced by sub-pixel ratio of “lid-
affected” and “lid-free” areas). On the western tube the 
green and blue variances were different (at 0,05 SL) both 
on the lit and shadowed parts, while red variance were 
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similar (but still unlike). On the eastern tube the variances 
were very similar. Therefore the comparison of expected 
values of the tube lids and their environment was carried 
out with Welch-test on the western tube and t-test on the 
eastern tube. 
 
Table 4 – Analysis of shadowed pixels on western tube (Welch) 
Reflectance intensity difference between lid pixels and 

their environment on shadowed roof part 
Band Equality of Variances   Equality of Means (Welch) 
 F SL t SL 
R 4,629 0,039 6,703 1,109E-07 
G 3,758 0,061 6,584 2,424E-05 
B 4,059 0,052 6,855 1,343E-04 

 
Table 5 – Analysis of lit pixels on western tube (Welch) 
Reflectance intensity difference between lid pixels and 

their environment on lit roof part 
Band Equality of Variances   Equality of Means (Welch) 
 F SL t SL 
R 3,741 0,060 5,773 9,866E-07 
G 4,002 0,052 5,907 1,236E-06 
B 4,189 0,047 6,135 3,069E-06 
 

The results of Welch-test [Table 4-5] and t-test [Table 6-7] 
can be seen on and. It can be observed that on the western 
tube the expected values are different at a 99% probability: 
the lid is probably open, while on the eastern tube (in which 
the customer was interested) the expected values are the 
same with 59-88% min-max probability: the lid is probably 
closed.  
 

Table 6 – Analysis of shadowed pixels on eastern tube (t-test) 
Reflectance intensity difference between lid pixels 

and their environment on shadowed roof part 
Band Equality of Variances   Equality of Means (t-test) 
 F SL t SL 
R 0,089 0,767 -0,309 0,759 
G 0,138 0,713 -0,515 0,610 
B 0,072 0,790 -0,543 0,590 

 

Table 6 – Analysis of lit pixels on eastern tube (t-test) 
Reflectance intensity difference between lid pixels 

and their environment on lit roof part 
Band Equality of Variances   Equality of Means (t-test) 
 F SL t SL 
R 1,032 0,316 -0,158 0,876 
G 1,133 0,293 -0,351 0,727 
B 1,218 0,276 -0,402 0,690 

 

7. INTERPRETATION 
 

For the visual interpretation of statistic result we prepared 
spectral cross-sections of the tubes [Figure 6].  In Figure 7 
the lid-pixels reflectance is very low (6-8th pixel in cross-
section), which cannot be explained with the ramp or with 
light-shadow conditions. However, on Figure 7 we can 
observe a tendency, which is deriving from the analysis 

itself: the reflectance values on the right side are so plain 
because of the image correction with the effect of the ramp. 
From this trend we can also see, that image correction was 
carried out easier than the ramp effect would need it (it was 
a discrete approach, not modifying final results).  
 

 
Figure 6 – Position of spectral crossections 

 

 
Figure 7 – B-B and C-C spectral cross-sections 

 

8. SUMMARY 
 

Objective decision support was carried out successfully, 
probability of the tube lids’ state (open/closed) was 
indicated transparently. The case study is an example of 
flexible servicing opportunities with IIM technologies, 
where knowledge-based methods increase their importance 
in daily use.  
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ABSTRACT 
Multi-task learning offers capabilities in learning features 
that are similar across the classes (tasks). This paper 
presents the application of Multi-task learning for rapid 
flood disaster response using remote sensing data. In 
particular, it addresses the problem of paucity of ground 
truth during disaster events. In these situations, it is more 
viable to learn from the tasks that are already available and 
have been modeled.  This approach is suitable when classes 
are slightly different or closely related and the knowledge 
that is inherent in the feature representations of these classes 
can be adapted and learned.  In this study the application of 
multitask learning is studied in a pre- and post-flood 
scenario.  
 

Index Terms— Multi-task learning, remote sensing, 
knowledge transfer, flood disaster 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In general, learning algorithms focus on learning a single 
task. Supervised learning algorithms are trained and 
generalized on tasks that are single and specific at a given 
time.  However, when the tasks are related and when some 
features are similar among other tasks, multi-task learning 
improves generalization by using the domain information 
contained in the training data of the related tasks [1] [6].  
One of the ways in which task relatedness is quantified is 
based on the similarity between the distributions that 
underlie these tasks [2], and improve the learning of the 
tasks by shared models or representations [1].  Multi-task 
learning improves performance relative to single task 
learning when the tasks are related [3].  The goal of multi-
task learning is to achieve good feature representation for 
the target domain which can be transferred.  Hence, 
basically the learned features represent knowledge that will 
help in improving the learning performance of the target 
task [9]. The learning process aims to understand those 
features which are common, and those that will help in 
learning the specific tasks.  
   In the remote sensing domain there are several 
applications that would benefit from such a learning 
paradigm. Some examples include various disaster 
scenarios, change detection studies, geospatial database 

updating, rapid response applications, etc.   In this paper we 
focus on flood disaster scenario, in which, given different 
land use / cover classes, one can learn a new class (in a   
disaster affected region) based on the availability of tasks 
that were previously learned. This is highly useful during 
disasters because of the paucity of ground truth due to 
various reasons such as accessibility, logistics, etc.  Hence, 
the ability to transfer the knowledge that is already known 
greatly helps in rapidly identifying the affected regions [4].  
Hence, the ability to improve the accuracy of the 
classification using a small sample size enables to quickly 
assess the scenario.  However, these methods do not always 
provide good accuracies due to the fact that when learning 
multiple tasks together, there might be the problem of 
actually reducing the performance of the learner due to the 
presence of classes that are only remotely or not at all 
related [9].  Hence, careful selection of multiple tasks is 
required for positive transfer of knowledge.  However, this 
is a difficult task, so learning with various combinations 
(subsets) of the tasks is required to understand when there is 
a positive impact on the learning process.  
   In this work, a preliminary assessment of multi-task 
learning from a remote sensing data classification 
perspective is carried out, and in particular an assessment of 
its usefulness for rapid disaster response. We adapt the 
methodology proposed by Andreas et al., [5] for multi-task 
learning to a flood disaster event.  High-resolution remote 
sensing imagery is used to learn multiple flood related tasks. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 
Transfer learning enables learning in closely related 
domains and can be achieved via instances, features, and 
parameters [9] [12].  If the labeled data is available in the 
source domain, supervised methods are used to construct 
feature representations [9].  This feature representation 
transfer is called multitask learning [3]. In feature-
representation-transfer “good” feature representations are 
found to minimize domain divergence and classification or 
regression model error [9].  The following are some of the 
methods employing feature transfer:   

• Lee et al. [10] identified that features have meta-
features that are predictive of their relevance in the 
prediction of a task. The features are modeled as 
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functions of the meta-features using hyper- 
parameters.  Hyper-parameters and feature weights 
are learnt by convex optimization to identify 
relevance structure among the tasks.  This is 
applied for predicting ratings in a collaborative 
filtering task and distinguishing arguments of a 
verb in a sentence.  

•  Raina et al. [11] described an approach to self-
taught learning that uses sparse coding to construct 
higher-level features using the unlabeled data. 
These features form as input representations for the 
classification.   

• Dai et al. [12] presented a text-mining task by 
learning from one domain and applying the learned 
knowledge to another domain.  Co-clustering is 
used to propagate the class structure and 
knowledge between two related domains.  This is 
referred to as multi-domain learning.   

• Ando et al. [13] proposed a semi-supervised 
learning method which learns the most predictive 
low dimensional feature projection from unlabeled 
data using the structural learning algorithm.  This 
was used for text chunking.   

• Sinno et al. [14] proposed a method to find feature 
representation by a learning method called transfer 
component analysis, for domain adaptation.  This 
transforms the data of different domain 
distributions into RKHS.  In the subspace of these 
transfer components, data distributions in different 
domains are close to each other, where one can 
apply standard learning algorithms.  The method is 
applied for WiFi localization and cross domain text 
classification.  A similar approach of transfer 
learning is presented via dimensionality reduction 
[20].  

   The adapted method [5] for this study is based on a 
convex multi-task generalization of the 1-norm single-task 
regularization.  In this method features and tasks are learned 
through the tasks' regression (or classification) functions and 
by a low-dimensional representation for these task 
parameters respectively [5].  Multi task learning is achieved 
by solving an optimization problem such as the one shown 
below: 

min ������	
 , �	|�	
��
�


��

�

	��
+ �‖�‖ 22,1 : � ∈ ℝ�×�!							�1� 

 
   The goal is to learn few features that are common across 
multiple tasks.  The number of common features learned is 
controlled by a regularization parameter, γ.  The first term in 
Equation (1) is the average of the error across the tasks, 
measured according to a prescribed loss function L (square 
loss as defined in [3]).		� is a d×T matrix having the entities 


	[3]. T, denotes the number of tasks and m the number of 
samples in each task i.e., (�	�, �	�),…, (�	� , �	�), where, �	 ∈ ℝ�.  The (2, 1)-norm favors a small number of non-
zero rows in the matrix A, ensuring that common features 
will be selected across the tasks [3].  For the outputs of task 
y, numeric identifier distinct to each class is assigned 
signifying a different class by which the loss is calculated.  
The number of common learned features is given by matrix 
A. So the adapted method learns the features, regression 
parameters, and number of features that are common.  �		denotes a sample of dimension, d=10 i.e. each sample has 
ten different features.			#		denotes the number of samples 
considered and is different for each task.		 T denotes 4 tasks 
and 5 tasks as presented in this paper. 
    
Table.1: Dataset used in the study 
 

Class 
 

Number  of samples 

Agriculture 231 
Flooded agriculture 91 
Water 40 
Barren Lands 158 
Urban settlements 58 

 
Table.2: Features used in the study 
 

Feature 
  

Type 

Texture 
  
 

Contrast 
Angular second moment 
Maximum probability          
Correlation 
IDM    
Variance 
Local entropy  
 

Color  Hue 
Saturation 
Value 
              

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The approach was tested for a coastal flood event occurred 
in Thailand [7] in July 2011.  The Advanced Land Imager 
(ALI) on NASA’s Earth Observing-1 (EO-1) satellite [8] 
acquired the pre-flood imagery (Lat/Long: 100o32'E-
100o35'E/ 14o10'N-14o13'N) on July 11, 2011 and the post-
flood on October 23, 2011.  The spatial resolution is 30m 
for nine multi spectral bands, and 10m for the panchromatic 
band [15].  The goal is to learn the post-disaster event 
(flood) classes using multi-task learning from various other 
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classes.  Figure 1 shows the comparison of pre- and post-
flood images respectively.  These two data sets are used to 
obtain various tasks for the analysis.  Tasks in this study are 
different land use/cover classes in a flood disaster scenario. 
The impact of the number of tasks learned simultaneously 
and the relatedness of the tasks is assessed.  
   In the first set of experiments four tasks are considered, 
viz. Agriculture, Flooded agriculture, Water and Barren 
lands.  In the second set of experiments five tasks are 
considered, i.e. Urban settlements along with the earlier four 
tasks. Samples for each task are listed in Table 1. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Pre- and post-flood images showing Agriculture, 
Flooded agriculture, Barren lands and Water which are 
nearly related tasks. Urban settlements are unrelated when 
learning the task of Flooded agriculture. 
 
   The features consist of texture and color values [16], [17], 
[18], [19] as shown in Table 2.  From the samples in each 
task 70 % are used for training and 30% for testing. We 
used five-fold cross validation, with the regularization 
parameter,	� = {10'�, 10'(	)*	10'+}. The goal is to use 
these four different tasks to learn the Flooded agriculture 
i.e., under the hypothesis that given knowledge of 
agriculture and water, how good is the learning for flooded 
agriculture. In addition we used five tasks to evaluate the 
learning process. 
   Figure 2 shows the comparison of feature learning and 
independent learning, i.e. with feature transfer (Blue line) 
and without using feature transfer (Red line). The plot 
shows the learning error (test error) when more number of 
features are added.  Specifically, the four tasks case is, 

learning the task of Flooded agriculture along with Water, 
Barren lands and Agriculture tasks shown with the number 
of increasing features.  From this process, two things can be 
inferred, first the test error decreases for feature transfer 
learning, second the learning is better than independent 
learning (without feature transfer).  Figure 2 shows the 
average error across tasks given by the loss function L 
(equation (1)) and the values shown are relative.   
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Test error vs. Dimension (	� = {10'�,� of the 
input tasks. Feature (Feat) learning by four tasks compared 
with Independent (Inde) learning.  
 
    To test the effect of including ‘unrelated’ tasks in the 
learning process (with feature transfer), an unrelated task i.e. 
urban settlements was added.  Figure 3 depicts the average 
error across tasks given by the loss function L (equation 
(1)), by feature transfer.  A comparison is shown for 4 task 
and 5 task cases.  For 4 tasks (Blue line) which are nearly 
related, the test error considerably decreases at dimension 
10.  Slight variations were also observed for different values 
of the regularization parameters (not shown here).  For the 5 
tasks case(Red line), when some of the tasks like barren and 
urban settlements are not closely related, learning across the 
tasks shows a considerable error until the convergence is 
finally reached, signifying a negative effect in the learning 
process.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Test error vs. Dimension (	� = {10'�,� of the 
input tasks. It shows the impact of the number of tasks 
simultaneously learned on the test performance as the 
number of features (dimensions) increases.  
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   The variability in Figure 4 depicts the distance of the 
learned features from the actual features. This is indicated in 
terms of Frobenius norm that shows the distance of the 
learned features from the actual input data [5], [3].  As the 
number of tasks increases (or) the number of related tasks 
increases (or) the number of features increase, this measure 
decreases indicating the quality of features learned. Related 
and more tasks lead to better estimates of the features and 
quality of the features learned.  This is shown for the 
regularization parameter,	� = 	 {10'�,. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.  Quality of the learned features: Frobenius norm 
vs. Dimension of the input tasks.  
 
   From the above illustrations, it can be observed that 
related tasks or related features in the tasks would yield less 
error in the learning process.  
 
4.  CONCLUSION 
 
Remote sensing based disaster management applications 
will benefit from Multi-task learning through which it is 
possible to transfer knowledge between multiple related 
tasks and perform simultaneous learning.  Preliminary study 
of the potential of this learning method seems to provide 
fairly good results. In the future analysis, understanding the 
effect of the features considered and their impact on multi-
task learning will be evaluated.  More number of diverse 
tasks needs to be considered, and their interactions studied 
to provide a better assessment of the approach.    
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SERVICE-BASED NEAR REAL-TIME SATELLITE IMAGE ACCESS 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Spacemetric is developing a demonstrator for near real-time 
satellite image access services within the framework of the 
NGI (Near Real-Time Geo-annotated Imagery) project 
funded by the European Space Agency (ESA). This aims to 
show that new imagery can be as readily available as the 
fixed and ageing layers of satellite and airborne data that 
feature in many online search services. This new capability 
is expected to help applications such as rapid response and 
“now-casting” where timely data access is key and delays 
have previously been a hindrance. The approach combines 
“virtual sensor models” based on rigorous photogrammetry 
with multi-threaded, on-the-fly processing techniques and 
online service protocols. This enables raw sensor imagery to 
be rapidly transformed directly into map-compatible form 
and be accessed by the user, either via online services or 
delivered as a traditional image product. Initial solutions 
using this approach support the NigeriaSat-2 mission 
launched in August 2012, as well as airborne imaging 
sensors. The methods are generic and can be applied to 
satellite imagers, to airborne cameras, and even to video 
data generated by unmanned drones. 
 

Index Terms — Virtual sensor model, physical sensor 
modelling, near real-time, online data access. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Today’s satellite ground segments most often process their 
data in batches into standard products. Typically the data is 
passed through the process in large chunks such as “scenes” 
or in longer strips that correspond to a single continuous 
data dump to a ground station. These results are then 
catalogued and presented to users via a download service. 
This is efficient when many users want access to most of the 
data and if the same data is accessed many times by 
different customers. But particularly for applications of 
higher-resolution data only a portion of a given image is 
typically needed so waiting for an entire batch to finish 
means a lengthy delay in the time from sensing until the 
image is in the user’s hands.  
 
Users are typically interested in particular geographical 
locations that have no respect for the satellite-oriented 
division of imagery into scenes. Their “area of interest” may 
correspond to only part of one image, or might perhaps be a 

combination of parts of several images. Meanwhile, the 
authors believe that an alternative, service-oriented 
infrastructure can provide the flexibility needed to meet 
these needs and effectively offer the opportunity for “mass 
customisation” of satellite image products. Most 
deployments of services focus only on the delivery stage of 
the value chain but this is not sufficient to enable a new 
generation of user-responsive services for access to 
geospatial imagery. 
 

2. SERVICE-ORIENTED APPROACH 
 
Today there is significant use of services for dissemination 
of data, but this is most often just an add-on, such as product 
download, that follows an initial batch processing. What is 
required for faster data access is an increased upstream 
penetration of service-oriented processing (Figure 1). The 
aim is that services should eventually penetrate throughout 
the entire processing chain.  
 
In the NGI project the service concept extends beyond just 
retrieval of finished products. Instead it involves the user in 
the definition, creation and refinement of the products they 
access. Exposing this service to the user means that much of 
the time-consuming batch processing is unnecessary. Indeed 
the only step required to enable data access is to expose 
sufficient metadata to enable a search and browse service. 
 
The fundamental goal of satellite photogrammetry is to 
relate an image pixel to its correct location on the Earth’s 
surface. An analytical model provides a complete 

 
Figure 1 – Increasing upstream penetration of services 
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description of the path by which the light travelled from the 
Earth’s surface to reach the sensor focal plane [13]. While 
not a new technique, the combination of this physical 
modelling with modern computing power enables the 
traditional process of discrete processing stages to be 
combined into a single calculation. This “virtual sensor 
model” compresses the whole processing chain, from as 
near as possible to the sensor to the final orthoimage, or 
mosaic, into a single processing step. This is achieved 
thanks to a metadata “recipe”, built from ingredients that are 
both inherent to the imagery and from inputs by the user. 
The former consist of the metadata provided with the image 
data (e.g. platform position, attitude and timing information) 
and the rigorous line-of-sight model that is derived from it. 
Inputs from the user include their preferences for things 
such as any fine adjustments to image geometry, the extent 
of the final product, the map system to be used and how to 
combine multiple images into a mosaic. All of this 
information is also described in metadata and, although it is 
complex, it is fast to compute. 
 
Time gains arise on the one hand from only processing the 
pixels that are needed in the output. Then there is only a 
single processing step needed, going directly from source 
data to the end product. And finally, the processing is highly 
parallelised and scalable, using a common process whether 
the output is via a web service or a product file. 
 

3. NGI PROJECT 
 
The NGI project is a technology demonstration being led by 
Spacemetric on behalf of the European Space Agency and 
carried out with partners SSC, Metria and Magellium Ltd. It 
aims to demonstrate a generic approach to providing very 
rapid, user-driven access to satellite imagery to support 
time-critical workflows. The main focus in the project is 
extending the service-orientation to elements farther 
upstream (Figure 1). Previous work by Spacemetric has 
included one-off demonstrations of rapid data delivery 
technology [3, 6] while the NGI project will demonstrate 
application scenarios driven by user requirements. These 
build upon Spacemetric’s extensive experience of providing 
operational solutions for Earth observation satellites 
including ground processing for the Disaster Monitoring 
Constellation [1, 5]. 
 
In the NGI approach the satellite gathers imagery and 
downlinks it to the Earth receiving station. Some initial pre-
processing occurs immediately after data reception before it 
is ingested into the NGI System. The NGI Server is 
typically co-located with the ground station and stores and 
catalogues the data. This component provides the NGI 
Services that are accessible by NGI Clients located 
anywhere on the Internet. Spacemetric’s Keystone software 
is providing the core of the NGI System that is being 

extended to support the enhanced capabilities of the NGI 
Services. 

 
4. NGI SERVICES 

 
The NGI System provides User Services and Business 
Services. Eight Business Services provide fundamental 
process logic. They have transactional responsibility and 
own the information in each service. The User Services are 
a middleware that combine the Business Services in 
different ways to deliver specific functionality.  
 
The NGI User Services include: 

• Catalogue search and browse 
• Image visualisation and zoom 
• Collaborative viewing and image annotation 
• Image notifications 
• User tailoring of image geometry 
• Ordering service. 

 
The full capabilities of the NGI User Services are accessible 
via the Keystone API. A subset of these services are 
available through supported Open Geospatial Consortiun 
(OGC) protocols: 

• Catalogue web services, CSW [2] 
• OpenSearch [7] 
• Web mapping service, WMS [10, 11 and 12] 
• Web feature service, WFS [9] 
• Ordering Services [8]. 

 
Product delivery from NGI uses established formats 
including BIL/BIP/BSQ and GeoTIFF with available 
metadata formats including Dimap, GML and ISO19115. 
 

5. NGI CLIENTS 
 
User clients access the services offered by the NGI Server. 
The NGI project will provide three different clients that 
each serves a particular purpose: 

1. NGI Client (Keystone Console) 
2. NGI web client (Keystone Portal) 
3. NGI web client (WebGL). 

 
In addition to these, key elements of the NGI functionality is 
accessible by third-party clients implementing the OGC 
interfaces supported by NGI. 
 
The Keystone Console provides the principal NGI Client. 
This is the workhorse client to the Keystone Server that sits 
at the core of the NGI System. It is an Eclipse-based client 
that incorporates the NASA World Wind SDK to provide a 
3D map view. It is able to accesses the majority of User 
Services. To support this the Keystone Console is integrated 
with the NGI Server via the Keystone API.  
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The Keystone Portal is a simpler, web-based client for 
searching and displaying images on a global map 
background. It provides viewing at different zoom levels 
including full-resolution as well as enabling the user to 
order products for download.  
 
The WebGL client is a web-based client that provides a 3D 
image presentation. It has less functionality that the other 
clients but can be used as an effective demonstration view 
where it show “slideshows” of recently acquired imagery.  
 

6. NGI USE SCENARIOS 
 

A number of use scenarios have been identified by the NGI 
project where user requirements indicate that rapid data 
delivery offers added value and there is an available source 
of relevant imagery. These scenarios include: 

• Hot Spot Monitoring (crisis monitoring) 
• Emergency Response (one-off) 
• Public Use Scenario. 

The scenarios identified typically involve several of the NGI 
Services (see Table 1). Daily Wide Area Monitoring 
Scenario (regional monitoring) requirement is a standing 
order for acquisition of daily data during several months 
covering a predefined area. Meanwhile, the Hot Spot 
Monitoring Scenario (crisis monitoring) is a scenario 
triggered in response to a specific event with a subsequent 
need for satellite tasking for monitoring of a small area 

defined prior to the satellite pass. The Emergency Response 
Scenario (one-off) is similar to the Hot Spot scenario in that 
some aspects of the triggering event and the need for data 
acquisition can be very urgent. On the other hand, the area 
coverage is usually larger while the spatial accuracy needs 
to be higher for the emergency product. Finally, the Public 
use scenario is a limited, predefined user service with a 
large number of unknown end-users. 

 
7. NGI DEMONSTRATIONS 

 
A key aim of the NGI project is the demonstration of the use 
scenarios. A demonstration of daily wide area monitoring 
originally planned with the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute (SMHI) was abandoned following the 
failure of Envisat. Meanwhile a Hot Spot Monitoring 
(HSM) scenario is being planned in cooperation with a 
national radiation protection authority. It will use VHR 
(Very High Resolution) satellite data to monitor structural 
changes at nuclear facilities. Finally, a Public demonstration 
is expected to form part of a workshop to be organised with 
ESA. 
 
An early demonstration of an NGI System prototype already 
took place in June 2012 during the 12th International 
Conference on Space Operations [4]. This involved 
cooperation with Astrium GEO-Information Services and 
DMCii Ltd, who operate the Pléiades and UK-DMC2 
satellites respectively. Images were acquired over the 
Stockholm Waterfront venue and downlinked to the Esrange 
ground station in Kiruna, operated by SSC. This was the 
first end-to-end demonstration involving all partners and 
was used to highlight bottlenecks before the refinements 
envisaged in the NGI project have been implemented. 
Nonetheless the event showed the feasibility of accessing 
imagery from the two different missions through a common 
service interface consisting of catalogue, web mapping and 
product ordering services with a latency of under two hours 
from download of data from the satellite to the ground.  
 

8. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
 
The work within the NGI project is building upon a firm 
foundation already established by Spacemetric within the 
company’s Keystone Image Management System. The 

 
 
Figure 2 – NGI Client with 3D map vie w 

Service 
Scenario 

Search & 
browse  

Composition 
service 

Map service Notification 
service 

Ordering 
service 

Collaboration 
service 

Hot-spot 
monitoring  

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Public use Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 

* These services are available but it is not foreseen that they will be used within the scenario. 

Table 1 – NGI Services used in the various scenarios.  
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service-oriented approach and use of advanced techniques, 
including virtual sensor modelling and on-the-fly 
processing, are being extended within the NGI project and 
being implemented in a number of clearly identified 
applications. Rapid data access is being enabled through a 
well-defined set of services that provide a generic 
framework for effective access to satellite imagery. 
 
The NGI project represents an important step in the process 
of increasing the upstream penetration of a service-oriented 
approach to provision of satellite imagery. Future efforts 
will focus upon promoting the broader adoption of this 
approach by satellite manufacturers and satellite operators 
as a way to enable a greater flexibility and responsiveness to 
constantly changing user needs. 
 

9. ABOUT THE AUTHOR ORGANISATIONS 
 
Spacemetric (www.spacemetric.com) has an established 
track record in providing operational systems for managing 
and processing a wide range of satellite and airborne 
imagery. Examples include the infrastructure in Sweden 
(saccess.lantmateriet.se) and Denmark (saccess.dk) offering 
online search, ordering and download of products from 
national archives of satellite imagery and the payload data 
ground segments for the Disaster Monitoring Constellation 
of satellites operated by DMCii Limited (www.dmcii.com), 
Deimos Imaging (www.deimos-imaging.com) and the 
National Space Research and Development Agency 
(NASRDA) of Nigeria (www.nasrda.gov.ng). Meanwhile, 
for the European Commission, Spacemetric has provided 
and maintains satellite image management infrastructure 
within the Community Image Data Portal 
(cidportal.jrc.ec.europa.eu) for the Control with Remote 
Sensing (CwRS) activity of the Joint Research Centre.  
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Figure 3 – Pleiades satellite. Courtesy: CNES © 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Landscape in itself is a complex territorial entity. 
Bordering, description and analysis of landscapes are 
difficult without integration and development of new 
technologies. Earth Observation datasets provide new data 
sources which make higher level decision support 
accessible for landscape planning. Landscape diversity is a 
very important parameter of the description of landscapes 
as it defines ecological, economical and aesthetical values 
of the piece of land. In this paper Image Information 
Mining steps of landscape diversity measurement are 
introduced. There are also provided the main factors of 
landscape diversity and the EO technologies that could be 
assigned to the monitoring of them. Among these factors 
the local quality of landscape diversity is highlighted, 
which is the most exciting item from the point of image 
information mining.   
 

Index Terms— landscape diversity, edges, quality, 
VHR MS, geographic analogies 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Article 6 of European Landscape Convention (Florence, 
20.10.2000), as a special measure, it is written, that 
landscapes must be identified, analysed in their 
characteristics and monitored for changes. One of the most 
important parameters of landscapes is their diversity, which 
is also in quite strong correlation with their potentials 
(economic, ecologic, aesthetic). Methods and tools must be 
developed for operative analysis and monitoring of (at 
least) European landscapes’ diversity. 
 

2. LANDSCAPE DIVERSITY AS A PAREMETER 
 
From the two main landscape definitions [1-2] with the 
respect of the biodiversity concept [3] I formed the 
following landscape diversity definition: Landscape 
diversity means the variability among complex territorial 
entities originating from the interaction of nature and 
society; this includes variability within landscapes 
(diversity of landscape elements), variability of landscapes 

(diversity among landscape elements) and also the 
variability among landscapes (land use). 
 It must be observed, that the Article 6 of European 
Landscape Convention demands far more objective 
description, analysis and monitoring of the landscapes and 
inherently of their diversity than the definition above 
allows. Article 6 demands for regular monitoring and 
analysis, based on objectively gained basic data! Image 
information mining is a perfect tool for this challenge, and 
it also has the theoretic background: “Landscape is a 
cultural construction, expressing itself in images, 
associations and imaginations” [4].  
 

3. MAIN EO FACTORS OF LANDSCAPE 
DIVERSITY 

 
As it from the definition of landscape diversity can be seen, 
we have to take its multilevel concept into consideration, 
when trying to measure it in comformity with Article 6 of 
European Landscape Convention. These different scales of 
landscape diversity need different approach from the side of 
IIM. These scales are the followings: 

 S1. Diversity of landscape elements; 
 S2. Diversity of landscapes; 
 S3. Diversity of land use. 
These scales can be correlated to the following 

landscape diversity EO factors, which are accessible for IIM 
technologies: 

 S1. Homogeneity of landscape elements; 
 S2. Territorial quantity of edge effect; 
 S2. Local quality of edge effect; 
 S3. Dynamic modelling of land use changes;  

 
4. IIM TECHNOLOGIES OF FACTOR 

MEASUREMENTS  
 
It must be emphasized that landscape diversity must be 
measured on basic data source in order to gain repeatable 
and objective results, which will be comparable with the 
results of future measurements. That is why EO datasets are 
used as basic data, containing information of relief and 
different land covers.  
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4.1. Homogeneity of landscape elements 
 
When speaking about IIM methods of measuring 
homogeneity of landscape elements, we have to separate 
measuring relief or land cover conditions. As DEM 
extraction is a well developed segment [5], which is able to 
produce and analyze more than adequate information for 
landscape planning and for landscape ecology (dynamic 
modelling of elevation reached the level of cm/year [6]), 
homogeneity measurement of land  covers must be taken 
into focus. 
 Before discussing IIM measurement intentions of 
landscape element homogeneity, it must be admitted that 
this homogeneity defines powerfully land cover–land use 
conversion. This point was also highlighted in the last 
year’s research defining methodology of OPS (Optimized 
Pattern Size) of land cover–land use conversion [7].  
 
4.1.1. IIM intention to measure homogeneity of landscape 
elements 
 
Fortunately IIM mining has already adequate automated 
solution for extracting homogeneity/heterogeneity of 
landscape elements. SAR datasets contain high definition 
information about texture of the land surface. Extraction of 
this information already has preceding research results [8], 
innovative intentions have already reached the level of 
automation. Active remote sensing SAR polarimetry 
approaches with great velocity to the production level of 
land cover classification with MS images [9].    

Cloude-Pottier decomposition of polarimetric SAR 
data is a method to support land cover classification [10]. 
During this α/H/A decomposition H layer is extracted to 
stand for entropy (α is intensity of backscatter, A is 
anisotropy) – a description of the heterogeneity of the land 
surface. Depending on the spatial resolution and the 
wavelength of a SAR sensor this extracted H layer (with 
values between 0 and 1) is a good indicator of the 
homogeneity of different landscape elements. X-Band SAR 
data is well applicable in urban landscapes, L-Band data 
sources can provide landscape element homogeneity 
information of rural landscapes. This information is 
descriptive, when land cover segmentation precedes the 
extraction of H values. 
 
4.1.2. IIM case study of measuring homogeneity of 
landscape elements 
 
With the use of ALOS/PALSAR L-Band (1270 MHz) 
polarimetric (HH+HV+VH+VV) SAR 2011 dataset (spatial 
resolution: 30 m in range; 10 m in azimuth) a case study 

was carried out on the border of Hungary and Serbia. α/H/A 
decomposition was carried out in PolSARPro (ESA) 
environment.  

As it in Figure 1 can be observed, on the 
visualization of H (entropy) layer the administrative 
country border is marked out by spatial distribution of 
overall landscape homogeneity values (in Serbia overall 
values of landscape entropy is much lower than in 
Hungary). The originally continuous landscape is separated 
in its texture by administrative border line, due to last 
decades different national landscape management activities: 
(re-) distributed parcel system, agricultural production 
systems, agricultural protective forestation etc.  

 

 
Figure 1 – Entropy on the Hungarian-Serbian border (red: high, 

blue: low entropy values) 
 

It is also very exciting, that this tendency changes into its 
contrary, when analyzing entropy values of landscape 
elements separately: agricultural parcels on the Serbian side 
are much more diverse in their texture than the Hungarian 
ones. This case study highlighted the multilevel concept of 
landscape diversity and emphasized the importance of scale 
factor. 
 
4.2. Territorial quantity of edge effect 
 
Edges are the bordering lines of land cover patches. Edge 
effect [11] means that those landscapes are the most divers 
ones, that have the longest land cover bordering lines 
within spatial units (for instance in square kilometres). 
 The territorial quantity of edge effects is a positive 
phenomenon both from the point of nature (landscape 
ecology) and from the point of the society (landscape 
aesthetics, economic potential of landscapes). Kiemstedt 
described the strong correlation between territorial quantity 
of edge effect and touristic adequacy. [12]    
 

4.2.1. IIM intention to measure territorial quantity of edge 
effect 
 

Measurement of territorial quantity of edge effect assumes 
the classification of the land cover. After this classification, 
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the perimeters of different land cover types are standing for 
the edges.  According to the Kiemstedt method, this 
classification and perimeter measurement was executed 
manually on 1:25 000 topographic maps in 1 sqkm tiles. 

Within a KEO (Knowledge-based Earth 
Observation, admin: ESA [13]) application definition 
Kiemstedt method was automated and developed to use 
VHR MS EO images [14-15].  
 
4.2.2. IIM case study of measuring territorial quantity of 
edge effect 
 
Automated application was tested with the use of 
KOMPSAT-2 VHR 4-Band bundle image (resolution 1 m 
PAN, 4 m MS) and SRTM-90 DEM. Test site was situated 
in a Hungarian periphery region (Csurgói kistérség) where 
touristic development has priority in regional programs.   

Validation of test results were carried out with the 
use of manually interpreted DOPs, simulating original 
extraction methodology. Statistic comparison of Kiemstedt 
factor values of test and validation datasets showed that the 
application is adequate for decision support, however still 
suffers from discrepancies. As forest land cover was 
extracted in numerous small patches in KIM (Knowledge-
based Information Mining) subsystem of KEO, and manual 
validation process bordered forest in several huge patches, 
the quantity of forest edges differed from each other 
significantly (Pearson’s correlation 0,249; significance 
level: SL=0,163), while area of the forest was almost 
similar (Pearson’s correlation 0,766; SL=2,048E-7). It is a 
clear failure from the side of the automation intention. 
However, from the side of landscape diversity measurement 
the validation result should be re-evaluated.  

It is a semantic question which is the right forest 
edge length value: the test values, originating from small 
land cover patches, or the validation values, derived from 
huge land use-like patches. However, if we assume that 
edges are the perimeters/borderlines of land covers and not 
of land use, it seems to be legit, that test values model 
landscape diversity even better than manual interpretation 
itself.    

 

4.3. Local quality of edge effect 
 

Idea of edge effect is coming from landscape ecology [11] 
where it was discovered, that in these edges (in the 
bordering line of two land cover patches) α biodiversity 
[16] (spatial number of species) is higher than in the 
surroundings. This phenomenon should be reasoned with 
that these edges have higher landscape potential, than their 
surroundings: in these edges living creatures can benefit 
from both neighbouring land covers – land covers are 

overlapping each other.  Width of this overlap is referring 
to the strength/quality of edge effect. Measuring local 
quality of edge effect with IIM tools means extracting width 
of overlapping of neighbouring land covers from remotely 
sensed datasets.  
 
4.3.1. IIM intention to measure local quality of edge effect 
 
Such as land cover classification, image information 
extraction of width of edges (the overlap of land covers, 
where the spectral backscatter differ from both land cover 
patches) should be scale independent and source 
independent [17] as well. Adequate EO datasets should 
describe differentiating information of land covers: spectral 
conditions, elevation, and texture. Recently accessible 
spatial resolution of data collection allows only spectral 
(VHR MS) analysis of width of edges (0,5-2 m pixel size is 
needed to get statistically eligible number of independent 
samples).      
 

4.3.2. IIM case study of measuring local quality of edge 
effect 
 

With the use of WV-2 4-Band bundle VHR image (spatial 
resolution 1,2 m pansharpened MS)  a case study was 
carried out to measure the local quality of edge effect: the 
width of forest–grassland edges in Saarland (Germany). 
Forest and grassland land covers were chosen as their 
border line is a permanent source of edge effect. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Sample field for measuring edge width  

 

Samples, similar to the one in Figure 2 were chosen in the 
region. It was a criteria to avoid shadowed edges. In these 
sample sites spectral cross-sections (yellow lines in Figure 
2) were taken and exported into numeric form. The statistic 
analysis of these cross-sections aimed to discover the 
relation between the position of pixels in the cross-section 
and their spectral characteristics. However, first, these 
cross-sections had to be shifted to each other, as naturally 
the edge line can never be a totally straight line – the 
position of the pixels is relative. A small shifting module 
was developed to straighten the edge lines according to the 
maximization of the similarity of spectral cross-sections.  
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After this, general spectral characteristics of the 
analyzed edges could be extracted [Figure 3]. In the sample 
of the case study in Figure 2 the width of forest-grassland 
edge was computed: 23 pixels (st. dev. 1,97), which is 27,6 
m. The width of edges became objectively measurable, 
which describes the local quality of edge effect. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Spectral reflectance of the (average) cross-section, 
computed by the shifting of cross-sections of the sample area.  

 

4.4. Dynamic modelling of landscape diversity changes: 
next milestone of ongoing research   
 

With the utilization of measurement methodology of local 
quality of edge effect, new research step is going to be 
carried out in the next year. Width of edge effect will be 
measured on geographically analogue sites [18] to get 
information about climate change effect on landscape 
diversity. Test sites are chosen in nature protection areas of 
the geographically analogue regions [18], because in these 
areas protection of landscape diversity (and related 
biodiversity) has great importance. These test sites will be 
the followings, where the width of forest-grassland edges 
will be measured: 

1. (2041-2070) Bory Tuchoskie NP; Kampinosky NP; 
Poleski NP; Roztoczanski NP (PL) 

2. (2011-2040) Ujscie Worty NP; Wielkopolsi NP 
(PL) 

3. (1951-1990) Hortobágyi NP (HU) 
4. (2011-2040) Fruska Gora NP (SRB); Cheile 

Bicazului-Hasmas NP (RO) 
5. (2041-2070) Pirin NP (BG); Lake Kerini area 

(GR) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Increasing amount of Very High Resolution (VHR) data requires 
new methods of information mining. In this paper we describe 
applicability of multifractal theory for VHR panchromatic image 
analysis. The aim of the study was to examine if selected 
multifractal parameters can be considered as efficient features 
describing the image. We used them as input attributes to decision 
trees routine. First results show that degree of multifractality used 
together with other histogram-based features increases overall 
classification accuracy.  
 

Index Terms— image data mining, remote sensing, 
multifractals, content-based image retrieval, decision trees 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) can be defined as “any 
technology that in principle helps to organize digital picture 
archives by their visual content” [3]. Following this way of 
thinking, CBIR research includes both designing of sophisticated 
image searching engines and searching for content-based image 
descriptors. The latter are the image features (or characteristics) 
derived mainly from image properties such as color, shape and 
texture. These features can be calculated on global level (from 
the entire image) or based on different image partitions (weak 
segmentation, strong segmentation) up to the local level of small 
pixel group defined by fixed or moving windows [3, 5,16]. In case 
of remotely sensed and medical images, textural features are 
considered especially important. 

Fractal theory, initially developed by Mandelbrot [9], gave 
a new approach in many fields of digital image processing. Fractal 
analysis, as one of the texture analysis techniques, prove its 
usefulness as a descriptor of the image content [3, 16]. Fractals has 
been already used for generation of image spatial indices and 
retrieval system purposes [ 4, 5, 10, 11, 15, 20]. 

Global characterization of the image texture is one of main 
applications of fractals in analysis of remotely sensed images. 
However, it is not possible to accurately describe image textures 
and achieve satisfactory classification results based on fractal-
based texture discrimination only [18]. One of the reasons is that 
remote sensing images (as most of non-artificial data) have 
inhomogeneous scaling properties.  

Multifractal formalism, as the generalization of the fractal 
geometry, has been proposed  in order to more adequately describe 
that kind of data and mentioned as possibly more suited to texture 
characterization in the case of remote sensing imagery [6, 18, 22]. 
Multifractals are mainly used for description of artificial texture 
images [23] or medical data [17]. They has been also tested for 

retrieval of natural photos [24]. In case of satellite images there are 
few studies in this area, mainly related with radar imagery. Some 
works suggest that it can be also successfully applied to optical 
images acquired by different sensors [12, 21]. It is worth noting, 
that in literature we can find different multifractal signatures for 
image: both traditional generalized dimensions or singularity 
spectra as if their modifications [19, 23, 24]. However, multifractal 
functions determined for images are not always considered in 
a complex way and quantitative parameters related to them are not 
used. Transition from form of those functions to so called 
multifractality level allows for example usage of multifractal as 
a global characteristic of the data and automation of the image 
analysis process. Generally, multifractals can be applied to 
characterize the image content on different levels – from local to 
global. It seems to be especially important for CBIR applications. 

Therefore, the aim of our present study is to investigate 
usefulness of the selected multifractal parameters as global features 
describing the content of high-resolution satellite images in 
the context of CBIR. We expect that it is possible to classify 
the remotely sensed image to broad categories related to the land 
cover type prevailing inside the imaged area, based on multifractal 
parameters computed for the entire image.  
 

2.DATA 
 

The test data consist of two VHR panchromatic EROS-A 
satellite images. These are two neighborhood, partially overlapping 
scenes of Krakow area (south Poland) acquired on 10th and 15th 
October 2007. Images were acquired with similar pointing angles 
and ground sample distances and orthorectified using orbital 
model. Image database consist of the 512x512 pixel orthoimage 
tiles. To make more images available for the study, 
the ortophotomaps were cut into tiles twice. The second set of tiles 
was cut with the origin shifted 256 pixels east and 256 pixels north. 
 Images used in this study were acquired for the purpose of 
landscape ecological research and used as a source data for detailed 
(4th level of Corine Land Cover classification scheme) landuse 
database created by photo interpretation. We have used these data, 
but in more general level of CLC1. The percentage of landuse 
CLC1 classes coverage was calculated for every image tile. Each 
tile was labeled based on the prevailing landuse category.  

  
3.METHOD 

 
3.1. Multifractal parameters 
 
In our analysis we consider generalized dimensions, ��, as 
depicted in Figure 1a, and the multifractal spectrum �(�) sketched 
in Figure 1b [6], as well as quantitative parameters strictly 
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connected with these two functions. The generalized dimensions 
�� are calculated as a function of a continuous index �, where 
�∞ 
 � 
 ∞ [7]. This index � can be compared to a microscope 
for exploring different regions of the considered image. Function 
��, with the degree of multifractality defined as ∆� |��� � ���| 
quantify complexity (deviation from a simple self-similarity) of a 
given data [22]. An alternative description can be formulated by 
using the singularity spectrum �(�) as a function of the singularity 
strength �. Exponent	� describes the local irregularity, while 
values of �(�) the global distribution of the irregularity in the 
whole scene. Moreover, �min and �max denote the strongest and 
weakest singularities correspondingly. 

There are several techniques to calculate the generalized 
dimensions or multifractal spectra [1, 2, 23]. Here, the standard 
box-counting method has been applied and validated using 
artificial multifractal images [13]. In the first step of analysis 
an image is divided into boxes of size � � �. Next, for each box 
following multifractal measure is calculated: 
 

��(�) �
��(�)

∑ ��(�)
�(�)

���

		, 

 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Typical curve of the generalized dimensions �� 

as nonlinear function for multifractals (continuous line); (b)The 
singularity multifractal spectrum �(�) versus the singularity 
strength � 
 
where � � 1,… , (�) � 2" 	labels the individual boxes of size	�. 
Here ��(�) denotes three different measures: ��

SUM(�) �

∑ #($, %)(&,')∈)*
, ��

MAX(�) � max(&,')∈)* #($, %) and ��
DBC(�) �

max(&,')∈)*|.($, %)|, where #($, %) is a gray-scale intensity at point 
($, %),	Ω0 is a set of all pixels ($, %) in the ith box and 
.($, %)denotes the deviation of gray levels in box i. It should be 
underlined that we examine three measures (SUM, MAX, DBC) 
and they behavior on different images [17]. In the second step of 
our analysis, by considering the scaling of the partition function 

1(�, �) � ∑ (��(�))
��(�)

��� 	with the box length � → 0 and  (�) →
∞, we obtain generalized dimensions. Next, the singularity 
multifractal spectrum using the Legendre transformation is 
calculated [6, 22].  

Finally, as a result of multifractal analysis performed for each 
image we obtain the following set of parameters: ∆ (the degree of 
multifractality), ∆4 (the degree of multifractality for � 5 0), �min 
and �max (strongest and weakest singularities correspondingly).  
Note, that these parameters state quantitative and global 
characteristics used to compare complexity of images. 
Additionally, we also examine standard statistical properties of all 
analyzed image tiles e.g. the mean, variance, skewness and 

kurtosis. These moments, together with multifractal parameters, are 
used afterwards for construction of automatic classification 
procedure based on the decision tree method.  

 
3.2. Classification with decision trees 
 
Supervised classification is one of the techniques used for 
the purpose of fast and accurate image retrieval as well as 
automatic indexation of images in image database. Classification 
techniques can be especially beneficial in case of remotely sensed 
imagery database, when labelled training samples are available [3]. 

Different classification methods have been used in CBIR 
framework [3]. We have applied decision tree approach. 
The method has good computational efficiency and obtained tree 
can be presented as a set of easily interpretable rules. It has been 
already used for the semantic labelling of satellite images [8]. 
In our study, the classification was done using See5 software (Rel. 
2.07). The software generates decision trees based on C5.0 
algorithm, improved commercial version of well-known C4.5 [14].  

To evaluate the applicability of proposed multifractal image 
descriptors, we compared the performance of classifiers 
constructed based on four different sets of global image features: 
Set 1: all computed image characteristics: mean, variance, 
skewness, kurtosis, ∆SUM, ∆MAX, ∆DBC,  ∆pSUM, ∆pMAX , ∆pDBC, αmin, 
αmax, f(αmin), f(αmax), αmax-αmin; 
Set 2: ∆pSUM and ∆pDBC; 
Set 3: ∆pSUM, ∆pDBC, mean and variance; 
Set 4: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. 

We use the same settings for classifiers construction. Based on 
several tests performed we decided to use boosting with ten trials 
and fuzzy thresholds. We also set the ‘Pruning CF’ to 10% to 
increase severity of pruning. 

In case of boosting, several classifiers are generated and 
combined to improve predictive accuracy. Using fuzzy threshold 
option causes softening of split tests for continuous attributes. 
If attribute value is close to the threshold both tree branches are 
evaluated and the results combined probabilistically. 
 
3.3. Evaluation 
 
To assess and compare the classification results we calculated 
the overall classification accuracy and two standard measures used 
for evaluation of image retrieval – the precision and the recall [16]. 
The overall classification accuracy can be computed as the total 
number of correct class predictions divided by the total number of 
classified instances. The precision measures how many returned 
images are indeed relevant for the query. The recall shows 
the fraction of relevant images returned by the query. The precision 

p and the recall r can be defined as � �
|6∩8|

|6|
 and 9 �

|6∩8|

|8|
 

respectively, where A is the set of images retrieved in response to 
the query and R is the set of relevant images in the database [16]. 
While overall classification accuracy is measured based on all 
classification results, precision and recall measures are calculated 
for every class separately.  
 

4. RESULTS 
 
Image database consisted from following sets of images: 
E1 – 262 image tiles cut from Scene 1; 
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E1s – 259 image tiles cut from Scene 1 with shifted origins; 
E2 – 344 image tiles cut from Scene 2; 
E2s – 349 image tiles cut from Scene 2 with shifted origins. 
Each image tile was labeled after one of three classes, related to 
prevailing landuse CLC1 category in the imaged area: urbanized, 
agriculture, forest. Distribution of categories in particular image 
sets is presented in Table 1. 
 

Class E1 E1s E2 E2s 
Urbanized 40 35 25 24 
Agriculture 199 204 298 308 

Forest 23 20 21 17 

Table 1: Distribution of categories in image database 
 

To eliminate the possibility of using overlapping tiles as 
training and test data at the same time, in our study we have used 
these image data sets as follows: 
Approach 1: set E1 as training data and set E2s as test data; 
Approach 2: set E2s as training data and set E1 as test data; 
Approach 3: combined image sets E1 and E2s as training data and 
combined image sets E1s and E2 as test data. 

Based on the classification results (presented in Tables 2-4) 
we can say that the best performance was achieved when 
the images were characterized by selected multifractal parameters 
accompanied by selected histogram-based image features. Using 
solely two multifractal descriptors allows for better image labeling 
than based only on histogram derived characteristics. It also gave 
better results than classification based on all calculated parameters. 
 
Image feature set: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 
Approach 1 0.868 0.905 0.914 0.885 
Approach 2 0.882 0.874 0.897 0.824 
Approach 3 0.930 0.925 0.925 0.907 

Table 2: Overall classification accuracy 
 

Image feature set: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 

Approach 1 
Urbanized 0.36 0.55 0.54 0.42 
Agriculture 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.94 
Forest 0.86 0.67 0.75 0.70 

Approach 2 
Urbanized 0.78 0.73 0.78 0.69 
Agriculture 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.84 
Forest 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.76 

Approach 3 
Urbanized 0.82 0.82 0.77 0.79 
Agriculture 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.92 
Forest 0.85 0.79 0.76 0.81 

Table 3: Precision 
Image feature set: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 

Approach 1 
Urbanized 0.75 0.71 0.75 0.58 
Agriculture 0.90 0.96 0.96 0.94 
Forest 0.35 0.24 0.35 0.41 

Approach 2 
Urbanized 0.45 0.60 0.62 0.28 
Agriculture 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.96 
Forest 0.78 0.56 0.78 0.56 

Approach 3 
Urbanized 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.62 
Agriculture 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Forest 0.54 0.56 0.63 0.54 

Table 4: Recall 
 

 Taking into account the structure of our test database, we can 
assume that one would like to use image data mining technology to 
quickly and possibly completely retrieve image tiles with 
urbanized or forested parts of the area. The accuracy of such task 
could be increased when taking the advantage of variable 
misclassification cost functionality offered by applied decision tree 
generation algorithm. We have tested this by assuming that the cost 
of misclassification of these classes as other ones is ten times 
higher than the cost of misclassification of agriculture class as 
urbanized or forest. The results are presented in Table 5. 
Improvement in recall rate for classes “urbanized” and “forest” is 
noticeable especially when classification was based on two 
selected multifractal image descriptors. 
  

Image feature set: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 

Approach 1 
Urbanized 0.79 0.88 0.92 0.83 
Agriculture 0.72 0.68 0.90 0.80 
Forest 0.29 0.65 0.47 0.59 

Approach 2 
Urbanized 0.72 0.82 0.82 0.80 
Agriculture 0.87 0.74 0.90 0.77 
Forest 0.91 0.91 0.87 0.78 

Approach 3 
Urbanized 0.87 0.90 0.88 0.75 
Agriculture 0.67 0.72 0.86 0.88 
Forest 0.83 0.78 0.73 0.73 

Table 5: Recall for variable misclassification cost 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The presented study was aimed as first examination of 
the multifractals applicability as global features describing 
the image content in the context of CBIR. We have calculated 
some multifractal parameters for high-resolution satellite EROS-A 
image tiles and used them as attributes in decision tree 
classification approach. Based on the achieved results we can 
conclude that multifractal formalism seems to be a potentially 
useful tool for deriving global descriptors of image content. 
It seems that degree of multifractality is related to the type of 
a land cover and this relation can be used for content-based image 
retrieval. Multifractal measures computed for tested images 
enabled quite accurate retrieving of searched images when used as 
an input attributes in decision tree classification procedure.  

The best overall classification accuracy were achieved when 
selected multifractal descriptors were used together with chosen 
histogram-based features. Using two multifractal descriptors only 
we have got quite well recall rate for classes “urbanized” and 
“forest”. It seems that simultaneous usage of degrees 
of multifractality calculated according to SUM and DBC measures 
can improve discrimination between landcover classes. 

It has to be stressed that presented results should be treated as 
preliminary ones, as they are based on very limited study. We plan 
to continue our research with different kinds of satellite images and 
imaged landscapes. The performance of multifractal measures 
should be also compared to other texture descriptors. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents a methodology for recognizing, 

identifying and classifying built objects in dense urban areas, 

using a morphometric approach with Spot 5 panchromatic 

images. This methodology comprises several image 

processing steps: fusion of Laplacian enhancements, 

intermediate symbolic representation (ISR) method of 

segmented build-up objects, and unsupervised classification 

by hierarchical ascending classification from morphometric 

attributes of each build-up objects extracted by ISR. The 

intermediate symbolic representation method automatically 

generates a vector map of segmented buildings and an urban 

object-oriented morphometric database. Each build-up object 

is morphologically characterized by fifty geometric 

attributes. 

 

Index terms— urban oriented object database, 

intermediate symbolic representation, mophometry, vector 

mapping, build-up, remote sensing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Urban areas are characterized by a large variety of 

geographic objects and spatial forms: communication 

infrastructures such as roads, highways, ports and airports, 

agricultural areas, industrial or commercial zones, collective 

or individual housing, green areas, etc. All these objects, 

which structure urban territories, generate a spatial 

heterogeneity characterized by a large panel of structures, 

textures, geometries and spectral signatures that are 

recovered by the remote sensing of images. The spatial 

heterogeneity caused by the numbers and variety of urban 

objects increases the high spatial resolution and spectral 

resolution (number of spectral bands) of satellite images. In 

many urban areas, the complexity of spectral signatures is 

due to the heterogeneity of roofing materials, built areas, 

density, open spaces, tree cover, gardens, building height, 

type of architecture, etc. 

 

The recognition and identification of buildings as housing is 

often difficult if one is using classification methods based on 

spectral response [1] [2] [3]. The introduction of texture 

characters into urban objects improves the level of 

recognition, extraction and identification of build-up areas 

[4] [5] [6]. The use of panchromatic image limits the 

capacity to differentiate objects as compared to multi-

spectral images. The use of urban object geometries and 

morphologies makes it possible to recognize, differentiate 

and identify discrete buildings. Several methodologies based 

on morphological operators have been developed [7] [8]. 

Some others, which rely on the morphometric attributes of 

buildings, have been also devised [9] [10]. The methodology 

presented here is based on use of intermediate symbolic 

representation (ISR) [11] [12]. This method as applied to the 

recognition and identification of build-up land makes it 

possible to generate two object-oriented databases: (1) a 

vector database of each recognized object, (2) a geometric 

attributes database (morphometric) in which, to each 

recognized built object are associated fifty geometric 

measurements such as texture, compactness, connectedness, 

voids, surface area, number of edges, boundaries, etc. 

 

2. METHODOLOGICAL SEQUENCES 

 

2.1. Enhancing the visual recognition of buildings 

through local statistical methods 

 

The purpose of the first processing sequence is to obtain a 

sharper discrimination of build-up objects by use of statistical 

operators (convolution and local linear regression). 

Processing increases the differentiation between non-built / 

buildings, and between built-up areas. Their extraction 

during structural segmentation, more particularly in dense 

areas, is thus facilitated. 

 

The methodology is based on the application of three 

different convolution Laplacian filters (3x3 windows) 

positioned on the panchromatic image. The three results are 

merged into one image by local linear regression (figure 1). 

 

Spot 5 panchromatic image => Laplacian enhancement by 

convolution operators => merging of the 3 resulting filtered 
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images by local linear regression => Structural 

segmentation for the extraction of built-up areas => 

Intermediate symbolic representation (vector map of built 

objects) / Morphometric measurements (object-oriented 

built-up database) => Hierarchical ascendant classification 

=> Map of the building classified on the basis of their 

statistical (radiometry) and geometric attributes => 

Semantic transfer => main  socio-economic functions of the 

buildings. 

Table 1, Image processing sequences 

 

 

 
Figure 1, SPOT 5 filtered panchromatic data, (Enhancement 

Laplacian convolutions merged, using local linear regression)  

 

2.2. Intermediate symbolic representation 

 

The second sequence of image processing consists in: (1) 

extracting and, (2) mapping each building, (3) generating a 

morphometric measure of each building, and (4) producing 

an urban building object-oriented database.  

 

The extraction of the buildings identified visually is made 

interactively by structural segmentation (automatic threshold 

computation). The mapping of each building in vector format 

(and the associated vector database), the measure of their 

geometries and morphologies, and the generation of the 

urban object oriented database are processed by the 

intermediate symbolic representation operator (figure 2). The 

intermediate symbolic representation consists in combining 

and merging a number of elements such as contours, points 

(amplitude and orientation, gradient, position, etc..), chains 

(the number of points and the position of the points 

constitute attributes that indicate whether the chain is open 

or closed, etc.), line segments (position, length, angle, 

intensity, contrast, dispersion, etc.), polygons and rectangles 

(area, position, contour points, etc..), regions and shape 

parameters (statistics on intensity values, etc.). The Spot 5 

panchromatic satellite image is viewed as a set of pixels 

without strong links between them (except that they are 

interdependent). The recognized and extracted buildings are 

considered to be object sets. Object sets (information 

extracted from an image) are rendered as an overlay on the 

source image. An object is a group of pixels in an image 

based on identical radiometric values. The objects derived 

from a single source image make up an object set. They are 

created by segmenting the image and characterized by 

morphometric measurements (table 1).  

 

 
Figure 2, Generation of vector map of buildings (object sets) 

recognized and extracted by structural segmentation (2) 

 

The morphometric built-up object-oriented database is 

generated by measuring sets of object (built elements) 

morphometric and statistic attributes: radiometry, texture, 

compactness, connectedness voids, surface areas, number of 

edges, boundaries, etc. (table 2) that can be divided into five 

categories: regions (coordinates, area, shape, texture, color), 

lines (coordinates, length, orientation, contrast, color), 

polygons (coordinates, area, perimeter, color) contour points 

(coordinates, direction, intensity, color), rectangles 

(coordinates, area, color).  

 

Statistical measurements (based on pixel intensity values): 

Minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, Skewness, 
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Kurtosis. 

Area measurement: surface 

Size and Shape Measurements: Pixel count, height, width 

number of blobs, centroid, major axis, curvature, length, 

angle, middle point, Rho, Theta, abscissa (mini and max), 

perimeter, Crofton perimeter, Compactness, perimeter ratio, 
number of holes, elongation, circularity, interceptions, 
equivalent diameter, perimeter variation, convexity, convex 

area, convex perimeter, symmetry mean difference, Feret 

diameter, minimum bounding rectangle. 

Table 2, Statistic and morphometric measurements of the 

built-up objects 

 

 
Figure 3, Extract from the object-oriented database of 

buildings: morphometric and statistic measurements for each 

recognized built-up object.  

 

Morphometric measurement generates attributes which 

determine the morphological and geometrical characteristics 

of the recognized buildings (figure 3).  

 

2.3. Classification by morphometric attributes 

 

The third sequence of image processing concerns the 

classification and categorization of buildings according to 

their statistical and geometrical attributes (characters) 

registered in the morphometric built-up object-oriented 

database. A hierarchical ascendant classification method is 

used for calculating clusters and generating a typology of the 

shapes of buildings (figure 4). 

 

 

 
Figure 4, Classification of morphologic types of built-up 

areas 

 

3. SEMANTIC TRANSFERT 

 

The third sequence of image processing recognition, 

identification and morphometric buildings' categorization (by 

classification) gives a mapping of built-up areas 

morphological forms. This morphometric typology of forms 

of built-up areas relates to dominant socio-economic 

functions: industries, habitats as shanty towns, residential 

buildings, houses, etc. The forms of architecture are 

indicators of socio-economic uses of the buildings (figure 5). 

The morphometric categorization of each built-up object by 

their statistic and geometric attributes can be linked to socio-

economic databases [13] [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5, Identification of the socio-economic functions of 

buildings based on their morphometry (shanty towns (green), 

houses (red), buildings (blue), industrial sites (yellow) 
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The generation of object built databases - vector map – and 

morphometric object-oriented databases provide better 

knowledge of a territory, of build-up urban objects, 

structuring urban space; and providing a morphologic 

description of buildings in the absence of urban databases. 

This morphological description can be linked to social, 

administrative and economic activities. Many buildings have 

specific architectural forms associated with their socio-

economic functions.  

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The use of ontological object characters (attributes) such as 

statistics (image radiometry) and geometry for recognition, 

mapping, identification and categorization involves 

applications in the fields of urban climatology [15], 

geomorphology and hydrology [16] [17], and, at times, 

urban geography for the characterization of the attributes of 

buildings [18]. Morphological approaches make it possible to 

reduce the spatio-temporal and seasonal variability found in 

the spectral responses of objects [19]. The notion of 

temporal permanence of image information is fundamental 

for urban remote sensing applications as regards urban 

spectral heterogeneity, and the complexity of the urban 

space. The geometric properties of urban objects are less 

impacted by the spatio-temporal variability of spectral 

responses. These can serve as a basis for developing 

reproducible analytical methodologies for urban territories, 

and for recognizing one major socio-economic indicator: the 

built objects. The intermediate symbolic representation 

associated with local statistic filters in the image processing 

sequence is one of the methods explored and developed to 

describe built-up objects. It has been also tested on Spot 3 

panchromatic images and Spot 5 multi-spectral data at 

Casablanca, Mohammedia and Rabat in Morocco, in Jaipur 

(India) and Kaunas (Lithuania) with Kompsat-2 

panchromatic and multi-spectral images. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

For reducing the calculation complexity of the traditional 

PolSAR image classifier and improving the classification 

effect, a two-stage classification is proposed. In the first 

stage classification, in order to replace the complicated 

decomposition, a new vector for dividing initial categories is 

extracted. With its help, pixels can be divided into four 

initial categories with a little linear operation. The first three 

categories can be highly matched with surface, double 

bounce and volume categories which obtained by Freeman-

Durden decomposition. Then in the second stage 

classification, pixels are projected on the H/α plane and are 

reclassified only in their initial categories while applying 

Wishart classifier, it helps to ensure the good effect of 

classification and to save computation amounts. After 

processing the NASA/JPL measured data, the experimental 

results are obtained, which demonstrate our method. 
 

Index Terms—PolSAR, image classification, Wishart 

classifier 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar (PolSAR) can des-

cribe backscattering properties of targets by transmitting and 

receiving different polarized signals. Therefore, as one of 

important research points in image processing field, PolSAR 

image classification has a more extensive development, such 

as crop-growth supervision, city-development layout, and 

calamity examination. It has been a focused technology 

around the world. 

Several typical classifiers are proposed, such as H/α-

Wishart classifier [1], the unsupervised classifications based 

on Freeman-Durden and Yamaguchi decomposition propos-

ed in [2] and [3] respectively. They are all combined with 

the polarization decomposition theories. In H/α classifier, 

after Cloude decomposition, pixels are classified into eight 

classes which denote different scatter properties [4], and the 

effect is improved greatly by Wishart iteration. Cloude 

decomposition is simple, however distances between each 

pixel and all the class centers are calculated in the iteration 

process, and it results in larger calculation complexity. For 

the classifications in [2] and [3], pixels are divided into 

several initial categories by Freeman-Durden [6] and 

Yamaguchi decomposition [3] respectively in order to obtain 

more subtle classification results. By Freeman-Durden 

decomposition, a pixel’s coherent matrix is decomposed into 

surface, double-bounce and volume scattering，its dominant 

scattering category rests with the maximum power of three 

scatterings. But this process is a bit complex. Besides the 

three scattering, Yamaguchi decomposition can get another 

helix scattering. Its main problem is also the big 

computation amounts. Another early decomposition is Pauli 

decomposition, however it aims at scattering matrix, and it 

only distinguishes surface and double-bounce scattering [5], 

volume scattering can’t be determined as a dominant 

scattering category because of its small power. 

In order to reduce the calculation complexity, a fast two-

stage classification is proposed in this paper. It combines the 

theory of dividing initial categories with H/α classifier. In 

the first stage, a 1╳ 3 vector is extracted to avoid the 

complicated decomposition, and it inherits the physical 

significances of Pauli and Yamaguchi decomposition. Pixels 

are divided into three specific initial categories and a mixed 

one with a little operation. If we take the result of three 

dominant scattering categories obtained by Freeman-Durden 

decomposition as a standard, the new three specific 

categories can be highly matched with them respectively. In 

the second stage, pixels are projected on the H/α plane and 

reclassified only in their initial categories while applying 

Wishart classifier. The range of reclassification is reduced 

availably, it ensures better effect. Fewer distances between 

pixels and class centers are calculated because there are less 

than eight classes in the specific categories. After processing 

the NASA/JPL measured data, we obtain the experimental 

results, which demonstrate our method. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 

introduces a new vector for first stage classification. Section 

3 introduces the detailed steps of fast two-stage classifier. 

Experiment results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes the illustrated research findings. 
 

2. A NEW VECTOR FOR FIRST STAGE 

CLASSIFICATION 
 

In this section, Pauli and Yamaguchi decomposition are 

introduced. Then a simple vector for the first stage 

classification is proposed only with a little operation. The 

physical significances of the two decompositions are 

inherited well. According to the elements’ maximum-to-sum 

ratio, pixels can be divided into three specific initial 

categories and a mixed one. Due to the physical significance, 
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a new three specific categories can be highly matched with 

surface, double bounce and volume categories obtained by 

Freeman-Durden decomposition respectively. 
 

2.1. Pauli decomposition 

The scattering matrix S can be decomposed based on the 

Pauli radix as follows: 

HH HV

a b c d

VH VV

S S
a b c d

S S

 
     
 

S S S S S            (1) 

Where a , b , c and d  are all complex. If the reciprocity 

holds, 
HV VHS S , that 0d  . a , b , c  can be expressed in 

the form of vector k . 

   
1

2
2

T T

HH VV HH VV HVa b c S S S S S   k     (2) 

where 2
a , 2

b  and 2
c  denote the scattering powers of 

surface, double-bounce and volume scattering respectively. 

Also, coherent matrix T can be constructed by k  farther. 
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By comparing equation (2) with (3), we can see that after 

being squared, formula (4) can be got as follows: 

   
2 2 2 2

1 2 3 11 22 33

T
T T

K K K a b c T T T    
 

K k   (4) 

Therefore, 
11T ,

22T , and 
33T  can also denote the scattering 

powers of three scatterings respectively. The bigger the ratio 

that 
iK  occupies, the bigger the possibility that this pixel 

belongs to the ith scattering mechanism is. However, the 

volume scattering can’t be determined as a dominant 

scattering category because of its small power, only the 

other two scatterings can be depicted effective. 
 

2.2. Yamaguchi decomposition 

According to Yamaguchi decomposition, coherent matrix T 

can be expanded into four submatrices: 
sT (surface), 

dT  

(double-bounce), 
vT (volume) and 

hT (helix scattering). 

2 2
(1 ) (1 )

s s d d v v h h

s s d d v v h h

P P P P

f f f f 

   

     

T T T T T

T T T T

       (5) 

where   and   are both unknown parameters, they 

describe the relation between the reflectance of horizontal 

and vertical plane. 
sP ，

dP ，
vP  and 

hP  are the correspond-

ing powers of surface, double-bounce, volume and helix 

scattering. 
sf ,

df , 
vf  and 

hf  the corresponding scattering 

coefficients. 

According to the models of 
sT , 

dT , 
vT (

vT has three 

different forms in different conditions) and 
hT , 

vP and
hP  can 

be calculated by 
ijT ( 1,2,3; 1,2,3i j  ) directly, while 

sP and
dP  cannot be obtained because of the unknown 

parameter   and  . 

• When  33 11 22 122 Re( )T T T T     

33 23

33 23

15 ( Im( ) ) 2
4

4 ( Im( ) ) 2
v v

T T r
P f

T T r

  
  

  

           (6) 

232 Im( )h hP f T                            (7) 

Where r is a ratio that can be defined as follows: 

11 22 12

11 22 12

2Re( )
10 log

2Re( )

T T T
r

T T T

  
   

  

                   (8) 

• When  33 11 22 122 Re( )T T T T     or 0vP  in equation 

(6), the same scattering model as Freeman-Durden 

decomposition is adopted, and then 
vP  and 

hP  can 

be calculated as: 

334v vP f T                               (9) 

0h hP f                              (10) 

 

2.3. A New vector extraction 

To avoid the possible classification error caused by the 

random orientation of the complex terrain scattering objects, 

we apply deorientation process [7] to coherent matrix. The 

original coherent matrix of a pixel is defined as T, and the 

coherent matrix after deorientation process is denoted as 0
T . 

The new vector 
reK  is defined as follows: 

    0 0

1 2 3 1 2 3 11 22

TT T

re re re re re v hK K K K K K T T P P    K = (11) 

where 
1reK , 

2reK  equal to 
1K and 

2K  in vector K  

respectively. 
3reK  is composed of 

vP and
hP  which can be 

simply calculated according to formula (6)~(10). 

   max 1,2,3

max( )
4

rei
rei re

rei

p

re

rei

K
i K R i

K
C

R
K


  


 
 







&K

K

      (12) 

pC  is defined as the category’s label that the pth pixel 

belongs to. The first three categories can be respectively 

matched to surface, double-bounce, and volume scattering 

which are obtained by Freeman-Durden decomposition. 

R is a percentage threshold. 

• When 0.33R  , no pixels is divided into category 4. 

• When 0.33R  ,
1 2 3re re reK K K  , there are no 

dominant scatterings. 
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• When 0.33 1R  , if R  is bigger, there will be 

fewer pixels in the first three categories.  

• When 1R  , any two elements of 
reK  approximate 

to zero, there are no pixels in the first three 

categories. 

The bigger R  is, the higher the veracity of classification 

result is. Commonly, it’s in [0.5 0.6]. Four categories are got 

only by less calculation comparing with decomposition. 

 

3. THE PROPOSED FAST TWO-STAGE CLASSIFIER 

According to the discussion given above, there are three 

main processes in the fast two-stage classifier. (1) Pretreat-

ment. Deorientation process is essential to overcome the 

random orientation of the complex terrain scattering objects. 

(2) The first stage classification. Pixels are divided into four 

initial categories. Meanwhile, it’s a precondition to reduce 

the computation amounts of second stage. (3) The second 

stage classification. After being projected on the H/α plane, 

pixels are reclassified only in their initial categories. The 

effect is ensured and the calculation is simpler. 

N  is supposed as the total number of the pixels. Details 

steps are listed as follows: 

A. Pretreatment 

Step 1) Perform deorientation process to the original 

coherent matrix. 

B. The first stage classification 

Divide the pixels into four initial categories. 

Step 2) Extract vector 
reK  of each pixel according to 

formula (11). 

Step 3) Divide the pixels into four initial categories on the 

basis of formula (12), indicate label 
pC  of each 

pixel’s category. 

C. The second stage classification 

Step 4) Perform Cloude decomposition. 

Step 5) Pixels are mapped to the H/α plane in their initial 

categories, the classes’ labels are defined as 
ijCL  

(i=1,…,4, j≤8), i denotes the pixel’s category label. 

Step 6) If the pixels’ number in ( 1 2,3)ijCL i  ， is smaller than 

0.0001╳ N , merge this class into 
4 jCL . When there 

are fewer pixels in a class, it doesn’t account the 

class accurate center. 

Step 7) Compute each class centre in turn, the pth pixel is 

reclassified to class ( C )ij pCL i   according to the 

minimum Wishart distance between the coherent 

matrix 0

pT  and class centre ( C )ij pi V . Repeat this 

process several times in order to gain better result. 

0 1 0( , ) ln ( )p ij ij ij pd tr  T V V V T    ( C )pi        (13) 

Step 8) Check the distance between any two classes, merge 

the redundant classes when their distances are small. 

 1 10.5 ln ln ( )ij i j i j j iD tr      V V V V V V         (14) 

Comparing with H/α-Wishart classifier, the proposed fast 

two-stage classifier has excessive processes of deorientation 

and vector 
reK  extraction. However, the most computation 

amounts of classification are consumed in iteration process. 

The pixels’ number in the ith category is defined as
iNp , and 

the classes’ number in the ith category is defined as 
iNc . In 

H/α-Wishart classifier, the distances between each pixel and 

8 class centers are calculated, there are 8N   times in one 

iteration. While in the fast classifier, 8 ( 1,2,3)iNc i  , the 

total times are 
4

1

i i

i

Np Nc


 . The more pixels belong to the 

first three categories, the less the computation amounts are. 

 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
 

Both the vector’s validity for the first stage classification 

and the fast two-stage classifier effect are shown. 

4.1 Classification effect of the first stage classification 

 
a)Pauli decomposition image  b)Optical image (from Google map) 

Fig.1 The images of San Francisco 

Table 1 New vector results and comparison results to dominant 

categories obtained by Freeman-Durden decomposition ( 0.55R  ) 

Category 
Pixels’ numbers 

of new categories 

Pixels’ numbers matching 

to the standard dominant 

categories 

Ratio 

1 51328 51058 99.5% 

2 15169 14678 96.8% 

3 1711 1711 100% 

4 54292   

In order to verify the vector’s correctness and effective-

ness in the first stage classification, we select 7 measured 

PolSAR data to experiment. They are collected by different 

systems (such as AirSAR, UAVSAR and Radarset-2) from 

different areas. There also are different objects (such as sea, 

farm, airport, grass, city, mountain, etc). The total number of 

testing pixels is bigger than 1126,000. Owing to the space, 

only the result based on the data of San Francisco is 

illuminated, it is collected by AirSAR. Image size is 350×
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350, there are sea, grass, road and city. Taking result of 

dominant categories obtained by Freeman-Durden decompo-

sition as a comparison, the results are shown in Table 1. 

It can be found that the ratios in Table 1 are high, the 

correctness is ensured. About 55.7% of pixels are divided 

into the first three categories. The complexity is lower when 

the value of R  is higher. In practice, we can adjust R  to 

considering the correctness and the complexity. 
 

4.2 Results of classification 

4.2.1 Effect on objects classification 

 
a) Result of H/α-Wishart classifier   b) Fast two-stage classifier 

Fig.2. Comparison of objects classification 

Fig.2 shows the classification effect of the two algorithms. 6 

iterations are taken while applying Wishart classifier. 

Different colors denote different classes in Fig.2. Classes’ 

numbers obtained in the two methods are different: 8 in fig 

a), while 16 in fig b). 

By fast two-stage classifier, objects are divided into more 

classes, and more correct information is afforded. Some 

details are shown more clearly in fig b). For the sea area, 

there are two colors in Fig a) by mistake, while fig b) can 

correctly distinguish them as one object. For area Ⅰ which 

is coast, fast two-stage classifier can distinguish it clearly, 

while H/α-Wishart mixes it with the sea. For area Ⅱ which 

are land and grass, the division in fig b) is more evidently, 

and so do the areas in the bottom of the image those stand 

for roads in city. 

4.2.2 Iteration Astringency 

The number of transferred pixels in the course of iteration is 

usually used to weigh the astringency. Fewer transferred 

pixels mean better astringency. Comparison of the iteration 

astringency is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of iteration astringency 

Times of 

iteration 

Number of transferred pixels in each iteration 

H/α-Wishart classifier Fast two-stage classifier 

1 89905 61560 

2 23802 19780 

3 15353 11283 

4 11654 9985 

5 10378 8525 

6 9489 6873 

Fewer pixels are transferred in fast two-stage classifier. 

On the basis of vector introduced in Section 2.3, pixels are 

divided into four initial categories. They can only be 

assigned to the classes with the same initial category. For a 

pixel, the iteration area is reduced availably. They could be 

assigned to the correct classes with shorter iteration times. 

4.2.3 Computation amounts 

In this experiment, there are 3, 2, 4 classes in the first three 

categories respectively, so 36% percents of the operation in 

iteration process can be reduced in theory. The time 

consumption of H/α-Wishart classifier taking one iteration 

used on Matlab R2009b is 4.16s, while the fast two-stage 

classifier is 2.85s. 31% percents of operation are reduced, 

it’s accordant with the number in theory. The total time con-

sumption of H/α-Wishart classifier is 33.78s, while the fast 

two-stage classifier is 26.43s (6 iterations are taken), about 

21.76% percents of the operation are reduced. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a fast two-stage classifier is proposed which is 

achieved by two stages. Firstly, a vector based on the 

elements of coherent matrix is extracted. Pixels are divided 

into four different initial categories with a little operation. 

Complex decomposition is avoided. Then in the second 

stage, pixels are projected on the H/α plane and reclassified 

only in their initial categories. Better classification effect 

and computation amounts reduction are both obtained. The 

experiment results show that the new algorithm is more 

effective not only in objects division, but also in astringency 

and computation amounts saving. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Associative methods for image ranking are attractive due to 

their similarity to human models of understanding but difficult 

to build due to training complexity. This article proposes a 

methodology to reduce the complexity of ranking satellite 

images for additive associative methods. Our approach 

employs genetic operations to provide faster and more 

accurate semantic models for ranking. The added accuracy is 

provided by a reduction in the likelihood of reaching local 

minima. The experiments show that, when using genetic 

operations, the mean average precision (MAP) of ranking by 

semantic was improved by 11.5% while maintaining similar 

number of association rules in each semantic model. 
 

Index Terms— Content-based, data mining, ranking, 

genetic, satellite images, associative 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Applications in the context of geospatial image evaluation 

require complex operations for generating, manipulating, and 

evaluating data, especially due to the coexistence of visual 

patterns related to multiple semantics in each image. It is 

becoming more and more difficult for image analysts to 

manually annotate geospatial images at the current rate of image 

collection. Research in this area provided a variety of computer-

based methods for knowledge extraction from geospatial 

images. Successful solutions have been proposed [3, 4, 5, 15, 

16], to represent the complex, often overlapping geospatial 

knowledge and to assist image analysts in generating necessary 

domain specific metadata.  Among the proposed solutions, 

associative methods are an interesting, easy to interpret 

approach to model association between low-level features and 

visual patterns [1, 3]. For an in-depth review of spatial data 

mining and knowledge discovery, the reader is directed to [10]. 

Many issues in geospatial knowledge discovery are related 

to optimization with different search strategies on a feature  

space. It is very difficult to find a unique solution in a high-

dimensional feature space that contains a large quantity of 

continuous variables. Brute force associative methods are NP-

hard due to the fact that subspace generation is exponential to 

the number of possible subspaces that were generated. Several 

algorithms [9, 13], which attempt to reduce the complexity of 

the problem using greedy decisions, may result in suboptimal, 

local maximum, solutions. To reduce the degree of greediness, 

additive models were combined with algorithms such as the 

Sequential Forward Floating Selection Algorithm (SFFS) [3, 

12]  which applies a number of backward steps as long as the 

objective function returns better results. 

Genetic algorithms [7, 8] can solve the issues inherent in 

slow and complex dynamic environments by providing means 

to escape local-maxima traps. They use natural selection 

methods to combine successful features existent in a set of 

previously generated models. The success of each model is 

assessed with a fitness function. The research in [11] applies 

evolutionary algorithms to classify multispectral remotely 

sensed imagery using a non-linear combination of both spectral 

information and texture metrics. The research in [14] uses 

genetic algorithms to optimize the interpolation of air pollution 

data while the research in [18] applies genetic algorithms to 

classify land-cover using object shape found in image. 

In this paper we explore steady-state genetic methods [17] to 

optimize associative models for ranking Landsat image regions 

by land cover. Each association between a feature and the land 

cover of interest is modeled as a k-bit exon that contains 

information about both the features and the characteristics of the 

feature subspace used. The novelty of our approach is the use of 

genetic operations at both feature and subspace levels. We 

evaluate the fitness of models in genetic populations using MAP 

and compare and contrast it with the SFFS optimization 

algorithm used in [3]. This paper is organized as follows: In 

Section 2 we introduce the methodology used to implement 

genetic algorithms, we present the experimental results in 

Section 3, and then conclude the article in Section 4. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section we present our methodology for ranking Landsat 

image regions using genetic operations. The key feature of the 

algorithm is the usage the genetic operations at two levels: the 

feature and subspace levels. At the feature level, we vary the set 

of features used to mine association rules while at the subspace 

level we vary the subspace for the same feature set that will be 

used in ranking. For example, for a 38-dimensional space there 

are     unique combinations of features. For each combination 

of features multiple subspaces that are relevant to ranking can 

be generated by an algorithm such as Apriori. Consequently, for 

each selected feature set we select only one relevant subspace 

and use it in combination with subspaces resulted from mining 

of other feature sets. To evaluate which subspace is the most 

relevant we also apply genetic operations at this level.  
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2.1 Fitness Function 
 

The fitness function for each semantic model is used by the 

optimization algorithm to determine which combinations of 

association rules will better model the association between 

feature subspaces and semantics of interest. In our study, we use 

the MAP to determine the relevance of each feature subspace to 

a semantic model. However, since each semantic model is an 

ensemble of associations, with multiple non-zero relevance 

values, the fitness function is applied as follows: Each 

association rule maps low-level features     of the feature 

space   into high-level semantics    . For each semantic   we 

create a semantic model which is the set of mappings from the 

feature space   into a semantic space  : 

      ,{ (  )}   -  (1) 

In this formula,  (  ), shown in equation (2), is an 

asymmetric sigmoid possibilistic distribution that models the 

relevance of a measurement    to a semantic    .  

   (  ) 
 

 
[    (

     
 

  
 )      (

     
 

  
 )] (2) 

The function   is an asymmetric double sigmoid function (L 

- left and R - right). Each half sigmoid is controlled by two 

parameters: (a) center (1) and (b) width (2). Each possibility 

distribution is shaped using the relevance assessments provided 

by image analysts for each semantic of interest. For details of 

this mapping function, the reader is referred to [3]. 

The overall relevance   
 
 of an image  , having the feature 

measurements       , to a semantic   is computed by sorting 

the relevance values of image feature values:  (     ) where 

 (  )     in descending order and then computing: 

   
 
  ∑  (     )  

    ( (     ))
⁄    

 (3) 

For each of the experiments we then compute the fitness 

function as the MAP of ranking, which provides an aggregate 

measure of precisions across all the recall levels for each model 

   for     over a feature space  . The MAP measure is 

shown below: 

     
 

     
∑ (

 

 
∑ (         (     ))

 
   )  

     (4) 

In this formula,     is the set of ranked j images from the top 

to the kth image. 

 

2.2 Encoding 
 

Each generated membership function is considered an exon   

and it is encoded as decimal string for the sequence ( ,   
 ,   

 , 

  
 ,   

   occupying a total 20 decimal digits. The feature   is 

recorded as the index of the feature in the feature space using four 

decimal digits, while for each of the sigmoid parameters we store 

the most significant four digits after the decimal point that 

resulted after the process of normalization. For example, 

         
 

 
*    (

      

    
)      (

       

    
)+, will be 

encoded as   = 00050100050062400100. 

Each mined association rule is considered a gene   and 

encoded by concatenating the codes of all the related exons. For 

example, consider that the Apriori algorithm on the {F001, 

F005} set of features generated an association rule represented 

by the following two functions:            
 

 
*    (

       

     
)      (

       

     
)+ and            

 

 
*    (

      

    
)      (

       

    
)+. This will be considered a 

gene   with two exons having the encoding 

0001887001509980001000050100050062400100. 

For each set of features for which association rules were 

mined, is considered a chromosome and is encoded as a 

concatenation of the sequence (                 ). Here,   is 

the number of genes in the chromosome,        is the activated 

exon in the gene, both occupying four digits, and         are 

the gene encodings for the generated sigmoid functions. For 

example, consider that the result of applying the Apriori 

algorithm to the set of features {F001, F005} resulted in a total 

of two relevant associations: the one mentioned in the previous 

paragraph and a second one represented by the functions: 

          
 

 
*    (

       

      
)      (

       

     
)+ and 

          
 

 
*    (

       

      
)      (

       

      
)+. This will be 

encoded as: 0002000100018870015099800010000501 

00050062400100. This encoding shows the number of genes, 

shown in italicized text, and considers the first gene as the 

active one, which is shown in bolded text. 

Finally, a semantic model is encoded as a DNA sequence by 

concatenating the gene codes that are used in the model. Further 

a population is a set of semantic models that are used for 

evaluation and further genetic operations. 

 

2.3 Genetic Operations 

 

The selection of chromosomes used in genetic operations is 

determined using the roulette wheel selection algorithm [6] 

which allocates a chance of selection proportional to the fitness 

of each semantic model in the population. At the gene level we 

perform random selection. We perform crossover, mutation, and 

reproduction operations both at the chromosome and gene 

levels. If chromosome operations generate new genes with 

unknown exons, a new association rule mining task is executed 

on that subspace to generate the relevant associations and 

encode them into genetic material. Below we enumerate the 

genetic operations that are performed on each population: 

Chromosome Grow Mutation: This operation adds a 

chromosome to a DNA sequence with a probability directly 

proportional with its relevance. 

Chromosome Shrink Mutation: This operation removes a 

chromosome to a DNA sequence with the intent to reduce the 

complexity of the DNA sequence. The probability of this 

operation is inversely proportional with its relevance. 

Chromosome Constant Mutation: This operation selects a 

chromosome and changes the associated feature for a gene.  
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Chromosome Crossover: This operation swaps sets of genes 

between two chromosomes selected from the existing 

population. The crossover site is generated randomly. For our 

experiments we have used a crossover rate of 70%. 

Chromosome Reproduction: This operation makes an exact 

copy of a chromosome and adding it to the new DNA sequence.   

Gene Constant Mutation: This operation changes the active 

exon in a selected gene. The selection of the new exon is 

performed by a random operation. 

 

3. EVALUATION  

 

For our experiments we used the UCI Statlog Landsat Multi-

Spectral satellite dataset [2]. The dataset contains 6435 satellite 

images that were labeled with one of six different soil types: red 

soil (L1), cotton crop (L2), grey soil (L3), damp grey soil (L4), 

soil with vegetation stubble (L5), or very damp grey soil (L7). 

For each image, a 36-dimensional feature space was extracted 

with feature corresponding to the 9 intensity values of a 3x3 

pixel region (with overlapping regions) in two visible and two 

near infra-red spectral bands. Semantic models were trained on 

randomly selected training set that contains 90% of data while 

testing was performed on the remaining 10% of data. 

To demonstrate the relevance of applying genetic methods 

to improve the quality of ranking by semantics we designed two 

experiments: (1) additive associative ranking as proposed in [3] 

and (2) additive associative ranking combined with genetic 

operations as described in Section 0. For the additive model, a 

number of minimum 4,000 association rules were generated 

using the Apriori algorithm [1]. These association rules were 

sorted descending with a harmonic mean of confidence 

(w=98%) and support (w=0.02%) and then used to generate a 

semantic model using 1,000 iterations with the SFFS 

optimization algorithm [12]. For the second experiment we 

generated a similar number of iterations using genetic 

operations. The performance of these two methods is shown in 

Figure 1 for the five land covers associated with the dataset. 

Figure 1 (a) shows a comparison of the MAP values for the two 

experiments, while Figure 1 (b) shows the number of 

associations in each model. The genetic experiment returns, on 

average, 11.5% better results that the additive one with better 

MAP for five out of the six semantics. For example, ranking 

images by the red soil (L1) semantic returns an average 64.5% 

and 93.4% when using method (1) and (2) respectively.  

For an in-depth analysis we show, in Figure 2, the variation 

of training MAP. For example, after 50 association rules were 

tested (50 iterations), the additive model contained 12 

association rules in the semantic model for red soil (L1) and 

returned a MAP of 65.46%. For the same iteration and land 

cover, the genetic algorithm contained 14 association rules and 

    
  (a) (b) 

Figure 1. Results for ranking by semantics for experiments that use additive and genetic methods : (a) mean average precision and (b) number 

of associative rules in each semantic model. 

   
  (a) (b) 

Figure 2. Variation of training MAP for each semantic in the dataset for (1) additive and (b) genetic methods. 
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returned a MAP value of 70.08%. After 450 more iterations, the 

MAP values changed to 69.5% and 87.73% respectively with 17 

and 13 respectively rules in each model. Overall these results 

show that the genetic method discovered better association rules 

faster than the additive method. This is due, in part, to the fact 

that typical methods of association rule relevance, such as 

support and confidence, are not optimal for determining the best 

combination that maximizes the quality of ranking. For 

example, for grey soil (L3) we observe an increase of 12.7% in 

MAP at iteration 960. This shows that although that specific 

association rule was relevant to the model, it was ranked low by 

the standard associative quality measures. The highest variation 

of 1.2% in MAP for the genetic model is noticed at iteration 

510. The additive method also returns more overfitted models. 

For example, for the very damp grey soil (L7), the additive 

model, with 44 association rules, returns 87.84% training MAP 

while the genetic model, with nine association rules, returns 

82.98% training MAP. However, when tested on new data, the 

genetic model returns better MAP (81.35%) than additive 

method returns (65.87%).  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

We have developed an approach for generating associative 

models for ranking Landsat image regions. Our method applies 

genetic methods to return better precision on new untested data 

while avoiding overfitting by reducing the local minima issues 

existent in additive models. Genetic models have also the 

advantage of determining the most relevant associations after 

less iteration which enables them to reach better models faster. 

Our future work includes a more comprehensive evaluation on 

different image modalities and semantic sets as well as a more 

in-depth evaluation on methods of associative rule pruning.  
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  (a)  (b) 

Figure 3. Variation of testing using MAP for each semantic in the dataset for (1) additive and (b) genetic methods. 
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ABSTRACT
In arid and semi-arid regions, soil salinity is one of the most
important cause of desertification. This paper proposes a re-
view of our recent contributions for soil salinity mapping us-
ing different satellite data. Results from hyperspectral, multi-
spectral and radar data are combined. By combining different
data from different sensors and specially the use of the InSAR
coherence for desertification mapping, this paper describes an
optimized procedure for following and validating the deserti-
fication effects caused mainly by the soil salinity spreading.
A case study over the semi arid region of Zarzis in the south
of Tunisia is analysed and validated in this paper.

Index Terms— Desertification, soil salinity, hyperspec-
tral , InSAR coherence, multispectral

1. CONTEXT AND PROBLEMATIC

Desertification is considered as one of the most critically rel-
evant issues in many countries [1, 2]. The United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) defines it as
”land degradation in arid, semiarid and dry sub-humid areas
resulting from various factors, including climatic variations
and human activities”. Some of the most important effec-
tive factors of soil degradation are erosion, waterlogging and
specially salinity. Soil salinity is considered as an environ-
mental hazard and one of the main factors in desertification
[3]. In Africa, soil degradation is a problem of major im-
portance since it prompts a situation of misery together with
drought and poverty. Tunisia is giving priority to combat land
degradation in the context of its strategy for sustainable de-
velopment. Design of decision making approaches for tak-
ing effective actions, needs a deep understanding and analy-
sis of desertification processes and a liquidation of its conse-
quences in order to build integrated methods enabling the fol-
lowing, monitoring and prediction of the development of the
land degradation phenomena, and particularly soil salinity. In
this work we are interested in the desertification monitoring
in the south of Tunisia where the soil salinity content is high.

In our previous work [4] we used a long term NOAA-
AVHRR NDVI time-series data for assessing desertification

conditions. We model and analyze the minimum NDVI trend,
which is less correlated to the precipitation than the maxi-
mum one. Thus, negative trends indicate a consistently en-
vironmental degradation and that the studied pixel is under
desertification. More significant results have been obtained
through the application of the t-student test to compute the
90% confidence interval. Results suggest that the trend must
be less than a threshold value of (−10−4) instead of zero [5].
However, the result of mapping is coarse regarding the spatial
resolution of NDVI data.

In this paper, we propose to integrate multi-source datasets
with the NDVI time-series data to generate and validate a de-
sertification map at a more detailed scale.

2. METHODOLOGY

The developed methodology is based on the complementar-
ity of the optical and SAR (synthetic aperture radar) data to
overcome the desertification problematic. In fact, deserti-
fication monitoring through the evolution of the vegetation
status needs high temporal frequency information to follow
the rapid vegetation phenology change. This is possible by
the use of optical data provided by satellites such as NOOA-
AVHRR and SPOT, especially for their daily coverage. But
using these kind of data is limited by their spectral and spatial
resolution as well as the noise, due to atmospherical condi-
tions. Thus, we propose to take into account additional data
acquired over the test site of Zarzis (South of Tunisia). The
initial data contains: ENVISAT ASAR complex data (SLC),
ENVISAT ASAR intensity data (PRI) and Hyperspectral im-
agery of Compact High-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(CHRIS).

However, the monitoring of salinity spatial changes is fun-
damental for anticipating soil degradation and then desertifi-
cation. It means that we have first to identify the places where
salts concentrate and second detect the temporal and spatial
changes. The detailed flowchart of the developed methodol-
ogy is given in Fig. 1. It consists of three main steps:

In the first step, the main salinity clusters are extracted
from the SAR intensity data. This was done in the wavelet do-
main in order to ensure the spatial dependency of the clusters
using the FCM (Fuzzy c-Means) algorithm [6]. For this study,
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the developed methodology for mapping desertification areas due to the impact of soil salinity.

three clusters were considered. They were determined from
hyperspectral data. In fact, this was the result of the endmem-
ber selection step done with the PCA (principal component
analysis) technique in the wavelet domain [7, 8].

Secondly, an InSAR coherence map is generated from
two SLC (single look Complex) (Fig. 2 (a)). We propose
in this work to combine features from amplitude, coherence
and salinity clusters into a single 4D space (master image,
slave image, coherence image, salinity value) then to apply a
multichannel (multiband) classification algorithm. This is the
contribution of this paper compared to our previous works
[4, 9, 7] (Fig. 2 (b)).

The last step is for validation. It consists in the compari-
son of the generated desertification map, considering the spa-
tial resolution of the optical data (NOAA-AVHRR), with re-
spect to a GlobCover [10] map as well as the optical desertifi-
cation map. This later map was generated using the minimum
NDVI trend of only long term NOAA-AVHRR NDVI time-
series data, without needing any precipitation data [4].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Derived interferometric products from a pair of SLC images,
as the amplitude and the coherence images can be used for
different classifications to increase the performance of the ap-
plied decision rules. We propose in this work to combine fea-

tures from amplitude and coherence images as well as a salin-
ity clusters image into a single 4D space, then to apply a mul-
tichannel (multiband) classification algorithm. For this work,
as it was presented in the previous section, we choose the mul-
tichannel fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm. Our motivation
behind this proposition lies first in the fact that (i) correlation
between both of amplitude images can reduce considerably
effects of the noise while preserving image details and (ii) co-
herence represents a complementary information to the SAR
image amplitude that can well indicate the spatial homogene-
ity behavior of each contextual class. Moreover, the results
show the evolution of the bare land due to the desertification
effects between 2006 and 2009 mapped within the Globcover
map. Thus, we computed the coherence map between the
SLC pair containing as a master image the SLC one acquired
on July 2, 2006 and the slave image the SLC one acquire on
June 21, 2009.

Visually, it is clear that the confusion classes have been
considerably reduced and that contextual classes are more ho-
mogenous (Fig. 2 (c)) compared to our 3D classification ap-
proach (Fig. 2 (b)). It is very important to mention that there
is no more flagrant mix between pixels affected by desertifi-
cation and other ones. However, confusion still remains be-
tween the bare land and vegetation classes (scarce or sparse
vegetation). This can be explained by the coherence behavior
similarity of these two classes since vegetation classes con-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) The InSAR coherence map computed for one month of time interval between acquisitions (2006) and the results
from the fuzzy classification of (b) 3D (master image, slave image, coherence image) and (c) 4D (master image, slave image,
coherence image, salinity clusters) data vector. (Red: Bare land, Yellow: Bare land with scarce vegetation, Green: Sparse
vegetation and Blues: Water bodies).

sist in areas that have a negligible artificial cover as a result
of human activities and a very little vegetation cover resulting
from the sparse olive trees (< 10%).

Considering the GlobCover ground truth reference im-
ages, the result is very important as it gives a separation of
the bare land class into two classes: bare land and a second
class, which corresponds to class of pixels which become bare
land being affected by desertification. Thus, the classification
procedure developed in this paper offer the possibility to dis-
tinguish between bare lands, those affected by desertification
and other which are initially bare. Moreover, the 4D classifi-
cation approach succeeded in separating the water class from
the bare lands which were flooded near the coast.
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Abstract 
The Image Information Mining 2012 conference is the eighth in the series jointly organised by ESA and EUSC, and by JRC 
since 2009. It took place for the first time in the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) premises, Oberpfaffenhofen site 
(Germany),  24

th
--26th October 2012.  Earth Observation (EO) data has increased significantly over the last decades with 

sensors collecting terabytes of data per day.  Meanwhile, the advent of sub-meter resolution Optical and Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors brought new dimensions to application areas with the consequence that the observed 
details has grown exponentially.  Moreover, decades of EO image time series will be continued in the future describing 
land cover and/or scene evolution and dynamics.  With plans for more missions and higher resolution EO systems, the 
challenge is increasingly going to be how to augment the usability of the millions of images being collected to a larger and 
larger group of end user applications (e.g., climate change, security, land use, etc.).  This year's conference focuses on 
automation in support of applications and services for knowledge discovery from EO data, for which Image Information 
Mining plays a key role. Image Information Mining proves most successful when cross-cued from other disciplines.  For 
this reason, the conference topics are broadened towards more generic Information Mining thanks to a series of keynote 
lectures in related fields.  The conference proceedings include all contributions that have been accepted for oral and 
poster presentations. 
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